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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Study 
The original purpose of this study was to make a care-
ful philological analysis of the Macro morality play The 
Castle 2f Perseverance primarily in an effort to establish as 
exactly as possible the original date and provenance of the 
play. Ho~:ever, in the preliminary stages of the analysis it 
was discovered that the extant play had undergone some altera-
tions before it was written down. The original purpose re-
mains, but the intention now is also to separate the redacted 
portions from the original and to clarify the problem of date 
and place not only of the original portion of the play but of 
the revisions. A study will also be made in an attempt to 
ezplain what the play originally consisted of and to suggest 
Why the redactions were made. 
The Hanuscript 
~ Castle 2f Perseverance is one of three morality 
plays in one binding known collectively as the Macro Horalities, 
the other two plays being Hankind and vlisdom, the latter also 
known as Mind, .!':!!ll ~ Understanding. The leaves of the manu-
script of Mankind are numbered 122-134; those of Wisdom 98-121; 
those of The Castle 2t Perseverance 154-191. According to 
Alfred w. Pollard the figures of this numeration appear to be 
1 
2 
of the Eighteenth Centu.ry.l 
The Census 2£. Medieval ~ Renaissance Manuscripts ~ 
~ united States ~ Canada. says that an early owner was 
"Monk Hyngbam.n2 The collection belonged to the Reverend Cox 
Macro from 1683-1767, whence it derived its name, and then 
passed to James Patteson of Horwich. At a private sale in 
which Patteson sold all his manuscripts the entire collection 
was bought by Dawson Turner and Hudson Gurney, the Macro col-
lection falling to the share of Gurney • It remained in the 
Gurney family until sold by order of Najor Q. E. Gurney. Then 
it was purchased by Quaritch of London on Harch 30, 1936.3 In 
that same year The Folger Shakespeare Library of Washington, 
D. c., obtained the manuscript from Quaritch and has retained 
it since.4 
Alfred w. Pollard's apparently careful study of the 
original manuscript when it was in the possession of the Gurney 
family disclosed that some leaves in ~ Castle 2f Perseverance 
had at one time been misplaced,5 and this finding has been 
corroborated by the present writer in a study of photographs 
1904). 
!The l1acro Plays, EEl'S, Extra Series, XCI (London, 
p.-xivi. 
2seymour de Ricci and w. J. Wilson (New York, 1937), 
II, 2272. 
3De Ricci and 1-Tilson, p-. 2272. 
4Letter from James G. NcManaway, Folger Shakespeare 
Library, Washington, D. c., May 4, 1959. 
5The Macro Plays, pp. xxxi-xxxii. 
3 
of the entire manuscript obtained from the Folger Shakespeare 
Library. Furthermore, two leaves appear to be missing, one 
after leaf 170 and one before leaf 185. The misplacement of 
leaves was caused by two transpositions, one of sigs. [B2] 
and [B4l and one of [B7l and [B8]• The true order of the 
leaves, as Pollard rightfully suggests, is 170, 1731 172, 171, 
174. 175. 177, 176, 179, 178, 180, 181, 184, 183, 182, 185.6 
Work of Other Investigators 
The only complete edition of The Castle of Persever-
~ is that of F. J. Furnivall and Alfred w. Pollard, !£! 
Macro Plays, EETS, Extra Series, XCI (London, 1904). A small 
specimen from the play is included in Alfred w. Pollard's 
English Miracle Plays, Moralities ~ Interludes (Oxford, 
1898), and nearly all of it is in Chief Pre-Shakespearean 
Dramas, by Joseph Quincy Adams (Boston, 1924). JohnS. Farmer 
included the entire play in The Photographic Facsimile Texts, 
~Macro Plays, 1-3 (London, 1907, 1907, 1908). 
In none of these editions has any mention been made 
concerning the possibility of redactions in the play, and, as 
far as can be determined, the only mention ever made of that 
possibility was that of Walter K. Smart in an article "!.!!! 
Castle of Perseverance: Place, Date, and a Source," in which he 
remarks that in some points "the prologue does not agree with 
6The Macro Plays, P• xxxii. 
4 
the extant text or the play. 117 
Although there has been considerable discussion con-
cerning the date and place or ~ Castle 2£ Perseverance, the 
problem has not been solved with any degree or certainty. The 
most valid approach to the solution would seem to be through an 
exhaustive linguistic analysis or the play, but this has hereto-
t:ore not been made. 
A number or suppositions, however, have been ot:t:ered 
concerning date and provenance. As t:or date, Alt:red w. Pollard, 
in the introduction to the EETS edition, suggests one or not 
later than 1425, but his suggestion is made merely on the basis 
ot: what he calls "literary grounds.n8 Walter K. Smart presumes 
a date t:or the play halt: way through the t:irst decade or the 
Fit:teenth Century, or 1405. His grounds, which are even more 
tenuous than Pollard's, consist mainly or ret:erences in the play 
to types ot: clothing and also a ret:erence to what he considers 
could possibly be an allusion to Owen Glendower•s rebellion 
against Henry IV. Smart states that his evidence t:or dating is 
by no means conclusive and is meant only to be suggestive.9 
F. J. Furnivall in the EETS edition of: The Macro Plays 
sets the location or The Castle 2£ Perseverance in Nort:olk, but 
1~ Manly Anniversary Studies in Language ~ Litera-
ture (Chicago, 1923), P• 44. 
8~ Macro Plays, p. xxiv. 
9nThe Castle 2£ Perseverance: Place, Date and a Source, 11 
pp • 1-J-8-49. -
5 
his conclusion is based on an incomplete and faulty linguistic 
survey of the play.lO Walter K. Smart argues for Lincolnshire 
as the original home of the play, and specifically for the 
city of Lincoln or its neighborhood. His evidence consists 
of a short listing of words from the play which he states are 
characteristic of the North or of the northeast Midlands, and 
he also uses the argument that the gallows of Canwycke mentioned 
in the play were situated in what is now the village of Canwick 
a mile and a half southeast of Lincoln.ll Smart's evidence for 
locating the play in Lincoln should by no means be taken as proof 
of provenance. A short lexical listing such as he offers, es-
pecially in the absence of any phonological or morphological 
evidence, cannot be considered a sound linguistic basis for lo-
cating any given manuscript. Furthermore, the validity of Smart's 
list is rendered doubtful by the fact that he relies heavily for 
dialectal information upon ~ English Dialect Dictionary by 
Joseph Wright, which records the usages of the latter part of 
the Nineteenth Century and not of the Middle Ages; many of 
Wright's forms are merely archaic remnants of usages which in 
many cases undoubtedly had a much wider distribution in earlier 
stages of the language. As for the gallows of Canwycke, even 
if they could be placed without doubt near the city of Lincoln, 
there is still to be considered the possibility that reference 
lO~ Macro Plays, pp. xxxiii-xlii. 
11Smart, PP• 42-43. 
could have been made to them by someone in another shire, 
particularly if the gallows had earned any sort of fame. 
6 
In an attempt to locate ~ Castle of Perseverance, the 
reference to Canwycke should be looked upon only as an iso-
lated piece of contributory information to be used along 
with more substantial evidence.l2 
l2Although not relevant to this study, Richard 
Southern's recent book The Medieval Theatre in the Round 
(London, 1957) should be-Mentioned. This boOk,-primarily 
an attempt to reproduce the staging and production of The 
Castle of Perseverance, since it did not take into conSia-
eration-rhe problem of redactions, should perhaps be re-
assessed. 
PART I. REDACTIONS IN THE CASTLE 2£: PERSEVERANCE 
CHAPTER I 
ANALYSIS OF THE REDACTIONS 
Much or the scholarly confusion concerning the loca-
tion and date of The Castle of Perseverance could have been 
due heretofore to the failure to recognize that the play as 
preserved in the Macro collection is not only not an auto-
graph copy but is also a version which contains some major 
alterations that were made in the original. It will be the 
purpose or this chapter to point out what portions or the 
Macro Castle of Perseverance represent the work of the ori-
ginal author and what portions were supplied later. 
The play apparently underwent two highly significant 
redactions, made at different times and by different writers. 
The first redaction consists or the first twelve stanzas of 
the manuscript (11. 1-156).1 the entire vexillator passage. 
The second consists of the latter portion of the play from 
the beginning of the Daughters of God scene and including a 
short transitional stanza, number 268, to the end of the work 
(11. 3122-3650). As will be pointed out later, some lines 
lAll analyses and transcriptions in the present work 
have been made from photographs or the original Macro manu-
script, obtained from Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, 
D. c. Throughout this work, however, the same stanza and 
line numbering will be used as in The Macro~~ ed. F. J. · 
Furnivall and Alfred w. Pollard, BETS, E.s. XCI (London, 1904). 
8 
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of this redaction might possibly have been taken from the 
work of the original poet. The portion of the play from the 
beginning of the presentation of the drama itself to the 
beginning of the transitional stanza just before the Daugh-
ters of God scene (11. 157-3122) is the work of the original 
playwright. 
These conclusions have been substantiated on the 
basis of an analysis and comparison of the three portions 
of the play. The criteria for comparison are stanza form, 
meter, alliterative technique, poetical style, grammar, 
syntax, and dramatic effectiveness. 
In this study the first twelve stanzas of the play 
(11. 1-156) will be referred to as redaction A, and the 
latter portion of the play (11. 3122-3650) will be called 
redaction B. 
Stanza form.--The original poet used for the most 
part two types of stanzas, one of thirteen lines rhyming 
ababababcdddc, and one of nine lines rhyming ababcdddc. The 
13-line form was by far the poet's favorite, occurring 188 
times in a total of 257 stanzas. The 9-line stanza is used 
43 times. Besides these two predominant forms, the poet 
used a simple quatrain, rhyming aaaa, 16 times; a rhyming 
couplet 3 times; an 8-line stanza, rhyming aaabcccb, four 
times; and a 14-line stanza, rhyming ababcdddcefffe, once. 
One of the most obvious features of the 13-line 
stanza and the 9-line stanza in the original work is the 
10 
consistent division of the stanza into two clearly distinct 
parts. In the 13-line stanza the first part consists of 9 
lines, in which a statement or theme is developed; and the 
final 4 lines comprise a concluding statement. In fact, it 
does not seem inappropriate to borrow the terms tradition-
ally used in the discussion of the sonnet form and call the 
first part the exposition and the second part the conclusion. 
The separation of the two portions is always clear, so much 
so that in editing the play it would always be safe to place 
a period after 1. 9. Similarly, the 9-line stanza is divid-
ed into a 5-line exposition and a 4-line conclusion. Out of 
a total of 231 stanzas of these two types in the original 
work, there ~ only one exception to this pattern, stanza 73, 
in which the division in a 13-line stanza comes after 1. 8 
rather than 1. 9. It is important to note that the division 
in the stanzas of the original is one not only of form but 
of sense. The continuity of thought is unbroken in the ex-
position, the pause is always well defined, and the conclu-
sion, though logically connected with the exposition, is a 
restatement or a new twist of thought, rather than a strict 
continuum. 
One of the ways in which the twelve 13-line stanzas 
of redaction A differ from those of the original is in the 
lack, for the most part, of this exposition-conclusion divi-
sion. In the speeches of the vexillators the sense continuity 
11 
is carried on from 1. 1 through 1. 13; the summary or twist 
is lacking. A comparison of a stanza of the original with 
one from redaction A should make the point clear: 
Original 
ii aungels ben a-synyd to me, 
~e ton techyth me to goode. 
on my ryth syde ~e may hym se, 
he cam fro crista ~at deyed on rode. 
a-no~yr is ordeynyd her to be 
~at is my roo be fen & flode, 
he is a-bout in euery degre 
to drawe me to ~o dewylys wode 
~at in helle ben thycke. 
swych to hath euery man on lyue 
to rewlyn hym &: hys wyttys fyue, 
whanne man doth ewyl ~e ton wolde 
~e tothyr drawyth to wycke. 
Redaction A 
schryue 
[11. 301-313] 
owt of good perseueraunce whanne mankynde wyl not come, 
6yt ~e Badde Aungyl wyth coveytyse hym gan a- sayle, 
fyndende hym in pouerte & penaunce so be-nome, 
& bryngyth hym in beleue in defaute for to fayle, 
~anne he profyrth hym good & gold so gret a sowme 
~at if he wyl com a-geyn & wyth ~e werld dayle, 
~e badde aungyl to ~e werld to11yth hym downe, 
~e castel of perseueraunce to Fle fro ~e vayle 
& blysse. 
~anne ~e werld be-gynnyth hym to restore, 
haue he neuere so mykyl ~yt he wold haue more, 
~us 'f>e badde aungyl leryth hym hys lore, 
'f>e more a man agyth ~e harder he is. 
[11. 79-91] 
Redaction B contains thirty-six 13-line stanzas and 
one 9-line stanza, along with ten quatrains. Although a 
number of the 13-line stanzas, and also the one 9-line form, 
show a separation between the two parts, many of them lack 
12 
the division, and some are questionable because of grammati-
cal or syntactical weaknesses. There is no distinct sense 
division in stanzas 274, 2751 276, 282, 287, 2931 297, 298, 
299, 300, 301, 302, 305, 306, 312, 313. 
The fact that the original poet used a comparatively 
large number of 9-line stanzas (A used none; B used only 
one) is in itself significant, but more significant is the 
fact that he invariably used them for a dramatic purpose. 
Appropriately enough, the shorter stanzas are used for the 
most part in passages of the drama where the action is 
speeded up at some point of suspense or climax. For example, 
eight of these stanzas are used consecutively (31-38) in 
the three-way dialogue in which the good angel and the bad 
angel argue to win over Mankind, a scene which closes 
dramatically with Mankind making his decision and departing 
with the bad angel. Shortly thereafter follows another 
series of 9-line stanzas (46-50) which consists of dialogue 
amongst the bad angel, Lust, Pride, and Mankind, as the sins 
regale Mankind with promises and finally take him to their 
master, Mundus, as the scene closes. There are two series 
of 9-line stanzas (193-196 and 208-211) used effectively in 
battle scenes, in which the Virtues repel the Vices. The 
shorter stanzas are logically used, along with an even 
shorter stanza, a quatrain (252-253 and 255), as the 
stranger Garcio taunts the dying Mankind. In stanzas 116, 
13 
117, and 119 Confession and Penitence try to dissuade 
Mankind, who answers them in a curt 9-line stanza. In the 
9-line stanza 146 Humility expresses pleasure at seeing 
Mankind saved, and in 147, also a 9-line stanza, the bad 
angel angrily interrupts (probably an aside) with a bitter 
vow to win Mankind back again. In stanza 153 Belyal beats 
Pride, Envy, and Wrath; in stanza 157 Caro beats Lechery and 
Gluttony; and in 165 Mundus beats Avarice. Again, the shorter 
form is used in stanzas 173 and 182, which are exhortations 
by Caro and Belyal respectively to their followers as they 
are going into battle. 
It is interesting to note that in the Daughters of 
God scene, which is almost entirely argumentative, the 
9-line stanza is used only once, stanza 270, and in that 
case the subject matter of the stanza is merely a prolonga-
tion of that of the preceding stanza, spoken by the same 
actor. 
Meter.--A highly conclusive test for separating not 
only the redacted portions of the play from the original 
but also the redacted portions from each other is that of 
meter. The original poet was an extremely conscientious 
metrist, and perhaps a major criticism against his art could 
be that the extreme metrical regularity of his lines creates 
in a play of such length no small amount of monotony. The 
lines of both redactions are noteworthy, on the other hand, 
for their lack of metrical regularity. In the type 
of irregularity, moreover, the redactions differ from each 
other. 
In 172 of the 13-line stanzas the original poet uses 
the scheme abababab4c3ddd4c3. The number of accents in the 
line is always rigidly adhered to according to the pattern. 
' 
Of the 2,236 lines in the 172 stanzas, only one line is 
doubtfUl, line 2 in stanza 198, a6eyns ~ castel 1 ~· 
which appears to have only 3 accents. In the remaining 
13-line stanzas the first eight lines all have four accents, 
but the conclusions of the stanzas are constructed differ-
ently from those of the 172 stanzas described above, from 
the point of view of number of accents per line. The regu-
larity of rhythm, however, is not lost. Stanzas 16, 61, 84, 
and 94 conclude with cdddc3. Stanzas 17, 20, 82, 83, and 
207 have cdddc2. Stanzas 18 and 19 end with c3dddc2, stanzas 
39 and 202 with clddd4c3, stanzas 172 and 175 with c1dddc3, 
and stanza 79 with c2ddd3c2. The same metrical regularity 
is found in the 9-line stanzas of the original poet, and in 
these the same types of variations are found in the conclu-
sions. In 38 of the 9-line stanzas the pattern is regularly 
abab4c3ddd4c3. Variations in the conclusion are found in 
stanzas 46 and 47, with the pattern c4dddc3; in 165 and 174, 
with cdddc3; and in 153, with c3dddc2. The regularity is 
present in all of the 18 quatrains, also, with a2a3a2a3. There 
are three 8-line stanzas, 54, 55, and 56, with the pattern 
15 
aaa2b2ccc2b2; one 8-line stanza, 67, with aaa4b3ccc4b3; one 
quatrain, 255, with abab4; and one 14-line stanza, 21, with 
abab4c3ddd4c3e2fff2e2. 
A great number of the lines of both redactions are 
difficult to scan with certainty because of a lack of a 
definite rhythm and also because of frequent grammatical and 
syntactical crudities. However, examination makes clear that 
the metrical regularity found in the original is not charac-
teristic of the two portions of the play that were written 
later. In general, many of the lines in A are longer than 
the corresponding stanza lines of the original;2 in B many 
of the lines are shorter run a number are longer. The first 
stanza of A is typical of the entire redaction. 
Glorious God in all degres lord most of myth [6 accents]3 
~at heuene & erthe made of nowth bo~e se & londe, [6 accents] 
~e aun6elys in heuene hym to serue bryth [4 accents) 
& [man)kynde in mydylerd he made with hys honde [4 accents) 
& [our lo)fly lady ~at lanterne is of lyth [5 accents) 
save our lege lord ~e kynge, ~e leder of ~is londe,[6 accents) 
& all ~e ryall of ~is relme & rede hem ~e ryth, [6 accents) 
& all ~e goode comowns of ~is towne ~at beforn us stonde 
In ~is place. 
we mustyr 6ou with menschepe, 
& Freyne 6ou of Frely frenchepe, 
Cryst safe 6ou all fro schenchepe 
~at knowyn wyl our case. 
[11. 1-13) 
[6 accents) 
[1 accent] 
[3 accents] 
[3 accents) 
[3 accents] 
[3 accents] 
arhis fact is obvious merely from a glance at the 
printed pages of the EETS edition. 
3The difficulty in scansion has been mentioned. There 
could be some disagreement concerning the number of accents 
per line in some of the stanzas of both redactions. 
16 
The schemes of the twelve vexillator stanzas are as 
follows: 
Stanza 1 
Stanza 2 
Stanza 3 
Stanza 4 
Stanza 5 
Stanza 6 
Stanza 7 
Stanza 8 
Stanza 9 
Stanza 10 
Stanza 11 
Stanza 12 
a6b5a4b4a5b5a5b5cld3d3d3c3 
a4b5 a5tJ+a5b4a4tJ+clcJ.5d5d5 c5 
a.5 b4 a.5 b4 a4 b4 a4 b4 cl d4d5 cP c5 
a4b4a4b4a4tJ+a6b5c2d3d3d4c5 
a4b4a4 b4a5b5 a5b5 cld5 d4d4c4 
a4b4a4b4a4b4a4b4cld4d4d4c5 
a6~a5~a5~a4~cld4d4d4c4 
a5~a4~a4b3a4~ cld5~~c5 
a6b6a6b4a6b7a5b6cld4d4d4c3 
a4b4a4b4a4b4a4b4c2d2d2d3c3 
a4b4a4b?a4~a5~cld3d3d3c2 
a5b?a4b4a?b5a5b4c2d2d3d2c3 
Redaction B, from the point of view of scansion, pre-
sents the same difficult problem. The unevenness of many of 
the lines, or the leek of a definite rhythm, plus the frequent 
grammatical and syntactical crudities, often make determina-
tion of the number of accents in a line doubtful at the best •• 
This fact in itself is significant evidence that a different 
writer was involved. A comparison of a passage from the ori-
ginal with one from B is revealing: 
Original 
Mercy, mercy, I wyl no more; 
pou hast me rappyd with rewly rowtis 
I snowre, I sobbe, I sye sore, 
[4 accents] 
[4 accents] 
[4 accents] 
17 
myn hed is clateryd al to clowtis. [4 accents] 
In al ~oure state I schal ~ou store [4 accents] 
if ~e abate ~oure dyntis dowtis. [4 accents] 
Mankynde ~at ~e haue forlore [4 accents] 
I schal do com owt fro ~one skowtis [4 accents] 
to ~oure hende hall. [3 accents] 
if ~e wyl no more betyn me [4 accents] 
I schal do mankynde com out fre, [4 accents] 
he schal forsake, as ~ou schalt se, [4 accents] 
~e fayre vertus all. [3 accents] 
[ 11. 186.5-77] 
Redaction B 
Lord, ~ou ~at man hathe don more mysse ~anne good, 
[6 accents] 
if he dey in very contricioun, [4 accents] 
Lord, the lest drope of ~i blod, [[~ accents] 
For hys synne makyth satisfaccioun. / accents] 
As ~ou deydyst, Lord, on ~e rode, [4 accents] 
graunt me my peticioun. [4 accents] 
lete me, Mercy, be hys Fode, [4 accents] 
& graunte hym ~i saluacion, [4 accents] 
quia dixisti misericordiam amabo.[?] 
mercy schal I synge and say [4 accents] 
& miserere schal I pray [4 accents] 
For Mankynde euere & ay [3 accents] 
Misericordias domini in eternum cantabo. [?] 
[11. 3367-79] 
Of the thirty-six 13-line stanzas in redaction B, 
only seven compare in completeness of metrical regularity 
with tl:e same stanza form in the original. These are stanzas 
27.5, 287, 288, 289, 290, 292, and 29,5. It must be borne in 
mind, however, that the regularity of these few stanzas does 
not necessarily mean that they are from the work of the first 
poet, for they lack for the most part certain other obvious 
characteristics of the older stanzas. 
As has been indicated, the lines of redaction A tend 
to be of greater l6ngth than the lines of the original. This 
is true of some portions or the stanzas of B, such as stanza 
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276 (11. 1, 2), 282 (11. 1, 2, 5), 303 (11. 1, 2, 3. 5. 7), 
313 (11. 7, 8), 314 (11. 1, 2, 5. 6), 315 (11. 1, 2, 3. 4. 
5). However, many of the stanzas of B prove to have compar-
atively short lines, such as 286, which has three accents 
in 1. 1; 296, which has 3 accents in 11. 2, 6, and 8; 297, 
which has 3 accents in 11. 2, 6, and 8; 298, with 3 accents 
in 11. 2, 4, 6, and 8; 299, with 3 accents in 11. 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, and 8; 300, with 3 accents in 11. 3, 6, and 8; 301, 
with 3 accents in 1. 6; 304, with 3 accents in 11. 4, 6, and 
8; 312, with 3 accents in 11. 2, 4, 6, and 8. 
Alliteration.--All three portions of the play differ 
from each other in the quantity and in the quality or allit-
eration used. The original poet was as painstaking in find-
ing the letter as he was in striving for metrical regularity, 
and the same comment can be made concerning his alliteration 
that can be made of his meter: he was an extremist. Some 
alliteration can be found in every one of his stanzas, 
including the quatrains. Three of his 13-line stanzas con-
tain alliteration in all 13 of the lines; two contain it in 
12 lines; eight in 11 lines; twelve in 10 lines; nineteen in 
9 lines; twenty-five in 8 lines; twenty-four in 7 lines; 
thirty-seven in 6 lines; twenty-six in 5 lines; fifteen in 
4 lines; fourteen in 3 lines; and one in 2 lines. The same 
frequency of alliterative lines is also characteristic of 
the 9-lines stanzas and the quatrains. This alliteration 
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in the original does not appear to serve any organic purpose, 
but rather the intent seems to have been merely decorative. 
There is a quality or smoothness and cleverness throughout, 
however, and rarely does the alliteration seem forced or 
awkward. Redaction A also contains a good deal of allitera-
tion, and here, too, no stanza is without it. However, 
there is an obvious difrerence in style. The alliteration 
or A can best be described as prosaic, whereas that of the 
original seems to have been created by someone with at least 
the conscience or a poet: 
Redaction A 
whanne mans sowle is soylyd wyth synne & wyth sore 
l>anne pe good aungyl makyth mykyl mornynge 
pat pe lofly lyknesse or god schulde be lore. 
[11. 40-421 
Original 
he wolde pee lede ouer londys lay 
In dale or dros tyl pou were ded; 
or cursydnesse he kepyth l>e key 
to bakyn pee a byttyr bred. 
[11. 1590-941 
Redaction B for the most part contains very little allitera-
tion, and what it does contain is mostly weak. Of the 
thirty-seven 13-line stanzas, eight contain no alliteration 
whatsoever and sixteen contain merely one or two alliterative 
phrases, many or which could possibly be the result of 
coincidence rather than any conscious erfort on the part of 
the writer. A rew stanzas or this redaction, however, do 
contain a number of alliterative lines. Stanza 313 has 
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alliteration in 8 of its lines; stanza 288 has it in 6 lines; 
and stanzas 285, 314, and 315 contain it in 5 lines each. As 
will be pointed out later, some of these more heavily 
alliterating stanzas in B were possibly taken, at least in 
part, from an original ending of the play. 
Poetical style.--The term prosaic which was used 
above to describe the alliteration of redaction A is perhaps 
the most appropriate word to use for the whole general tone 
of that same passage. The adjective, moreover, can be 
applied to much of B. In this latter redaction, 
however, some attempt seems to have been made to use poeti-
cal language, but it is clear that the attempt consistently 
failed, and much of the redaction is characterized by a 
pomposity of language and a lack of controlled poetical 
diction. There can be little doubt that the original writer 
was a far more gifted poet than either of the two redactors. 
No lines of either redaction, for example, can compare in 
effectiveness of figurative language, smoothness, and appro-
priateness to speaker, with the following lines of the older 
poet; 
Garcio: 
~e werld bad me ~is gold a-reate, 
holt & hallys & castell clare; 
~e werldys joye & hys jentyl jeste 
Is now ~yne, now myn, bo~e fere & nere. 
go hens, for ~is is myne. [11. 2957-61] 
Lechery: 
I make a fer in mans towte 
pat launcyth up as any leye. 
pese cursyd colys I bere abowte 
mankynde in tene for to teye. 
men & wommen hathe no dowte 
wyth pysgynge pokys for to pleye; 
Good Angel: 
I bynde hem in rrry bondys. 
[11. 2290-96] 
A pea, aungel, pou spekyst folye. 
why schuld he coueyt werldys goode, 
syn crista in erthe & hys meynye 
all in pouert here pei stode? 
werldys wele be atrete & stye 
faylyth & fadyth as fysch in flode, 
but he[ue]ne-ryche is good & trye, 
per crista syttyht {sic) bryth as blod. 
[11. 349-356] 
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The lines previously quoted {see p. 11 ) from redac-
tion A should suffice to indicate the general poetical in-
feriority of that portion of the work. The following passage 
from B reveals some typical weaknesses of that redaction: 
& I sehal inquire of rrry flok & of here pasture 
whou pey haue leuyd & led here peple aoiet. 
pe goode on pe ryde syd sohal stond ful sure. 
pe badde on pe lyfte syd per schal I set. 
pe vii dedys of mercy, who-so hadde vre 
to Fylle - pe hungry for to geue mete 
or drynke to pryaty, pe nakyd vesture 
pe pore or pe pylgrym hom for to fette 
pi neybour pat hath nede. 
[ 11. 3625-33] 
As far as the grammatical and syntactical weaknesses 
as exemplified in this passage are concerned, they will be 
discussed later. The unevenness of the rhythm and the com-
paratively ineffectual diction are obvious. The above 
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passages can be used also to point out still one more impor-
tant difference between the poetry of the original and that 
of the redactions. The first poet always used the line to 
express a complete unit of thought--that is, the line invari-
ably ends with the completion of a sentence or a clause or a 
phrase, where a natural pause occurs. In short, his lines 
are not run on. It will be noted that there are run-on 
lines in the above passage from redaction B. Especially 
obvious is 
~e vii dedys of mercy, who-so hadde vre 
to Fylle • • • 
Other run-on lines in B are 3156-57, 3176-77, 3214-15, 3223-
~. 3225-26, 3251-58, 3278-79. 3419-20, 3477-78, 3485-86. 
Run-on lines in redaction A are 33-34, 37-38, 41-42-43, 94-
95, 118-119, 132-133· 
Grammar and Syntax.--
worthys wytys in al ~is werd wyde, 
Be wylde wode wonys & euery weye-went, 
precyous in prise, prekyd in pride, 
~orwe ~is propyr pleyn place in pes be 6e bent. 
buske 6ou, bolde bachelerys, vnder my baner to abyde, 
where bryth basnetys be bateryd & backys ar schent, 
6e, syrys semly, all same syttyth on syde, 
for bothe be see & be londe my sondys I haue sent; 
al ~e werld myn nam is ment. 
al a-bowtyn my bane is blowe, 
In euery cost I am knowe, 
I do men rawyn on ryche rowe 
tyl pei be dyth to dethys dent. 
This stanza, number thirteen, is the first stanza of 
the original poet in the play, and since these lines are char-
acteristic of the older poet from the point of view of grammar 
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and syntax, a consideration of the stanza is in effect a con-
sideration of all his work. In matters grammatical the poet 
was obviously both learned and extremely careful, and through-
out his work it is difficult to find errors of a grammatical 
nature. The arrangement of the words in the sentences, 
moreover, further indicates a feeling for exactness of lan-
guage; like those in the quoted passage, all the sentences 
in the rest of the original portion of the play are clear, 
direct and concise. 
These qualities are in general absent from both 
redactions. They are absent to a large degree in A, and, 
except for a few isolated passages, they are almost entirely 
absent from B. 
The first stanza of redaction A, the first one in 
the manuscript, is characteristic of the whole vexillator 
scene: 
Glorious god, in all degres lord most of myth 
~at heuene & erthe made of nowth, bo~e se & londe, 
~e aun;;elys in heuene hym to serue bryth 
& [man]kynde in mydylerd he made wyth hys honde, 
& [our lo]fly lady ~at lanterne is of lyth, 
Save our lege lord, ~e kynge, ~e leder of ~is londe, 
and all the ryall of ~is relme, & rede hem pe ryth, 
& all ~e goode comowns of pis towne pat beforn us stonde 
In ~is place. 
we mustyr ;gou wyth menschepe 
& Freyne ;;ou of Frely frenchepe, 
Cryst safe ;;ou all fro schenchepe 
~at knowyn wyl our case. 
In the first place, it will be noted that this stanza 
consists of only two sentences, the first one of nine lines 
and the second ot tour lines. Except tor an occasional 
tour-line sentence in the conclusion ot a stanza (which 
metrically is composed ot short lines). the usual length ot 
the sentence in the original work is one, two, or three lines. 
But an even more obvious di tterence can be seen in grammar. 
In the above passage, tor example, the first sentence defies 
logical grammatical analysis. Glorious god in line one is 
obviously used in direct address and is hence in the second 
person, but in lines three and tour, the point ot view shifts 
to ~ and h! respectively, which are in the third person. 
The passage is intelligible, but it contains an awkwardness 
which is not present in the stanzas ot the original. This 
lack ot smoothness and correctness is consistent throughout 
the scene. The following passages turther illustrate the 
grammatical contusion: 
whon mankynde into ~is werld born is tul bare 
& bare schal beryed be at the last ende, 
God hym 6euyth to aungelys • • • 
[11. 16-18] 
~e Castel ot Perseuerans wanne mankynde hath tan 
wel ar.myd wyth vertus & ouercome alle vycys, 
~ere ~e good aungyl maky'th tul mery ~anne 
~at mankynde hath ouercome hys gostly e[n]mijs. 
[11. 53-561 
owt ot good perseueraunce whanne mankynde wyl not 
6yt ~e badde aungyl wyth coveytyse hym gan asayle 
tyndende hym in pouerte & penaunce so benome 
& bryngyth hym in beleue in defaute tor to rayle, 
~anne he protyrth hym good & gold so gret a sowme 
~at it he wyl com ageyn & wyth ~e werld dayle, 
~e badde aungyl to ~e werld to11yth hym down 
~e castel ot perseueraunce to Fle trom ~e vayle 
come 
& blysse 
[11. 79-87] 
but ~er schal com a lythyr ladde wyth a tome hod, 
I-wot-neuere-who schal be hys name, hys clo~is be 
ful }lynne, 
schal eryth ~e erytage ~at neuere was of hys blod. 
[11. 109-111) 
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The first stanza of redaction B, the first two lines 
of which, as will be pointed out in the next chapter, may be 
the original author's, shows a similar divergence from the 
original in matters of grammar and syntax: 
a mone I herd of mercy meve, 
& to me mercy gan crye & call. 
but if it haue mercy sore it schal me greve 
For ellys it schal to helle Fall. 
Rythwysnes, my systyr cheve, 
~ys 3e herde, so dyde we all, 
For we were mad frendys leve 
whanne ~e Jevys proferyd crista eysyl & gall 
on ~e good Fryday. 
god graunted ~at remission 
mercy & absolicion 
~orwe vertu of hys passion, 
to no man schuld be seyd nay. 
[ 11. 3130-42) 
Because of a lack of antecedent, line 4 has the 
"moan" falling to hell. To be noted also in this stanza is 
the~ sequitur "For we~~ frendys leve," in line 7• 
This first stanza of redaction B, however, in comparison with 
many which follow it, is quite pure grammatically. Stanza 
272, for example, is particularly awkward: 
trowe 3e ~at whanne a man schal deye 
~anne ~ow ~at he mercy craue, 
pat anon he schal haue mercye? 
nay, nay, so crist me saue. 
for schuld no man do no good 
alle pe dayes of hys lyve 
but hope of mercy be ~e rode 
schulde make bo~e werre & stryve 
& tome to gret grewaunse. 
[11. 3165-72) 
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It is impossible to determine the subject of schulde 
!!!!!!. in the ninth line. Moreover the repetition of f>at in 
the third line is ungrammatical. The faultiness of the 
following quatrains is too obvious to justify comment: 
we cum to preve 
it man f>at was f>ee tul leve 
if he schal cheve 
to hell or heuene be I>i leve. 
I, Rytwysnes, 
I>i dowtyr, as I ges, 
late me neuere f>e lesse 
at I>i dom putte me in pres. 
Pesyble kynge, 
I, pes I>i dowtyr :&ynge, 
here my preyinge 
(11. 3234-371 
(11. 3238-4.11 
whanne I pray f>ee, Lord, of a thynge. 
[11. 324.2-4.51 
Similar examples of poor grammar can be found in 
all but a few stanzas of redaction B. These exceptional 
stanzas are 285, 287, 288, 292, 295, 296, and 304.. 
Dramatic effectiveness.--In the discussion of stanza 
form it was pointed out that the original poet used the nine-
line stanza effectively 1n the drama at points of climax 
where the action is speeded up, and it was also pointed out 
that the shorter stanza is not used (with one ineffective 
exception) in B, the portion or the work which should logi-
cally contain the climax of the whole play. This technical 
fact is only one of many indications that the author of B 
was not only an inferior poet but also an inferior dramatist. 
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Even if it can be accepted that the late medieval audience 
enjoyed lengthy arguments on questions of dogma, it would 
still be difficult to understand why a playwright who up 
to this point manifested such a pure feeling for suspense, 
would, at the climax of his play, begin a verbal disputation 
and carry it on with practically no interruption for the 
final S20 lines, which is about one-seventh of the Whole 
work.4 
That the original writer did have a sense of drama 
cannot be denied. The action of the play (until the Daugh-
ters of God scene) rises and falls and rises again in a 
series of suspenseful scenes, beginning with bare and inno-
cent Mankind's first struggle with temptation, then moving 
through battles as the Vices and Virtues contend for man, 
through the scene of temptation as Covetousness beguiles and 
finally wins the hero, and finally ending with the appearance 
of Death and Garcio. At about this point, however, the dra-
matic action ceases. From now on, the audience listens in 
turn to six long and pedestrian stanzas spoken by Mercy, two 
4see Hardin Craig, English Religious Drama of the 
Middle~. p. 163. Professor Craig's remarks about----
Robert Woo, the Coventry redactor, could perhaps appro-
priately be applied to the redactor of the ending of ~ 
Castle of Perseverance: "He let the old central cores of 
the plays remain standing with few changes and composed 
amplifications of the plays in what was no doubt to him and 
his employers a more attractive style. It is easy to iden-
tify by their pomposity and their metrical confusion the 
parts he rewrote." 
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spoken by Peace, and then, before God, to five stanzas 
spoken by Truth, five more by Mercy, five by Justice, two 
by Mercy, one by Truth, six by Peace, and, after a brief 
interruption in which, without any form of struggle whatso-
ever, the Daughters of God take Mankind's soul from the devil, 
to four stanzas spoken by God. In the original portion of 
the play, however, the dramatist seems to have used consid-
erable care in not prolonging the speeches of any one charac-
ter. For example, in the argument between the bad angel and 
the good angel over Mankind, which goes on for twelve stanzas 
(26-37), ten of them of nine lines each, the stanzas alter-
nate without exception between the characters. The only com-
paratively long consecutive series of stanzas given to a 
single actor in the original portion of the play are the five 
given to Death (~0-244) after he suddenly arrives to strike 
Mankind; but the dramatic value at this point in the play of 
giving the awful figure of Death an extended stay in the 
spotlight seems valid enough.5 
5The faultiness of the dramatic technique of the 
latter part of the play has been troublesome to at least 
one editor of the play and also to one student of the 
theater. Joseph Quincy Adams, in his Chief Pre-Shakespear-
ean Dramas (Boston, 19~)(q.v., p. 283), remarks iri a 
fO<Otnote about the final few lines just before the Daughters 
of God scene: "The text here may be confused. We should 
expect the fiend to order the lost soul to spring on his 
back." Also, Richard Southern, in his The Medieval Theatre 
in the Round (q.v., 212 ff.), in his attempt to reproduce 
~e~agirig of the Daughters or God scene admittedly en-
counters many problems, which, incidentally, he does not 
seem entirely to solve. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PROBABLE CONTENT OF THE ORIGINAL VERSION 
On the basis of the preceding analysis and also on 
the basis of other internal evidence, to be presented in this 
chapter, certain postulations can be made concerning the re-
dactions and also the possible content of the original ending 
of the play: 
1. Redaction A was made before redaction B. 
2. The original ending did not contain the Four 
Daughters of God scene. 
3. The original ending consisted of a scene in 
which the Blessed Virgin Mary interceded for man before God. 
The first indications that a high degree of proba-
bility exists for these postulations are to be found in the 
vexillator passage. It will be noted that the flag-bearers 
summarize the plot of the play to their audience, and summa-
rize it ~ detail, through the point where Mankind dies and 
his soul is being argued for by the bad angel and the good 
angel. The outcome of the drama, naturally, is not given 
away. A hint, however, is present: 
For at hys laste ende of mercy he gan spell, 
& ~erfore of mercy schal he nowth mysse; 
& oure lofly lady, if sche wyl for hym mell, 
be mercy & be menys in purgatory he is 
in Ful byttyr place. 
[11. 122-126] 
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The hint is that the Virgin Mary is to intercede. 
No mention is made of the Four Daughters of God, a fact 
which is particularly significant since the banns have up 
to this point left nothing out of the summary. If this, 
then, is the case, that Mary and not the Daughters of God 
was involved in Mankind's salvation, then the probability 
is strong that the composer of the vexillator passage wrote 
it originally for a version of the play that had an entirely 
different ending from the one in the Macro collection. 
There is one stanza (number 287) and also a number of 
portions of stanzas in redaction B, Which, on the basis of the 
analysis in the preceding chapter, could very possibly be the 
work of the writer of the original play. Some of these passages 
could have originally been the lines of Mary. The first of 
these lines are at the very beginning of redaction B' 
A mone I herd of mercy meve 
& to me Mercy gan crye & call 
[11. 3130-31] 
The first line here is strikingly similar to line 
1408, in the original portion of the play: ~ of mercy ~ 
~~met. The word mercy in the second line could conceiv-
ably have replaced the word ~· The remaining eleven lines 
of this stanza have no alliteration and contain both grammati-
cal and metrical irregularities. 
It seems logical that if any of the lines of redac-
tion B were originally Mary's, these lines would have been 
given over to Mercy. This, in fact, seems to be the case. 
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for all the speeches of the other daughters can be entirely 
eliminated on the basis of language. Stanzas 287, 288, and 
289, from the first long speech of Mercy, will bear careful 
consideration: 
287 
0 pou fadyr of mytys moste, 
mercyful god in trinite, 
I am pi dowter, wel pou woste, 
& mercy fro heuene pou browtyst fre. 
schew me pi grace in euery coste, 
in pis cas my counforte be. 
lete me, lord, neuere be loste 
at pi jugement, Whov-so it be, 
of Mankynde. 
Ne had mans synne neuere Ctml in cas, 
I, mercy, schuld neuere in erthe had plas; 
perfore graunte me, Lord, pi grace, 
pat Mankynde may me fynde. 
288 
& mercy, Lord, haue on pis man 
aftyr pi mercy pat mekyl is, 
vn-to pi grace pat he be tan, 
of pi mercy pat he not mys. 
as pou descendyst fro pi trone 
& lyth in a maydyns wombe i-wys, 
Incarnat was in blod & bone, 
lat Mankynde Ctml to pi blys, 
as pou art kynge of heuene. 
For werldly veyn glory 
he hath ben ful sory 
punchyd in purgatory 
for all pe synnys seuene. 
289 
ne had adam synnyd here be-fore 
& pi hestys in paradys had offent 
neuere of pi modyr pou schuldyst a be bore 
fro heuene to erthe to haue be sent. 
but xxxti wyntyr here, & more, 
bowndyn & betyn & al to-schent, 
scornyd & scovrgyd, sadde & sore, 
& on pe rode rewly rent, 
passus sub Pilato Poncio. 
as ~ou henge on ~e croys 
on hye ~ou madyste a voys, 
mans helthe ~e gospel seys 
~anne ~ou seydyst scitio. 
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All ot stanza 287 is in the style of the original 
poet. The rhythm is typical, as are the diction, the fre-
quency and effectiveness of the alliteration, and the gram-
mar and syntax. It is quite possible that mercy in l. 4 
replaced the pronoun ~ (this suggested reading seems more 
logical) and that mercy in 1. 11 replaced the word ~· 
As tor stanza 288, 11. l-4 and 11. 9-13 are also in 
the style of the earlier poet. To be noted in these lines 
are the qualities of the original poetry already listed, 
particularly the frequency and effectiveness of the alliter-
ation. Lines 5-8, however, are unmistakably corrupt. They 
contain no alliteration, they are aWkward, and they are 
obviously ungrammatical (especially obvious are the lack of 
subject tor~ in l. 7 and the~ sequitur of 1. 8). A 
significant reference in the conclusion ot this stanza also 
indicates a strong probability that the Virgin is involved 
in this speech, and that is the reference to purgatory in 
11. ll-13: 
he hath ben tul sory, 
punchyd in purgatory 
tor all the ~ys seuene. 
It is to be remembered that the banns, in summarizing the 
plot of the play, hint strongly that Mary will intercede tor 
man during his stay in purgatory: 
& oure lofly lady, if sche wyl for hym mell, 
be mercy & be menys in purgatory he is, 
in ful byttyr place. 
[11. 124-126] 
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Furthermore, the Bad Angel, it is to be remembered, after 
ordering Mankind to spring upon his back (at the beginning 
of redaction B), exits with the words (1. 3129): "Haue good 
day. I goo to helle." Note that if the four corrupt lines 
(5-8) are omitted from this passage, stanza 288, what remains 
is a perfect 9-line stanza, the stanza form which was used 
consistently in dialogue by the original poet. 
Stanza 289, as it stands in the manuscript, is par-
ticularly confused. Lines 1-4, judging from the metrical 
roughness, are not in the words of the original poet. This 
is also true of 11. 9-13, which are not only metrically 
imperfect, but vmich also contain illogical and awkward syn-
tax. However, 11. 5-8 in this stanza do stand out as being 
poetically refined. In diction, in meter, in type of allit-
eration, they too are typical of the poetry of the original 
version. The subject matter of these lines, moreover, is 
appropriate to Mary. It seems logical that in a plea to 
save Mankind she would bring into her argument some sort of 
reminder of her Son's mission to earth, of its purpose, and 
also of the suffering that he underwent for the sake of man' s 
salvation. 
It is interesting to read consecutively all the lines, 
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with emendations for references to Mary, which can be 
attributed to her. Reading them in this manner makes two 
facts clear: 1) the poetry of these lines is not only dif-
ferent from but is superior to the major portion of the 
poetry in the rest of the Daughters of God scene, and 2) 
the subject matter is most appropriate to the Virgin Mary 
as intercessor for Mankind before God; 
A mone I herd of mercy meve 
& to me ~ gan crye & call 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 pou fadyr of mytys moste, 
mercyful god in trinite, 
I am pi dowter, wel pou woste, 
& me fro heuene pou browtyst fre. 
scnew me pi grace in euery coste, 
in pis cas my counforte be. 
lete me, lord, neuere be loste 
at pi jugement, whov-so it be, 
of l'!ankynde. 
Ne had mans synne neuere cum in cas, 
I, Mary, schuld neuere in erthe had plas; 
perfore graunte me, Lord, pi grace, 
pat Mankynde may me fynde. 
& mercy, Lord, haue on pis man 
aftyr pi mercy pat mekyl is, 
vn-to pi grace pat he be tan 
of pi mercy pat he not mys 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
as pou art kynge of heuene. 
For werldly veyn glory 
he hath ben ful sory, 
punchyd in purgatory 
for all pe synnys seuene. 
but ~t! ~t;r·h;r;, ·&·m~r;, • 
bowndyn & betyn & al to-schent, 
scornyd & scovrgyd, sadde & sore, 
& on the rode rewly rent 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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There are two other passages in redaction B which 
seem to be in the language of the original poet, but they 
cannot logically be ascribed to the Blessed Virgin. They 
can, however, be ascribed to God. The first passage is 
from stanza 285, spoken by Truth: 
for man on molde halt welthe & wele, 
lust & lykynge in al hys lyfe, 
techynge, prechynge, in euery sele, 
but he forgetyth pe lord be-lyve. 
hye of hert, happe & hele, 
gold & syluyr, chyld & wyf, 
denteth drynke at mete & mele, 
vnnethe pee to panke he can not kyth 
In any maner thynge. 
whanne mans welpe gynnyth a-wake 
Ful sone, lord, pou art forsake; 
as he hath browne & bake 
Trewthe wyl pat he drynke. 
If pee in 1. 8 is changed to me, the exposition of 
this stanza might very well be the words of God, and, from 
the point of view of language, the first 9 lines of the 
stanza are typical of the older poet. If this is the case, 
the last four lines would have to be a revision. The fact 
that the metrical pattern of the conclusion is irregular 
(c3d4d4d3e3) would seem to aid justification of this suppo-
sit ion. 
The second passage which might have originally been 
spoken by God is actually spoken by Him in the redaction, in 
stanza 313: 
kyng, kayser, knyt, & kampyoun, 
pope, patriark, prest, & prelat in pes, 
duke dowtyest in dede be dale & be doun, 
lytyl & mekyl, pe more be les, 
all pe statys of the werld is at myn renoun, 
to me schal pei 6eLe acompt at my dygne des. 
1-lhanne myh:el hys horn blowyth at my dred dom 
pe count of here conscience schal putten hem in pres, 
& 6elde a reknynge. 
of here space Whou pey han spent, 
& of here trew talent 
at my gret jugement 
an answere schal me brynge. 
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The first four lines of this stanza are stronely 
reminiscent of the poetry of the original portion of the 
play. The similarity of meter and alliteration is obvious 
enough, and the diction is clearly that of the older poet. 
The tag ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. for example, is a favorite one 
of the earlier writer, and the first line is strikingly' 
similar to line 21.5' in the original, !eyngys, kaiserys, f: 
kempys f: many .! ~ knyth. The remainder of the stanza, 
the final nine lines, on the other hand, could not conceiv-
ably have been created by the original poet. Line 5 contains 
an error in agreement, 11. 6-8 are all metrically too long 
and awkward, and in the conclusion there can be noted faults 
in meter as well as in grammar. 
CHAPTER III 
SUGGESTIONS CONCERNDlG THE REASONS 
FOR THE REDACTIONS 
It is premature at this point to assign any specific 
dates to the separate portions of !h! Castle 2£ Perseverance; 
that will be done in the final chapter of this paper. At the 
present time, however, it may be safely assumed that the pl~ 
as it has come down to us in the Macro manuscript was created 
at some time close to the beginning of the Fifteenth Century; 
and with this approximate date in mind, that is, with consid-
eration of the play in its proper historical setting, it does 
not seem surprising that it underwent certain alterations. 
The Fifteenth Century was a period of apocrypha in the history 
of English religious drama, and evidence is plentiful that 
changes were commonly being made at that time in various exis-
tent dramatic works, as, in fact, they had been being made to 
a degree for at least a half century bei'ore.l It is beyond 
the scope of this study to go into detail concerning the re-
visions, redactions, and additions which in effect constitute 
the history of the great Corpus Christi cycles. Nor is it the 
purpose of this paper to speculate, for example, on the process 
by which a work such as the Digby ~ Magdalene apparently 
loraig, English Religious Drama, pp. 7-10. 
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grew from a simple biblical sto~ into a dramatic representa-
tion of the prolonged romance originally narrated in the 
Golden Legend.2 And as for morality plays, it need only be 
pointed out here how Mankind, one of the Macro plays, from 
what had probably been a work of at least some learning end 
intelligence, had degenerated finally into a play of extreme 
ignorance and crudity.3 
The alterations which were made in the original ver-
sion of ~ Castle or Perseverance, then, represent a situa-
tion that was quite typical, just as the motivations which 
brought them about were probably also typical. 
Redaction A was simply a fonm of a conventional device 
used for plays that travelled about. Other examples of the 
same technique of publicity for medieval drama indicate that 
the method was probably a common one. Just as in The Castle 
~ Perseverance, the banns for the Play of the Sacrament 
(said to be of the latter half of the Fifteenth Cent~) are 
delivered by two vexillators who briefly summarize the plot 
of the play for a future audience.4 Then, of course, there 
are the well-known banns for the Hegge Plays, the summa~ of 
which, incidentally, just as in ~ Castle 2£ Perseverance, 
does not agree with the work itself as it has come down to us.5 
pp. 315-16. 3craig, PP• 350-51. 2craig, 
4Adams, Chief Pre-Shakespearean Dramas, pp. 243-44• 
5craig, PP• 243-44. 
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The banns !'or ~ Castle g! -.P.;;;e;;.r.;;;s,;;;e.;.v.;;;e-.r,;:;an=c~e present a 
problem similar to that of' the banns !'or the Hegge Plays, and 
the solution is probably the same !'or both. As Hardin Craig 
has suggested, the proclamation provided with the Hegge group 
could very well represent the cycle as it once was and the 
separate plays comprise revisions that ~rere made a!'ter the 
banns were composed.6 For the problem of' the banns in ~ 
Castle 2! Perseverance, the solution is even less hypothetical. 
In the !'irst place, it can be said that the proclamation in 
the :Hacro version of' the play was not written !'or the play to 
Which it is attached in its extant !'or.m; it was written !'or 
a version, as has been explained above in Chapter II, in which 
the Blessed Virgin Hary, and not the Four Daughters o!' God, 
was the agent involved in Hankind' s salvation. rJhether the 
original play was intended !'or travel when it was !'irst written 
cannot de!'initely be established. Perhaps it was played !'or 
a season or two in a speci!'ic community before it was taken on 
the road. One !'act in !'avor of' this hypothesis is that the 
proclamation was obviously composed by someone other than the 
original playwright. Still later, redaction B was made, and 
when this new version was brought out to di1'1'erent locales, 
the original proclamation was still used. The question of' 
why the old banns were not rewritten to !'it the new plot must, 
just as in the case of' the proclamation to the Hegge plays, 
6eraig, PP• 243-44• 
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remain unanswered. 
Any attempt to postulate reasons for redaction B must 
be more speculative, although, again, some logical conclusions 
may be arrived at if the situation is viewed in the light of 
what in general was transpiring in the field of drama in the 
late Middle Ages. The reasons for a change of the sort that 
led to the Four Daughters of God scene in The Castle £! Perse-
verance can perhaps best be summed up in the single word 
"beautification." Changes were made apparently because they 
were at least thought to be improvements over existent works.7 
It must be admitted that what was given up for the 
Four Daughters of God scene in ~ Castle of Perseverance had 
been for a long time before and remained for a long time after 
what was perhaps one of the most effective and popular subjects 
in the drama of the late Middle Ages. The honoring of the 
Blessed Virgin had become one of the most vital themes of 
liturgical drama, for example.8 Later, long after the plays 
were taken out of the church, the plays of the Blessed Virgin 
seem to have become even more popular. Records of the Lincoln-
shire chapter accounts make note of a series of payments rela-
tive to an Ascension, Assumption, or Coronation of the Virgin 
which was to be produced on st. Anne's Day, July 26, from 
7craig, P. 163. 
8Karl Young, The Drama of the Medieval 
(Oxford, 1933), II, 2~57 • - -
Church 
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1458 to 1543.9 E. K. Chambers notes that at York the Hospital 
of St. Leonard was responsible for the production of the Puri-
fication in 1415, and at Chester the Coronation or Assumption 
of the Virgin was given by the "worshipfull wyves of this 
town,nlO The Hegge cycle, it may be added, was, at least in 
its early form (again judging from the banns), a cycle of pro-
nounced Marian trend.ll From the point of view of the Marian 
theme, moreover, what is perhaps the earliest known English 
morality, the incomplete Pride £! ~. is of particular in-
terest; in that play, according to the banns, the representa-
tive of mankind, just as in ~ Castle £! Perseverance, is 
undoubtedly saved through the intervention of "oure lady 
mylde.nl2 
However, even though the life and after-life of the 
Virgin constituted themes of powerful appeal, it can be estab-
lished that the story of the Four Daughters of God was also 
one of great and enduring popularity, and it was undoubtedly 
a favorite theme of the Fifteenth Century.l3 As a matter of 
fact, Miss Hope Traver, in her definitive work on the subject, 
9Roger Sherman Loomis, "Lincoln as a Dramatic Center," 
"' Melanges d'Histoire du Theatre ~ Moyen-Age ~ ~ la Renais-
sance (Paris, 1950),-p. 243• 
10~ Mediaeval Stage, II, 117. 
llcraig, English Religious Drama, p. 246. 
12chambers, ~ Mediaeval Stage, II, 436. 
l)Alfred w. Pollard and F. J, Furnivall, eds., ~ 
Macro Plays, EETS, p. xxvi. 
makes it clear that the allegocy of the Four Daughters of God 
enjoyed extraordinary popularity throughout the Middle Ages 
and throughout Europe.14 
Miss Traver explains how, in England, the allegocy had 
had at first in non-dramatic form a wide and continuous dis-
semination since the beginning of the Thirteenth Century, 'When 
it first appeared in Vices ~ Virtues. By the middle of that 
century it had been developed into the feudal allegory, 
Chasteau d'Amour, by Bishop Grosseteste or Lincoln; and in the 
next century the plot appears in the Cursor l-1undi (also of 
Lincolnshire provenance), and versions of it occur in the 
Charter !!,! ~ Abbey 2£ ~ Holy Ghost and in Piers Plowman. 
Then, in the Fifteenth Century, English versions multiplied 
and found their way into the miracle and morality plays.l5 
The allegory appears as the first part of the play on the Salu-
tation and Conception in the Hegge cycle, and also, !Uss 
Traver adds, in some or the moralities: 
To judge from the announcement in the prologue, our alle-
gocy would seem possibly to have been in the oldest 
English morality known, The Pfide or Life. • • • The 
allegocy is also found 1ii""ldla is on ~Whole the great-
est or the English moralities, The Castell of Persever-
ance, and, in a some'What changed role, il;). the fourteenth 
century political morality, Respublica.lb 
No. 6 
liiJrile ~ Daughters 2£ ~. 
(Philadelphia, 1907), P• 5. 
15Traver, pp. 162-63. 
1~raver, P• 125 
Bryn Mawr Honographs, 
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In a sense, then, the redaction of The Castle of Per-
- --
severance which comprises the Four Daughters of God episode 
is typical. As Hardin Craig remarks about the revisions in 
the Corpus Christi plays, the Four Daughters of God scene was 
not, strictly speaking, an original composition, not new in 
itself but new to the work into which it was incorporated.l7 
Redaction B is typical in still another way: it represents a 
movement away from a simple fidelity to religious story and 
religious feeling.l8 In this case the movement is in the di-
rection of didacticism. 
At any rate, that a change was felt to be called for 
in The Castle 2f Perseverance does not seam unusual; it would 
perhaps be more extraordinary if the original play had remained 
intact. Nor should it seem unusual that the Four Daughters of 
God was chosen for that change. As usual in redactions of 
medieval drama, the plot was a ready made one. To someone it 
must have seemed an improvement and one not without some ele-
ment of sensationalism. 
l?craig, p. 7. 
lfbraig, P• 163. 
PART II. A PHILOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF 
THE CA.8.rLE OF PERSEVERANCE 
- -
CHAPTER IV 
PHONOLOGY 
Vowels in Accented Syllables 
OE a.--Except under combinative treatment, OE a 
-
remains: £!!!, gadyr, etc. OE a from a in trisyllabic words 
also remains: ~ (OE ascian). In open syllables, OE.! 
always appears as .! and apparently is long: ~ (OE ~) • 
knave (OE cnafa), ~ (OE ~), etc. OE.! in closed 
syllables also remains: ~· ~· etc. OE a+nasal always 
appears as !S(am, in both open and closed situations, but a 
careful distinction is always maintained in rhyme: ~:.£!!:n: 
~; forsake:~:awake:~; etc. It is to be noted that 
the ,!!!!!-forms from OE rhyme also with ~-forms in words of 
French derivation: ~ (F ~):schame, etc., but that 
~-forms from OE are never used in rhyme with the correspond-
ing French form. The French .!+a is consistently repre-
sented by .!):!!l (haunte, etc.), and they rhyme only with them-
selves. OE .!+nasal in lengthening groups is predominantly 
represented by 2. (116 2,-forms along with 17 .!-forms). With 
only one exception, only the £•forms are used in rhyme, and 
the one exception, lande (:quenchande), is in redaction B. 
The consistent £-spelling, along with the rhyme among 
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(OE amang, among):gon (OE gin):~ (OE .2!1 in)(stanza 36), 
would indicate a strong tendency to lower and round the ~ 
before a nasal in lengthening groups. OE a before l+con-
- -
sonant (other than ~)is always~: !!!• h!!! (OE ~), etc.; 
and OE a+ld is always o (64 instances): bold, cold, hold, etc. 
-- - ---
~.--OE a appears consistently as o. However, 
there are some exceptions: l hatte, 1. 2791 (a northern form 
to about 1465 [OED])(the original present hate regularly 
became ~ in ME); ~ (OE sir) in the phrase Synne ! 
~· 1. 20, along with the form Synne ~ !2!!• 1. 40 (to be 
noted also is ~ in the phrase ~ ~ Sysse, 1. 1580, 
which cannot be definitely said to have derived from OE sir; 
the etymology of Sysse is unknown); slaw(e) (OE sliw), used 
twice, along with slow, which is used three times; slawth 
(Early ME sliWbe• directly formed on~). used 22 times 
(the ~-form, sloWbe• formed on~· is not used). To be 
noted also are the forms !12• 'slay' (OE slin or ON sli), 
used 6 times (the ~-form is found in sle [imperative, 
1. 2371] one time [OE slean]); and blo(o), 1blue 1 (ON bli), 
used 4 times (the regular ME form, blew [OF~], is not 
used). 
~.--OE ~ in closed syllables becomes ~ 100 time~ 
plus all cases from OE ~. ~. and ~· ~·~ becomes ~ 
three times: waschyth, wasche, waschznge; and~ one time: 
wesch (pa. t.). To be noted is the form p;rese (•OE p;nBs, 
'grass'), used twice, which is an ON loan word. Forms 
from OE re in open syllables are infrequent in the manu-
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script. Of the eleven examples, ten are ~-forms, and one 
is an ~-form (gedelynge, 1. 2981, along with gadlzng, used 
3 times [OE sedeling]). 
OE e and en.--OE e remains in both closed and open 
- -
syllables: gwell (OE cwellan), meltyn (OE meltan), ~ (OE 
helian), etc. There is no indication of any raising to 1· 
OE wrecan (wnec, wniican, wrecen) uses the form a-wrolgn 
once as infinitive, and wroke once as past participle, but 
these forms are probably due to analogy with other strong 
verb forms. ~ (OE ~), 1. 2458, is normal East Midlamd, 
the change of ~ to ~ being due to the influence of the verb 
and perhaps also to the influence of ON !!!E:, [OED]. The a 
in haryed (OE herian) is probably due to £-influence. OE 
~ (men[n], ~~ lengra, etc.) remains~ (181 instances), 
except for the one instance of Ingelond (OE Engle~), 
the only word in which the LME raising to i seems to have 
taken place. 
OE: /,!.--OE ~ /e regularly is ~ (157 times): ~ 
(OE ~), leche (OE ~), ~ (OE ~), etc. The only 
exception is~ (OE litan), which occurs 12 times, along 
with 4.5 instances of the ~-form, ~. and is probably due 
to ON influence • 
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OE !!Ve.--OE !.'le regularly is!:_: euere (OE mfre), 
clene (OE clOOne), dele lOE ~lan), etc. There are a few 
exceptions, however: blast (OE blrest) occurs 3 times, with 
no e-forms; lafte (pa. pple. of OE ~fan) occurs once; and 
lapte (pa. pple. of OE lOOnap?) appears once. salle (OE 
~1) occurs once, but the form ~ is also found, this 
latter possibly from the French. dayle (OE ~lap) occurs 
ti-Tice, along ••lith dele, three times. The form .Q£ (=OE iiir, 
'ere') is the only form of the uord used (six times) and 
probably represents ON ar or an unrecorded OE • iir, or it 
possibly developed, at least partially, from loss of stress 
(OED). OE ami3 is any 4 times and ony once (1. 1209). 
OE ~.--OE e regularly became !:.• vrhich apparently is 
long. Shortening is seen in suetter, swettnesse (OE sueta), 
in the past tense and past participle forbled, bledde (OE 
bledan, 'bleed'), and also in the past tense and past parti-
ciple from OE cepan (kepte)4 " A raising to i is indicated 
in blysgyd, blyssyng, blys (OE ploedsian, bledsian, bletsian). 
To be noted also is the form svrote, 'sweet' ( OE s-.rete), 
used twice. Especially noteviOrthy is the form gees, 'geese' 
(OE ges), 1. 804. This is the only occasion where OE e is 
represented by the double vowel. This word gees rhymes 
thus: gees:~ (OE l:Y"s):dys (EME des):~ (etym.?). The 
same word is used one other time but is spelled with the 
single vowel (~, 1. 2652), and in this case it is not 
rhymed. 
OE i.--OE 1 normally remains in closed syllables 
(397 times plus all cases of 1will 1 [OE willan]). There 
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are five exceptions, but these can be explained as being 
the result of certain normal developments: behende (OE 
behindan), 1. 211 and thenke ( OE pincan) 1 lo 410, shoH 
lowering before a nasal, H'hich was a common development in 
all dialects (cf. iiycliffe, ~ al.); unlike the vouel which 
lowered in open syllables (see below), this voHel appears 
to be short. grenne (vb.), 1. 200, represents the same 
lowering to e before a nasal, and the form (eye)leQys (OE 
~), n. 2848, 2859, could have developed due to its 
unaccented position in the compound 't.rord. OE i in open 
syllables mostly became _!! (7.5 times, with the i-forms 
occurring 21 times): dreue (OE drifen), fekyl (OE ficol), 
heder (OE hider), ~ (OE lifian), mekyl (OE mycel), etc. 
It should be noted that byttyr (OE biter), a frequently 
recurring word in the manuscript, is always spelled Hith 
1 (z); but in every case the following consonant is doubled, 
which would normally keep the vo.rel short. This is probably 
true also of tyllyth (OE tilian, •cultivate•), 1. 1035. 
OE I.--oE I remains. The only possible exception 
is lesse ( 1delight 1?), which could be derived from OE l~ss, 
lips (from the adjective lipe, 'gentle'), but this etymology 
is uncertain. Examples of the regular 1-forms are abyde, 
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aryse, ch.yde, lyfe. To be noted are the forms from OE b!, 
£1• This form shows a consistent pattern in the manuscript. 
In an unaccented or weak position the form is always be (.55 
times), as in E2_ strete ~ stye, be~ holy~~ ~ £! ~. 
etc.; but in a strong position or as an adverb the form is 
always E.z (3 times): ~ ~ dwellyn ~ & £!!! .:£[! Ez• 
1. 2037 (cf. if he wolde E2_ :ru!_ st:yfl..y stonde, 1. 2042); 
lete pi~!:! by.!!~. 1. 3438; & jugement ! m 6e:ue 
~ Ez, 1. 3.565. 
OE o.--OE .2 is always represented by .21 in both 
closed and op~n syllables. The quality of this sound in 
closed syllables seems to be [,), as seen in the rhymes box: 
~; clott:lott; crofte:lofte:softe; droppe:sloppe:hoppe; 
gor: ~:!!Q.!:!: a- store ('restore')'~ The normal lengthening 
in open syllables of dissyllabic words is indicated by the 
rhymes prote (OE prote):~ (OF note); fodyr (OE fopyr, 
'mass'):oper:broper:othyr. 
-
~.--OE o is always written .2• There is no evi-
dence, either in orthography or in rhyme, that this sound 
had undergone any rounding (cf. Sc. buik, 'book', etc.). 
In rhymes, o from OE ! is carefully differentiated from o 
from OE o. .2 from OE ! is rhymed almost always only with 
itself (121 times); and .2 from OE o rhymes only with itself 
or with£ from OF£ (136 rhy!nes vlith .2 from OE o) • In a 
total of 257 rhymes there are only 5 exceptions: trone {OF 
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trone):~ (app. OE m&l), in stanza 39; also (OE sw):perto 
(oE to):£!£ (OE don):&£ (OE gan), stanza 96; goo (OE gan): 
too (OE twft):doo (OE don), stanza 160; slo (OE slan or ON 
- -- - - -
sla):E, (OE to), stanza 223; perto:f£2 (OE fiih, fa6), stanza 
302. To be noted also is the only instance of OE o rhyming 
with OE .2: ~ ( OE !§£): Q2£ ( OE god), stanza 209. The in-
frequency of these rhymes, in the light of the great number 
of unmixed rhymes, seems to indicate that these are ~)erfect 
ones. 
OE u.--OE ~ remains in closed syllables: ~ (OE 
~), .f:!:!1 (OE ~), etc.; but the sound changes under 
certain combinative treatment. The normal spelling is ~· 
Ho•rever, before -nd in Hords of one syllable (but not before 
any other consonant e;roup), OE u is invarie.bly repl'e sen ted 
by Q£ (wondys [OE wund, 'wound') is the only exception, 
used once). (Also note wonde [connected with OE wundor?), 
••hich rhymes with Q£-forms ancl. is once spelled wounde.) 
These Q£-forms rhyme with French u (~, round, etc.), 
indicating that the sound is long. Note that u before ~ 
in words of more than one syllable is never represented by 
Q£ and is probably short: sundyr ( OE sundrian) 1 ' vndyr ( OE 
under), etc. Before -ng, OE u is almost always represented 
by .2• probably scribal: tonge, clonge (pa. pple.), spronge 
(pa. pple.), songe (pa. pple.), the only exception being 
trmge (4 times) • Note the rhyme trmgge: clynge ( OE clingan) • 
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OE lufllc is spelled with Q 17 times, withy twice; and the 
verb f'rom OE lufian (y in an open syllable) has .Q 14 times 
and y twice. The quality of' the sound in the word f'or 
'love' is problematical. The Q could be scribal f'or y (~), 
but Q is used in this manuscript also bef'ore f' when that 
spelling is used (analogy?). Modern dialect f'orms indicate 
a long vo1-rel in the north. For OE :!! in open syllables, 
quantity is dif'f'icult to ascertain because of' a lack of' 
rhymes. The only rhyme is above:~ (used 3 times)·~ wade, 
wodys ( OE ~) would suggest the lowering of' :!! to .!?. in open 
syllables (Luick's Law; cf. lowering of' ito e described 
above under OE ,!); but more evidence than this single 
form cannot be f'ound in the manuscript. 
OE u.--OE u remains except where shortened. The 
spelling is normally ~· ~· 2,!• This sound is rhymed 
apparently only with itself' or with French :!! ("apparently" 
because a f'ew rhyme-words are of' questionable etymology)·. 
The one irregular rhyme is downe:gowne (OF goune, etc.): 
sollll11e (OE ~), stanza 108. abotyn (OE 2!l: biitan), 1. 519, 
is probably scribal. The shortened f'orms, ~ (OE dust), 
used 5 times, and~ (OE ~. also~), used 4 times, 
rhyme only with short :!!• 
OE l·--OE l appears both as i (y) and as !• with the 
!-f'orms predominant (,! 285 times, .! 50 times). Of' the 50 
,!-f'orms, 19 are bef'ore nasals: ~ 2 times, along .rith .!!yni 
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8 times; mende 6 times, along 1-rith mynde 6 times; thenke 
once, along 1-;ith pynke 17 times; wenne once, along with 
wynne once; kende 5 times, along vlith kynde 10 times; 
mankende 4 times, along with mankynde 44 times. This devel-
opment probably represents the lowering of i to ~ before a 
nasal, which was manifesting itself in all dialects in the 
Fifteenth Century, although the tendency seems to be partic-
ularly strong in this manuscript (see under i also). In 
this case the ~ would be short. Of the remaining ~forms, 
20 have the vowel before ~ (berzed 2 times; heme 2 times; 
~ 7 times; werre [OE wyrre, werre, derived from OF werre, 
'war'] 5 times; and~ [OE wyrsa, -.riersa] L~ times).. Eight 
of the e-forms occur in O?en syllables, uhich 1·muld indicate 
the same development as ! becoming e (the change from OE 
was probably [y] to [i] to [e]). These ~-forms in open 
syllables are ~~ etc., used 7 times, and prede (OE pryde, 
etc.), used once. The remaining 3 e-forms are in closed 
syllables: ~ (OE cnyttan), ~ (OE hyllan), and schet 
(pa. pple. of scyttan); note that in each case here the~ 
developed to ~before a point consonant. That the e in 
prede~bove) is long can be seen in the rhyme ~:prede: 
l ~~ There are no rhymes for ~~ the other word with 
e in an open syllable. Rhymes for the other ~forms are 
numerous, and they all indicate a strong tendency for the ! 
to lower to ~ before nasals. Examples are mankynde:mende 
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(tmind 1 ):thende; ~:~; lende (vb.):kynde:mynde:wende; 
and many others (24 i[z)-~orms with i be~ore nasals rhyming 
Hith one or more ~+nasal forms). Note also the tHo rhymes 
with ~ from OE z in closed syllables, rhyming with !-forms: 
helde:~elde:welde:bylde (OE byldan), and knet (OE cnyttan): 
beset:~. These shovt i lot;el'ing to ~ be~ore a point 
consonant. 
OE z.--OE z anpears as i(z) in both closed and open 
syllables (~ ~rom OE c¥P; hyde ~rom OE hydan, etc.) ~or a 
total o~ 24 times. There are 9 examples o~ OE y represented 
as e: ~er(e) (OE ryr) 7 times, along with~ twice; stel(e) 
(OE style, open syllable) twice, 1-;ith no i-~orms. There are 
two rhymes with the i-~orm, and they both indicate long i 
in open syllables: ryde:abyde:hyde (OE htdan); and hyde: 
betyde. .!!itl (OE style) rhymes once with~ (OE nrel). .£!!.!: 
( OE fu) rhymes once vtith ~ ( OE her). ~ ('renowned', 
pa. pple. o~ OE cypan?) rhymes with adred:overled:bed. 
There are no ~-~orms ~or OE i· comly (OE cyrolic), used 5 
times, is due to analogy with the verb 'to come.' (OED) 
OE ~.--OE ~normally appears as ~: ~ (OE meoc), 
~ (OE meodu), etc. However, i(z) is found in dyrke 
(once) and in dyrlmes (once) (OE deorc). Also, the i-~orm 
is the only ~orm used in all forms ~rom OE ~eohtan: ~ 
(twico), fytyth (once), fytyn. :Note also the tuo forms 
6ene and 6one (OE 6eon), which are used interchangeably ~or 
---
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singular and plural. eo+r is normally represented by er: 
erthe (OE eorpe); fer(e) (OE ~); ~ (OE heorte); ~ 
(OE leornian); ~ (OE weorc); smert (OE smeortan); sterue 
(OE steorfan). There are no ~-forms. The form world (OE 
t-reorold, worold, world) is used with o 19 times, but the 
.--
~-form is predominant, occurring 86 times. v.'orthy (OE 
weorp-, ;rurp-, worp-+ y) is used 13 times, with no e-forms 
appearing. 
OE eo.--OE eo becomes~:~ (OE bleo); brest (OE 
breost); ~ (OE leode), etc. clyuyn, 1. 1902, is probably 
from cl!ofan; whereas cleue, 1. 1925, and cleuyn, 1. 2846, 
appear to be normal developments from cleofan. smeke, 1 smoke 1 
(OE smeocan, smecan, not from OE &aocian, whence the mod. E 
form) is what the OED terms "latterly Scotch and northern." 
To be noted also are the forms chese anfinitive), 1. 7001 
and chesun (pa. pple.), 1. 2846, both from OE ceosan. This 
~-form vras regular, and, according to the OED, the present 
chese, cheese, survived to about 1500, and later in Scots. 
Also to be noted is ~ (OE leosan), 1. 710. OE eo+~ is 
always represented by~: ~. derlynge, drery, ~ (OE 
hleor, hlior, 'face~). 
OE ~·--OE ~ becan:.e ~: ~ (OE weaxan); shaftys 
(OE sceaft), etc. ea+~ became£: harrn;rs. harpe, ~. etc. 
The one possible exception is smert, adj. (OE adj. is smeart), 
but the form could have been influenced by the verb (OE 
smeortan) ·• 
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Diphthongs 
OE ~+[j].--OE ~+[J] is regularly represented by !I 
( 66 t:llnes-): braynys ( OE bre3en), day ( OE ~), tayl ( OE 
tre6el), etc. The !Y spelling occurs only four times, all 
in the preterite of 'to say' (OE ~3de): seyd, seydyst, 
etc. The seemingly irregular form fer (OE f.re6er) occurs 
once, 1. 514, along with the !I-form, fayr(e), 19 times. 
~ (OE f.re6en) occurs 4 times, along with the parallel 
form~. also 4 times (:withdrawe:schawe). OE ~+[j] 
rhymes t·dth the following: 
012,-+[j)--say:away (OE .!~we6):may (OE ~) 
OE m+[J]--day: clay ( OE c:J.re3): aray 
F .!!l--~ (AF):~:day 
F ei--~:nray (OF nreier) :day 
ON ei--& (ON ei, ~):aray:may:clay 
There are no cases in the manuscript of OE ~+[j) used in 
rhyme Hith OE e+ [J] • 
OE re+[j) .--OE re+[j] appears as !I 6 times, 5 of 
them in clay (OE cl.re3) 1 along ;dth t>·lO !¥-forms (cley). 
The !¥-form appears also 3 other times: key (OE cre6), leye 
(OE JJB6e), and ney (OE brii33an). OE re+[J] rhymes Hith the 
following: 
OE ~+[j]--may:clay:aray:day (OE ~) 
OE 2, + [ j] --•my ( OE ~):lay ( OE Jre6de) 
OF ai--aray 
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ON ei--~ 
ME de3en, deggen (ON deyja)--~:day ( 1 to die') 
The rorms for 'to die' pose a special problem and will be 
discussed below under OE e-t-[j]. 
OE !+(j].--OE e+[j] is sparsely represented in the 
manuscript. Of the 7 examples found, all represent the rorm 
by !l: abeye (~+OE be3an) two times, breyd (OE bre3dan) 
once; ~ (OE le3) once, and tweyne (OE twe3en) twice. 
OE e+(J] rhymes with the rollowing: 
12_ te;y: (probably OE teon, 1to draw'; ~ is also 
used, 3 times, in rhyme with OE [e]+!) 
12_ ~ ( OE ple3eian, pla3ian, pl!e3ian) 
drye, adj., used in the phrase J2.!! dyke ~· 
stanza 206 
12_ ~ (ME de3en, deghen) 
Two of these forms warrant discussion. The adjective-~, 
in the phrase~ dyke ~· is from NE ~. dregh, 'tedi-
ous', and as used in stanza 206 is apparently pl'Onounced 
(ei] (:weye:teye:abeye). As used in other rhymes, however, 
the word is pronounced [i:] (Folye:Envye, etc.). (See under 
OE ~+[J]). This twofold pronunciation is obvious also for 
~~ de3en, deggen (ON deyja), which is found with the !l-form 
28 times, the !(;x:)-form 7 times, and is once spelled day 
(inf., 1. 642). The spellings and also the rhymes indicate 
that two different sounds, probably [ei] and [i:l, were used 
for this word also. The word is rhymed in 8 stanzas with forms 
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which normally have the [f:] sound: ~ (prob. OF tril or 
~. 'choice'); envye; mercye; desteny, ~· emptye; 
Lecherye, ~. f'olye; ~ hye, eye; ~~ Lechery, hye 
('high')• It rhymes in an equal number of stanzas (8} with 
words which normally seem to have the [er] sound: seye, 
pleye, Heye; !}3[.• awey, !}3[.i a-weye; leye (Angl. le3, 
'f'ire•), 1.£ teye (OE teonan?), pleye; key; P2:!!Y.• ~; 
a-way; l say, to day. (Note that the spelling f'or 1 to die 1 
is !.2_ day in the rhyme with l say. ) 
OE e+[J].--OE ~+[j] is represented by~ 43 times 
and by !Sf. 5 times. This count includes 10 ~-forms and one 
!S£.-i'orm of the verb tto play', which had 3 conjugations in 
OE: ple6ian, pla6ian, ~~6ian. OE ~+[j] rhymes with the 
f'ollowing: 
OE ! ... [j ]--leye 
OE !!-1-[j ]--may ( OE ~) 
ME de6en, degPen ('to die') 
OF &--preier 
F ay--payer 
Especially notevrorthy is the form f'rom NE dre6, dregP (cf'. 
Sc. 1 dree•, 1dreigh')• This is a northern f'orm (OED), 
originally from OE dreo6an. The vowel sound in mod. Sc. is 
[f:], and the meaning is 'diff'icult to surmount•, •tedious•. 
It is a word of frequent occurrence in the manuscript, of'ten 
in the phrase downys ~. and the meaning appears to be the 
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same as in mod. Sc.; and in most instances that the word is 
used in rhyme the pronunciation too is apparently the same 
as the modern, i.e., [f:], as many of the rhymes indicate: 
Folye:~; Envye:Glotonye; etc. However, as indicated above 
under OE !+[j], the sound [ex] was also used for the word. 
ew: 
Sound represented by !!·--The following gave rise to 
OE ea-tw: f'ewe (OE f'eawe), schewe (OE sceawian) 
---
OE !£+!r• when it remained a falling diphthong: 
brewe ( OE briowan), .!:2!!! ( OE hreowan), ~ 
(OE niowe, etc.), ~ (OE treowe), etc. 
F [y:]: rewl:yn (F riuler, ruler), ~ (OF deu, !1J:!) 
There are a total of' 97 of these !!-forms in the manuscript. 
Only two ~-forms appear, truthe, 11. 3510, 3523, both in 
redaction B. The rhyme trewthe:rewthe:mewyth ('moves') 1 in 
stanza 300, which seems to be imperfect, is also in redaction 
B. 
OE _! or 2.-+!r·-- Both OE a+J!: and O+J!: appear as .Qli: 
blowe (OE bl~wan), f'lowe (OE fl~wan), etc. The only excep-
tions are ~ (OE sliw) and slal!f?e (Early 1-!E sli$el • (For 
discussion of these forms see under OE i.) These forms, OE 
i+w and OE O+!!J rhyme with the following: 
Each other: growe:blowe 
OE i+[Y]: growe:~ (Early ME 18.6, ~) 
OE o+h: trowe: slowe:J;!rowe (OE I?ri~, J?rah): inowe 
(OE ~enah) 
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OE eO+~ when it became a rising diphthong in ME: 
trowe (OE treowian):rowe:a-knowe:prowe 
This sound seems to be the normal East 1-:idland [::J :u]. Note 
especially this sound in trowe (OE treowian) and ino<Te (OE 
6enoh). 
OE ~+[Y] .--OE ii+[¥] is represented by .2!!• The sound 
seems to be the normal East :Hidland [,:) :u]. Only 3 words or 
this type appear: ~ (Early HE la6, lii.h), 6 times; !?El1! 
(OE i6en), once; and throwe (OE orii.6, orii.h), 6 times. OE 
- --
a+[y] rhymes with the following: 
OE i+.!fo knowe 
OE 0+ ~: growe 
OE 2,+£: I-nowe 
OE eO+~ (rising diphthong): trowe 
OE o in an open syllable -r [y] .--There is only one 
example or this form in the manuscript: ~ ( OE ~), 
1. 2160. It is not used in rhyme. 
OE ii in an open syllable+ !Yl .--The only examples 
or this form are ~. used 7 times, and bow;yn, used once 
(both from OE bii6an). They are not used in rhyme. 
OE 5+£ (no ~£-forms appear in the manuscript).--
OE o+h appears only in the word inow(e) (OE 6enoh), used 
10 times. It is always represented by ~· The sound 
appears to be [-':U]. inow(e) rhymes vrith the following: 
OE a+[Y]: pro-.re ( OE orU, prllli) 
- --
OE ,!+-:!!: knowe ( OE cnawan) 
OE ee+~ {rising diphthong): trowe (treowian) 
There are no rhymes of' OE 01-]:! vTith OE Ot:!!• 
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OE eO+~ (rising diphthong in HE) .--OE ~!! {rising 
diphthong) appears in only one word, trovre (OE treowian) • 
The word occurs 14 times and rhymes with the f'ollowing: 
OE !+~: knowe 
OE c;.,.~ growe 
OE 9..,. [¥] : )?rowe 
OE ~+ h: inO'I-Je 
OE 01-ht.--OE £.,.~is always represented by £E{~). 
Rhymes indicate that the sound is [~U], the shortened f'orm 
of' the diphthong. It rhymes with the f'ollowing: 
NE .!'!! in ~ (pa. pple. of' l-iE cachen, caechen, 
f'rom ONF cachier), and in lawth {pro b. 'caught', 
f'rom DE Jree[c]an) 
nowth ( OE nowiht, nowuht, f'rom ~01-rl.ht 1 var • of' 
awiht) 
nowth (OE nowiht, nowuht).--The sound [~U], the 
shortened f'orm of' the diphthong, is indicated f'or nowth, 
which rhymes with the f'ollowing: 
OE £ ... ht: browth { OE brohte) 
HE ,!!! in cawth 
l-iE,!'!! in tawth ('taught', OE treh.te, 6eta3ht) 
1-iE aw in f'rawth ( 'f'raught', uncertain etym., prob. 
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MDu. or NLG vracht) 
ME~ in lawth (prob. 'caught', OE Jrecc[e]an) 
OE a+[Y] .--OE ,!+[Y) is always represented by !!1f. 
drawe (OE dra6an), felaw (OE feola6a), ~ (OE ~), etc. 
The sound is used in rhyme in 8 stanzas, with a total of 27 
rhyme-words~ It rhymes with the following: 
Itself moat frequently; 20 words from OE ,!+[y) 
~. the parallel form of f.!EiE. ( OE ~) (4 times) 
!!:!!:!. ( ON agi) (once) 
~ (twice, 11. 1690 and 2962) (fhe meaning and 
etymology of this word are obscure.) 
The normal East IUdland pronunciation for _!!:+[Y] t-Tas [Q.V] • 
.§,()_und represented by 9Jl. in the manuscript .--f!Z. occurs 
only in French loan vrords: en.ioyned (F anjoign), ~ (OF 
joia, ~), poynt (F point), etc. The normal East Nidland 
pronunciation of this sound was [.?1]. Two possible casas 
of monophthongization appear in sowlyd, 1. 3421 (OF soill[i]-
.!:!.• 'soil 1 ?), vrhich appears along Hith aoyled, 1. 1294; and 
aaoly, 1. 1503 (:foly) (OF aa[s]oille), Which is found along 
with the form asoyle, 11. 1510, 1523. 
OE i+§(z).--Words with this sound appear ten times, 
---
and the sound is always represented by i(y): ly(e) (OE 
li6ep), ~ (}ill si6en), style (OE sti6el), etc. The one 
rhyme, style:whyl, would indicate the sound ri:J, which was 
the normal East Hidland development. 
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OE ~+the [j] sound which developed out of' OE [¥] .--
The only ;;ord involved in this sound is teye' (Hercian ege, 
E\'/S eage), vrhich occurs 3 times in the singular as eye and 
twice in the plural as eyn(e), and also once in the plural 
as .::m!l.• Two uses in rhyn1e, hye ('high 1 ):dye ('die'):m; 
and ~: swyne ( t swine'), vmuld indicate that probably the 
normal East Nidland pronunciation of' [1:] was used (the sound 
had gone normally through an early [er] stage). 
OE ~+£.--OE ~+h (which normally developed in the 
East Hidlands i'rom (ei] to [i:]) appears as z 28 times and 
as !EL 7 times. hye (}lercian heh, E11IS ~) 8l;lpears with the 
z 24 t:ilnes and Hith !EL 7 tillles. There are no rhymes for the 
!E[.-forms, but both hye and & rhyme frequently vlith forms 
which normally were pronounced [i:]: hye:Foly; ~:Lechery: 
hye:dye; hye:vnslye:&:f'orpi, etc. Note that the -.rord f'or 
'neighbor', •lhich in the East 1Udlands normally had [c ] ... (?(], 
as in EI1E nehhebur, and then developed into [rei], is al1•ays 
represented in the manuscript Hith !EL (6 times): neybor, 
neygboris, etc. 
a +nasal in •rords of' French origin.--_!!+ the nasal n 
in words of French origin is aL~ost invariably ~ {140 
times): aungel, penauns, perseueraunce, Frauns, daunce, etc. 
The sound is represented by an only 5 times: perseverans 
(3 times), rnyschance, and seruant. To be noted is the rhyme 
Perseuerance:varyaunce:dystaunce (stanza 6), which is possible 
indication that the few !a-forms are merely scribal. 
Tendency to diphthongize.--This is seen in ~ (ME 
pese, pl. pesen), 1. 2629; bey (•to be'), 1. 3097; creydyst, 
( 1 cry 1 ), 1. 1015; gardeynys (ONF gardin), 1. 2976; wheyder 
(OE hwider), 1. 2928; weyder, 1. 3189, and wheyber, 1. 3277 
(OE h~er, hweber). 
Retention of diphthong (diphthong lost in Standard 
English).--OF cuveitier, coveitier is coueyth, coueyt, 
coueytyth (3 times). OF coveitus, -os retains !J 57 time~ 
but the sound is also represented by simple e, 8 times, 
which probably indicates a tendency for the neutral vowel 
[9] to be used at times. However, the consistent spelling 
of !I seems to show a conservatism in French sounds (cf. 
~+~in French words, which overwhelmingly becomes~). 
This tendency is seen also in counseyl (OF conseil, cunseil), 
used twice; counseylyst (OF conseiller), once (however, to 
be noted are the 3 forms councel, counsel, counselyst); 
curteys, twice (OF corteis, curteis); maystre {OF maistre), 
once. 
Diphthongization of French sounds.--Diphthongizatimn 
is seen in gardeyays (ONF gardin), once; and in lordeyn (OF 
lourdin, •scsmp 1 ), 3 times. 
Monophthongs in French sounds (originallY diphthongs 
or dual forms).--This is seen in pes(e) (OF pais), 11 times; 
pesyble, pesible (OF paisible), 3 times; plese, plesya, 
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dygplese (OF plaisir), 5 times; resun (OF reisun, reson, 
etc.), once; tresun (AF treysoun, tresun), once; sesun (OF 
seison, seson), once; dees, des, desse (OF deis), 4 times; 
-- -
damyselys (OF dameisele), tvlice; denteth (OF daintet, 
deintiet), once (cf. Sc. dainteth); asoly (OF assoille), 
once, but along with asoyle, tlvice; reJme (OF reaJme), once. 
on6ean, on6en; a6en, ayen~~.--These forms are ahrays 
represented as though diphthongs: a:>eyn, etc., a3eyns, etc. 
Vowels in Unaccented Syllables 
OE suffixes in seneral.--OE -sciepe, -scipe, -scype 
is c.hrays represented in the manuscript with the voHel !!_, 
1-Thich probably represents the loHering of .! to e in open 
syllables (see under i andy): worchep, 11. 1659, 3507; 
'1-TOrchenyd (pao pple'o) 1 lo 151; felechepys, llo 13071 2862; 
menschape, 1. 10; frenchepe, 1. 11; schenchepe, 1. 12. OE 
-had, HE: -hed, -hede, is found 3 times Hith the voHel e: 
- -
cursydhed, 1. 1595; maydynhed, ll. 2273, 2317; ancl it appears 
once (in redaction A) Hith 2,: manhod, 1. 32. The OE suffix 
-~ is spelled 4 times as -dom: wy(s)dom, 1. 491; wysdom, 
1. 511; seldom, 1. 1254; thedom, 1. 2479; and the same 
suffix appears once {in redaction B) >dth ~: 1. 3452. The 
suffix ~nes{s), representing OE -nes(s), -nis(s), -nys(s), 
appears 56 times and is always spelled ~orith !!_: goodnesse, 
lyknesse, besynes, etc. In spite of this consistency in 
spelling, however, certain rhymes indicate the probability 
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that the sound was relaxing, or had gone completely, to a 
neutral vowel: ~ckydness:For3eveness:trespas:reles; 
holynesse:gesse:Sysse (meaning unknown):stresse; blys: 
Idylnesse (all these rhymes are in the original portion of 
the play)·~ Relaxation toward a neutral vowel seems indi-
cated, as a matter of fact, in a number of words of two 
syllables. The form thousand (OE pusend) appears once, 
1. 2882, along with four ~forms (thousende). The vowel is 
invariably Y. or ~ in these dissyllabic uords, with the Y. 
predominating (the a in thousand is an exception): hundryd 
(OE hundred) appears once, 1. 2882; ~ (OE yfel) appears 
5 times, along vrith euele, once. OE ITES3den is maydyn(s), 
8 times; OE teter is watzr, 3 times; OE wundor is wondyr, 
once; lytel is lytyl, 5-times; OE siolfor, etc., is syluyr 
once and syluer once; OE sadol, -~ is sadyl once. OE deofQl 
appears as deuyl, devyl 17 times, and as deuel 10 times. 
French suffixes in general.--The French suffixes in 
the manuscript appear to be pronounced in a consistently 
conservative manner. F -on, -!ID, appears as -£n 29 times and 
as -oun 13 times. Both forms are used interchangeably in 
-
the same words: orison, orisoun; ocupacyons, ocupaszoun; 
satysfaccion, satisfaccioun; contricion, contricioun; 
passion, pascioun. This sound is used in rhyme in a total 
of 10 stanzas, and the rhymes indicate that [u:] is the 
sound of the vowel: lessun:~:defamacyoun, stanza 58; 
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Detraccion:~:~, stanza 238, etc. Two rhymes appear to 
be irregular: ~ (pa. pple. 'done•):tribulacyon:rernyssion, 
stanza 131; and kampyoun: ~: renoun: ~ ( OE dOm.), stanza 
313, redaction H. The rhymes for F -_!!!! also indicate the 
sound (u:] for the vowel: renoun (AF renoun, -_!!!!):toun: 
~ ( 1prepared 1 ):croun, stanza 40; renoun:~, stanza 49; 
lessun (OF lecon):~:defamacyoun, stanza 58; lessun: 
croun:~:~, stanza 203. The one irregular rhyme• 
kamoyoun:~:renoun:££m (OE dom), is in redaction B, stanza 
313. The French suffix -or, -£££ is spelled -our(e) 11 
times and -QE. once (treytor, 1. 2634, along vrith treytour, 
1. 2lJli-3)'. Rhymes for this sound are honour:toure:paramoure; 
odoure:floure:boure (OE bnr); boure:socowre. The suffix 
from French -~, -ice a!Jpears 81 times and always as -~ 
(-ise). It is used in rhyme in a total of 13 stanzas and 
the sound is ap~arently (i:]: avyse (OF avise):~ (OE 
wise):coueytyse (OF coveitise), stanza 14; asyse (OF asise): 
serwyse:~ (OE wlse):justyse, stanza 52; justyce:Coueytys~ 
agryse (,!'!- OE grisl!c) :~ (OE wls], stanza 69; ~ (OE 
rlsan):Coveytyse, stanza 73; etc. The ending -ous (Latin 
-.2.!!.l:!!!) is completely uniform. The form is used 90 times, 
always as -ous (i.e., no orthographic indication of -.reaken-
ing), and the rhymes (6 stanzas) show a probable sound of 
(u:] for the vo;,;el: covetouse:house:louse, stanza 41; howse: 
couetowse, stanza 66; couey,tGus:jous:~:movs, stanza 264; 
etc·. The French suffix -~ (Latin -entia). appears as 
-~ (-~) 22 times, and this is the only form used. 
Rhymes are inconclusive indicators of pronunciation for 
this sound because the form is used. in rhyme only with 
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itself or with words of questionable etymology: Pacyens: 
abstynens:~ (OF encens, 'incense'?), stanza 179; ensense 
(OF incenser):spense (prob. aphetic form of OF despense, 
'store room 1 ):congrense, stanza 118; kynse (vb., meaning 
obscure):defens:pestelens, stanza 242; defens:nacyens, stanza 
188. French -E:S.!, is always -age in the manuscript ( 8 times), 
and it rhymes only with itself: age:m:narage (F parage, 
'lineage'):~, stanza 218; ~:erytage:~:outrage, 
stanza 247; etc. The French ending -e(et (cuntre, charyte, 
verite, etc.) apparently remained. In spelling, the letter 
!!. is ahrays used (37 tLmes), and there is no orthographic 
evidence of development toward modern [i:]. The form is 
used frequently in rhyme, in a total of 21 stanzas, and the 
sound is obviously [e:]: ble (OE ~):~ (•see 1 ):trinite, 
stanza 22; be:~:~ (noun, 'pity'):se (noun, 'seat•, OF 
se), stanza 72; be:cuntre:ore, stanza 81; etc. For -ance 
- - - -
see under accented vowels, .! +nasal in French 1-mrds. This 
sound is invariably represented by-~ (140 times). The 
an-form is found only 5 times, but the rhyme Perseuerance: 
va17aunce:dystaunce, stanza 6, seems to indicate that these 
5 !!!!-forms are scribal. A fe,; other isolated HOrds of Frencll 
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origin retain the French suffix, t·rhile other isolated forms 
orthographically shot-r a ;;eakening of the vo11el: comowns (OF 
commune) is found in redaction A, 1. 8; faget (F fagot) 
ap.,.,ears tt.;ice, 11. 1962, 2253; sendel (OF cendal) also 
appears tt-rice, 11. 370 1 558; and barouns (OF bartm, -.::.£) 
is found once, 1. 828. batayle (}ffi batayle, ~' -aille) 
appears 5 times, all in the original portion of the play, 
but the form also appears, twice (again in the original 
portion) vrith Hhat appears to be a weakened ending: batyl, 
battyl. The forms castel (ONF castel, also OE castel) and 
aungel, aungyl (OF angela) are both of frequent occurrence 
in the manuscript. castel appears 47 times and ahrays with 
the vowel~ (no i[y] forms); but aungel, aungyl1 used 38 
times, appears with the vowel y 20 times along with 18 a-
forms (12 ~-forms and 8 y-forms in the original portion, 6 
~-forms and 11 y-forms in redaction A, no examples in redac-
tion B) • In French vrords of 3 syllables, the voHel of what 
has become in modern English the secondarily accented syllab~e 
also manifests an orthographic conservatism, although a few 
forms are found Hhich seem to indicate at least the begin-
ning of a relaxation toward an obscure sound. OF coveitise 
becomes coueytyse 81 times; two wealtened forms appear 
(covetyse), one in redaction A, 1. 119 (along with 4 ~­
forms), and one in redaction B, 1. 3266 (along with one~­
form). The OF adjective coveitus, -~(probably more 
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commonly used in speech than the noun) appears L~ times as 
coveytous (3 times in the original and once in redaction B), 
and 5 times as covetouse (4 times in the original and once 
in redaction A) • The OF verb , cuveitier, coveiter is used 
6 times and all-lays with the 2,Z-i'orm: coueytyth (in the ori-
ginal 5 times and in redaction A once) • OF conseiller is 
counseylyst twice, 11. 341, 1604; and the noun i'ormed i'rom 
it is eounseyl once, 1. 1538, and councel 4 times, 11. 1104, 
1135, 1136, 304 (all in the original)'• OF bacheler is 
baeheler 3 times, 11. 161, 1053, 1994; OF gluton, -~Ty is 
glotony 8 times; OF certain+ly is certeynly, once; and OF 
comun+!z appears once as comounly, 1. 1254 and once, VTith 
what appears to be an indication of' an obscure vov;el, as 
comynly, 1. 2907'• 
Vowels in Ini'lectional Endings 
The VOHel in ini'lectional endings is predominantly 
!(z). In a small number of' instances !:_ :is used, and i'or the 
most part this use of' e i'ollows a pattern i-Thich seems to be 
scribal: the ~i'orm is used invariably in certain inflection-
al conditions where the root of the ;.mrd involved ends in 
z<!h In the second person singular indicative of' verbs the 
ini'lectional ending is -~ 57 times and -~ once, the 
latter typically in a word in Hhich the root ends in -z: 
cryest. The same pattern is true of the third person singu-
lar indicative, with 139 -yth-i'orms and 6 -~-i'orms, all 
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except one of the latter before z: kryeth, 1. 910; cryeth, 
1. 1433; destroyeth, 1. 1621; playeth, 1. 2023; flyet (sic), 
1. 2642; cryeth, 1. 3145; the one exception is denteth, 1. 
3295, in redaction B. There are only two forms in the manu-
script of first person plural indicative verbs, and they both 
end in -za. The third person plural indicative ap~ears with 
-za 18 times and with-~ 3 times (trebelen, strayen, sytten), 
and with simple-~ once (grenne, 1. 200). The imperative 
ending apnears as -yth 10 times, and once without ending 
(gadyr, singular, 1. 863). The pattern is consistent in the 
preterite of weak verbs, where -y£ is used 13 times and where 
the 3 -!£-forms follow a final y(!) in the root (deyed, cried, 
strayed). The present participle ends in-~ 106 times; 
there are 3 exceptions (tyndende, 1. 81; takande, 1. 144; 
guenchande, 1. 3604), all of which occur in the redactions. 
For the weak verb ending in the past participle, -y£ is 
used 233 times, and -~ 19 times; again, these -~ endings 
are used after a final -y in the root, with the one excep-
tion of toted, in the phrase iii-foted stole, 1. 2599. As 
for strong verb endings in the past participle, -za is used 
47 times and -~twice (casten, 1. 2001, and doluen, 1. 
2680). The ending for the plural of nouns is-~(-~) 305 
times. There are a few exceptions, most of which follow the 
pattern of using -~ after y in the root: boyes, 10 times 
(along with boyis, twice); dayes, twice. A few exceptions 
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to this pattern occur, chiefly in the redactions: vertues, 
11. 70, 73 (the orord appears 5 times in the original portion 
as vertus[e]); Jves, 1. 3555, and ~. 1. 3354, along 1-Jith 
Jevys, 1. 3137, all in redaction B. Only one exception occurs 
in the original portion: feres ('companions'), 1. 2904 
(:ezrys, 'heirs•). The same consistency of pattern is 
apparent in the possessive case of nouns, 1-rith 68 •u-forms 
and only 2 -~forms, one of Hhich follows a z. (dayes); the 
other -~form is lyfes, 1 • .338 (but cr. l:yuys, 1. 417). 
There are 3 consistent and perhaps significant types of 
exceptions to this preponderant use of z(!) as the vowel in 
inflectional endings, and these are in nouns used as agent 
(tresorer, etc,}, the comparative degree of adjectives, and 
the superlative degree of adjectives. In all three of these 
grammatical situations the vowel in the inflectional ending 
is always~, never z(!)• The noun agent appears 11 times: 
leder, 1. 6; tresorer, 1. 181; Backbytere, 11. 819, 1727, 
1753, 1830; beggar, 11. 849, 874; maker, 1. 2453; messengere, 
1. 662; massenger, 1. 670. The comparative degree of the 
adjective occurs a total of 13 times (this count does not 
include those comparatives in which the ending is represented 
by the scribal symbol): lyter, 1. 3596, redaction B; feller, 
1. 672; leuer, 11. 713, 2946; swatter, 1. 2026; clenner, 1. 
736; lenger, n. 995, 2432, 2585; byttyrer, 1. 2342; heuyer, 
1. 2924. The superlative occurs 3 times: homlyest, 1. 36; 
rycches (sic), 1. 479; and dowtyest, 1. 36llj .• 
The Sound of Etymological and Inflectional Final e 
Spelling is of little, if any, help in determining 
the pronunciation of final ~ in the language of this manu-
script. In the first place, since the play underwent two 
major redactions, and at different times, it is probable 
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that at least two scribes besides the original one vrere in-
volved vrith the manuscript. Secondly, the use of final e in 
the vrork by no means follows a consistent pattern, either in 
the original portion or in either of the redactions. To a 
great extent, for example, etymological -~ is represented: 
wylde ( OE Hilde l_, syde ( OE side) , bane ( OE ~) , ryche ( OE 
~), etc.; but on the other hand, etymological-:!!, is occa-
sionally omitted in spelling: nam ( OE nama), tre;.r ( OE treo't-16, 
---
etc.), etc. Furthermore, a final ~ is frequently used in 
forms in vrhich there is no historical justification for it: 
folke (along Hi th ~), synne ( OE ml 1 denne ( OE ~) 1 
etc. The same situation exists in regard to inflectional 
-e: there seems to be no pattern to account for the reten-
tion or the dropping of the letter in spelling. InflectionaL 
final ~· however, is retained far more often than it is 
dropped; but the reason is undoubtedly a scribal one, since 
both spellings are used interchangeably for the same forms: 
I 6yf, I 6yfe; I say, I seye; I ~. I calle, etc. (It 
should be noted that many older forms of inflectional endings 
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are also used, such as -~ at times, for the present indi-
cative plural.) In the first person sinb~lar present indi-
cative, -.2_-forms are used 329 tLmes (,! tro'tve, I reche, I 
weyle, etc.), and forms Hithout -.2, are found 67 times (,! 
say, 1 cast, 1 .!121!!• etc.) • The present indicative plural 
is represented 32 times with -e (oei stonde, ~ thanke, ~ 
:roende), and 1-tithout -e 7 tL'lles (pei lout, ~ uray); -;m,-
forms occur 21 times (pei ledyn, ~ schapyn, ~ callyn), 
and -~-forms 6 times (pei callyth, ~ fyth, l'Jei nuttyth) • 
The present subjunctive singular has final e 13 times, and 
is lacking -.2_ 13 times; and the subjunctive plural has 5 
-.2_-forms and one form Hithout -~· In the :ilnperative sin-
gular, •rhere one Hould expect the -~ to drop early, 212 
-.2_-forms occur, along uith 84 forms uithout -~ (the common 
rrords ~· _g£, and .2£ occur for a total of 51 times and 
never with -~) • The :imperative plural, found 51 ti..'lles, is 
never without -~, and 9 -~-forms, one -the-form (dothe), 
and one -;m,-form, are also used. The infinitive has ll!h 
-a-forms and 26 forms without -~; and it is interesting to 
note that there are as many as 51 infinitives which end in 
-;m, and also 5 which end in -~ (cachen, 1. 559; crachen, 
1. 1946; casten, 1. 2133; deyen, 1. 2137; roten, 1. 2682). 
Also to be noted in the infinitive are to i£ll (6 times), ~ 
done (once), and to do (t't·rice) • The only instance in which 
- --
forms Hithout -e are Dredominant is in the third person 
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singular of HCak preterites, <-There -e-forms occur 11 t:L'lles 
(~, kepte, cowde, etc.) and forms without -e are used 21 
ti.'lles (~, dyd, lytyd, etc.). 
It is to be remarked that of all the inflectional 
forms, only one follows a consistent pattern in the manu-
script, and that is the past participle, of both strong and 
weak verbs. 1'lith one exception, all the strong past parti-
ciples end in -m(-~) (-m 47 times, -~ t<rice). The one 
exception is for-~, 1. 2818, probably used for the sake 
of rhyme (: sete: dette:~). Of the 252 v<eak verb forms, 
only one, a-tenyde, 1. 2428 (:frende:lende:vmnde) has a final 
.!!• (Note: the count of these weak verb participles includes 
those formed from \-lOrds of Frencl1 origin, such as grauntyd, 
purchasyd, asayed, etc.). Examples of weak verb forms are 
beryed, pryckyd, lernyd, haryed, stekyd, etc. Examples of 
strong verb forms are holdyq, schapyn, be-hetyn, forsakyn, 
knotEffi, dronk;yn, wrok;yn, wa.xyn, gotyn, browyn, forgetyn, etc. 
As for when final .!! was meant to be sounded, the test 
of meter is helpful. As has been pointed out (see chapter 
I), the original author of the play was a careful 111etrist, 
and his usage in regard to final ~ can be determined with 
a fair degree of accuracy. This is not true, however, of 
either of the redactions, in both of which metrical crudity 
and awkwardness make scansion of a high percentage of the 
lines if not impossible then at least questionable. The 
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following discussion of the use of final -e in the versifi-
cation of ~ Castle £! Perseverance will deal only with 
the original portion of the play~ 
In general it can be stated that the usage of the 
original poet has many points of similarity with that of 
Chaucer in the handling of the unstressed ending of words 
in versification. It must be added, however, that in prac-
tice there are some significant points of divergence. As 
for the similarities, etymological and inflectional -e is 
commonly pronounced, for example, before consonants and is 
usually elided before vowels and frequently before weak h. 
Just as in Chaucer, moreover, there are many exceptions to 
these principles, particularly to that of sounding -~ before 
consonants. 
Concerning the differences in the treatment of final 
~~ three major ones are obvious between the usage of the 
poet of ~ Castle 2f Perseverance and that of Chaucer~ The 
first concerns the pronunciation of the plural and possess-
ive inflectional endings of nouns (in this manuscript invar-
iably -I,!!h Whereas in Chaucer this ending is commonly 
given syllabic value (there are exceptions, of course), 
the vovrel in this manuscript is apparently silent for the 
most part ( cf. modern English), although it is often pro-
nounced when the demands of versification require it. (Also. 
a similar difference can be seen in the handling of the 
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preterite ending of weak verbs, -z£.) The second obvious 
difference in the usage of final unstressed vovrels is that, 
in contrast to Chaucer, the poet of the Castle of Persever-
~ apparently intended the frequent pronunciation of a 
non-historical final~· These non-historical -~'s are often 
metrically required, and they occur with too much frequency 
to be accounted for philologically through any explanation 
by analogy. The third apparent difference between this 
poet's usage of final~ and Chaucer's concerns the use of 
the sound at the end of a line. }fuereas Chaucer obviously 
exercised extreme care in rhyming words with historical 
final e only with each other, the poet of the Castle of 
Perseverance frequently rhymed words with historical -e 
~.;ith forms in ;,Jhich final e is not historically justified. 
That this poet intended the pronunciation of -e at the end 
of a line at least at times seems evident in the rhyme 
~:!£ me, stanza 14• 
It must be borne in mind that some doubt necessarily 
remains concerning the pronunciation of the final unstressed 
vo>rel. It is impossible in this manuscript, just as in 
Chaucer, to determine with complete certainty vthether, under 
certain conditions, final ~was given full syllabic value, 
was slurred, or was entirely apocopated. The following 
examples of typical usage in the manuscript, however, will 
make clear the principles described above. 
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Plural and possessive endings of nouns. 
In lust7.s & in lykyn~s me law7s to lerne, 1. 186. 
Kyneqs kaiserp & kempys & many a kene knyth, 
1. 215. 
It is apparent that if the plural endings of lust:.ys and 
lyk;rngys in the first line and K;yngys and kaiser:.ys in the 
second line were pronounced, the lines would be awkward and 
metrically too long. On the other hand, if these endings 
are not pronounced, the meter remains smooth. Occasionally, 
it should be noted, some plurals are spelled without the 
vowel, which would perhaps indicate that the usual pronun-
ciation was without the syllabic ending (weys, 1. 255; mans, 
1. 257; aungels, 1. 301). Often, however, meter requires 
the pronunciation of the final -I.!!, ending, as in the 
following lines: 
to rewlyn b:ym & hys wytt1s fyue, 1. 311. 
& pou schalt be greuYs grene, 1. 333· 
& serve hym to pi lyfes ende, 1. 338. 
I rede late Bedys be, 1. 371. 
Final ~ before ~onsonants.--There are many lines in 
which final e is sounded before consonants, but, as in 
Ghaucer, there are many exceptions. Examples of -~ pronoun-
ced before consonants are: 
I do men rawyn on rych~ rowe, 1. 168. 
aftyr oure fo~ faderys kende, 1. 275• 
I sye sore & grysly grone, 1. 451. 
pou I drywe to dust, 1. 262. 
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Examples of the silencing (or possibly the slurring) of -e 
before consonants are: 
Be wyld~ wod~ wonys & euery weye went, 1. 158. 
pat in bowre pi bal~ schal bete, 1. 363. 
I stonde in stodye & gynne to raue, 1. 377 • 
• 
for I pynke pat he schal lese, 1. 701 • 
• 
F:tnal e before vowels.--The folloi.ring are examples 
of final 1 pronounced before vowels: 
& be ryCh•e euere more, 1. 569. 
I am ken~· as a knyt, 1. 750. 
& 6yt cure gam"e" is but lore, 1. 840. 
Examples of silent -~ before vowels are: 
al pe world myn nam[ e) is ment, 1. 164 • 
• 
al abowtyn my bane is blowe, 1. 166 • 
• 
I weyle & wrynge & make mone, 1. 44 9. 
• • • 
. In bal~ is my bynne, 1. 220. 
Pronunciation of non-historical final ~---There are 
many instances of this usage in the play. Examples are: 
& fayn I wolde my sow~e saue, 1. 379. 
with lo~Tde lesyngys lacchyd in les, 1. 657. 
be down~· dale & dyche, 1. 737. 
pe Worlde"bad pou schuldyst hym haue, 1. 821. 
F~al e before h.--Before a we@k h, final e is 
- - - -
usually elided: 
tyl sum scham~ hym schende, 1. 812. 
lef'l( hym for no maner thynge, 1. 778. 
But before a strong h• there is usually no elision: 
& hye hall be holtys & hyll, 1. 74S~ 
•• 4 Of God ny.n of hye heuene, 1. 92. 
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Elision of final unstressed .2,.--The o in the pre-
position to was probably occasionally elided: 
Vndyr my banyr to abyde, 1. 161 • 
• 
E!amPles of the rhyming of historical and non-histor-
ical final A• 
~ (non-historical):pride, stanza 13. 
'strete (OE striiit):swete:bete, stanza 29. 
hele (ME ~):mele (OE ~):~, stanza 29. 
befall (pres. subj.):hall (historical):~ (non-
historical), stanza 63. 
• dyche ( OE die) : ryche (historical), stanza 6 3 • 
OE prefix !_!.--This form appears only 6 times in the 
manuscript: i-lent, 1. 38; i-pyth, 1. 209; i-knowe, 1. 222; 
1-lent, li• 238; i-ment, 1. 240; i-SRendyd, 1. 1298. The 
scarcity bf the form indicates that it undoubtedly had become 
archaic. It is to be noted that the editors of the Early 
English Text Society edition of ~ }mcro Plays supply this 
prefix on: three occasions in ~ Castle 9£. Perseverance: Q2£ 
[1-]like, 1. 428; ~ (i-]lyche, 1. 443; ~ [i-]went, 
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1. 2786. Hovrever, since the poet frequently made use of non-
historical final ~·s for sound in versification. it is 
possible ~hat a pronounced or at least slurred final ~ 
on the preceding word in each case was intended, and not a 
prefix on the verb form. 
Consonants 
f, v.--Evidence of rhymes indicates that the voicing 
--...... 
and unvoicing of this sound is consistent tdth the practice 
of modern English. One scribal feature should be noted: 
although :f and v(u) are used interchangeably within the 
..... . --
lines for both the voiced and voiceless sounds, great care 
seems to have been taken in the rhyme-words to use ~(~) for 
the voiced sounds and ! for the voiceless. In a total of 
37 stanzSis in 'Which the sounds are used in rhyme, there are 
only 3 forms in which this orthographic pattern is broken: 
~ (vb.) (~:~), stanza 177; and lyve (noun) and 
stryve (~oun), which rhyme with each other in stanza 272. 
The voiced (in mod. E) sound is used in rhyme 87 times, in 
31 stanzas: ~: seu:yn; ~ ~:~: schryue; to ~:~; 
~:leuene:heuene:seuene; ~:schreue (pa. pple.):dreue 
(pa. ppl~.); ~:above:droue:behoue; etc. The voiceless 
(in mod. ,E) sound is used in rhyme 20 times, in 6 stanzas: 
chefe:thefe:myschefe:reprefe; prefe:chefe:lefe; lyf:stryf: 
blyf:~; etc. Two words, judging from their use in rhymes, 
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seem to have been given both voiced and voiceless sounds 
interchangeably. These words are knife, which rhymes with 
lyf (app.i voicele.ss) in stanza 139, and with schryue (app. 
voiced) in stanza 118; and belyue ( OE bi +dative of lir), 
which rhymes with ~ (noun) in stanza 118 and with ~ 
in stanza 295, and with stryue (noun) and lyre, in stanzas 
169 and 2!35. 
w.--OE vr+r is retained in spelling: wryngyth, 
= --
wrenchys, wreke, v:reche, wrake, wretthe, v:rone;e, wrothe, 
v:rathe, ~· wryte 1 wryen. OE ~- is usually represented 
by wh-, for a total of 224 times (whanne 1 who, wheder, 
~. etc.). Forms vrithout h appear 12 times (wanne, weQyr, 
vreche, etc.), vrhich could indicate a dropping or the aspirate. 
Scribal inconsistency is apparent in the representation of 
OE ~. which appears with ~- 12 times (~1 ~) along 
with the simple h form (how[e]) 4 times. 
~·--£ is retained in the spelling of gader1 (OE 
gaderian) 11 6 times; in weder (OE hwider) 1 6 times; in heder 
(OE hider), once; in theder (OE pider) 1 4 times; and in 
togedyr (OE to~dere), 4 times. OE oper is represented 
with £• $ 25 times and Hith ,!! once (odyr); but the rhymes 
odyr:rod;yjr (OE roper, 'rudder'), stanza 1491 and oper:fodyr: 
broper:other, stanza 88, indicate that the one case or£ is 
scribal for ~· bropor has £1 ~ 4 times. OE modor is 
always ~elled with d 1 and there are no rhymes. ,S is also 
the only form for OE ~der, used 7 times. 
~---Forms with final ..!:!. are used 3L!.7 times in rhyme, 
but the spund is used only twice in rhyme in Hhich it is 
intervocalic (tresun:sesun, stanza 65; and refusyd:excusyd, 
stanza 223)• Final..!:!. is consistently rhymed according to 
the sound in modern English. In 79 stanzas, t-Iithout excep-
tion, those final .!:!.'s Hhich are voiceless in modern English 
are rhymed only Hith each other: place:~; dystaunce:per-
seueraunce; sobyrnesse:begrness:dystresse:opresse; dys 
('dice 1 ):~; etc.; and, in a total of 5 stanzas, those 
forms which have voiced final s in modern English also 
-
rhyme only with each other: ~:plese:~; !£ blase:!£ 
gase:rase;!9crase; etc. There are, however, two definite 
exceptions to this pattern. In French .vords Hith the suffix 
-~(-~), in t-Ihich the..!:!. is normally voiceless in modern 
EngliSh, the sound appears to be invariably voiced in the 
language of this manuscript ( 23 rhyme Horci! of this type 
in 16 stap.zas): avyse:~ (OE dse):Coueytyse; ~ (OE 
~): seru;rse; Justyce: Couetyse; agryse (!! + OE grise)nqse; 
Coveytyse:~:~:asyse; etc. Secondly, the third person 
singular present indicative of 'to be' is always rhymed as 
though v9iceless (in a total of 8 stanzas): blysse:he !J!; 
l?E!:!J!:~; i!!,:~:blys; blys:!:!.:l:!l.!!:m; etc. To be noted 
also are the possessive pronoun hys, which is rhymed as 
though vqiceless: &J!: blysse:mysse:h!!. is, and the noun plural 
suffix -u, the .§!. of i.;hich is also rhymed as voiceless: 
vycys:~: blys. Each of these forms, however, appears 
only once in rhyme. 
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P.odern English Jil.--T;ro sources of this sonnd are 
of interest as they appear in this work. The first consists 
of French words with suffixes corresponding to Latin -ionem, 
-ientiem, -~osus, and -alis; and the other deals .-rith the 
sound as it normally descended from Old English. In this 
manuscript a careful distinction is always kept (no excep-
tions) between the French and the Old English forms. In the 
58 words of this type of French origin in the manuscript, 
the spelling is always .!:!.• £• ~ (concyens, saluacion, ~­
fescyon) • There is no orthographic indication that a pala-
tal sound was ever used. In the words of Old English deri-
vation, the sound is used in the manuscript for a total of 
581 times, and the spelling is invariably ~: schal, flesch, 
~· waschyth, trasche, scharpe, etc. The only exceptions 
are OE -scipe (frenchepe, schenchepe, worchep, felechepys 
[but note the form menschepe]); and sulde, 1. 2481, the only 
form of the word with initial simple s (schal, schul appear 
with ~ for a total of 572 times). 
1.--0E weorold, etc., appears Hith 1 102 times 
= 
{v;orld, Herld), and without 1 5 times (~) • The i.J"ord is 
used once without 1 in rhyme: ~: snerd ( OE sparrian) :herd, 
stanza 15. Hodern English 'should.' appears vrith 1 30 times 
8.5 
( schuld, schold), and without 1 once (pou schudyst, 1. 1.594) • 
The 1 appears to be pronounced in these forms in the only 
two rhymes in which they appear: ~:~:~:fold, 
stanza 1]8; and I wolde:molde:Zolde:_! nolde, stanza 233. 
The form for modern English 'could' is used only 3 times, 
and each time vrithout 1: ~ h2, co;.;de !:!Z!!.• 1 • .539; sythyn 
~ cowde, 1. 722; he cowde, 1. 3197. This form is not used 
in rhyme.: 
£·--The following rhymes might indicate a weakening 
of the r-sound in some instances ( cf. mod. E received stan-
dard 'scarce', 'large', etc.): hyd:thyrd:bydde:betydde 
(ho;rever,: thyrd in this case may be scribal for the alternate 
form thryd); ~:.£12J!.i ~:~:curst; myth:dyrt; synne: 
brenne:e;renne:werne; Ryt>tysnes:dystresse:~; gres:~: 
~· To be noted also is the spelling mossel (OE morsel), 
1. 1174. 
French n.--Although this sound is represented usually 
by g£ (9 times: dyngn.e, rengne, etc,), there are enough vari-
ants to ~dicate that scribal practice was probably responsible 
for the older spelling and that the sound had become a simple 
nasal: d:n!jp,e, regne, dynge, dysdeyne, reyn;vne;e. Furthermore. 
the simple nasal seems obvious in the rhyme seyne {pa, pple. 
'seen 1 ):4ysdeyne, stanza 109. 
~.--OE -~ (adverbial suffix) is usually -11 
(19 times): lyckely, grysly, rychely, gayly, etc.), but two 
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-lych(ehforms appear: gryslych, 1. 465, and lordlyche, 1. 
1084. Early I>lE ~. ill (Late OE 11£?) appears twice as 
lyke (11. 428, 3407) and 3 times as lyche (11. 344, L!l+3, 
389). A ·number of ~-forms appear also in other words. OE 
micel, mycel usually appears with ~ (m.:rktl, mektJ.), for a 
total of 22 times, 'Whereas the ~-form (myche) occurs only 
twice. However, ~ is the usual form for OE ~. appear-
ing inn1.1Jlerable times; ilke is used 4 times. Other forms 
with~ are sekyr (OE sicor, 'certain'); pycke (OE pic, 
modern 'pitch 1 ); drenkelyd ('drowned'), along with drenche; 
dykes (OB .!li£), used tl-rice, along ~Vith dyche, used 4 times. 
To be noted also is kyrke, used tvTice (both in redaction B), 
along with chrrche, used 4 times (all in the original portion 
of the play) • 
OE ["X,] .--The sound i·lhich developed from OE ['X] is 
most frequently represented by~ (162 times), but it is 
also represented by t (69 times). The large number of 
spe11ings 1r1ith simple t plus the common rh;yming of the sound 
. --
.with OE ~r OF 1 indicate that the sound in this manuscript, 
at least in a final position, is [t]. Examples of rhymes 
are ~~ behyth: sytt ( OE si ttan); syth: EY.:!ill:= bryth: lmyth (pa. 
pple~ of OE cnyttan); 1Yl (OE leoht, liht) :bryth:~:m; 
etc. 
~.--There is considerable evidence that initial h in 
many instances was dropped or was very weak. In words of 
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French origin, initial h is never used in spelling: onest 
(OF honeste), 1. 2364; ~· eyrys (OF~. ~). 11. 103, 
2908, 2995; erytage (OF eritage, heritage), 11. 2903, 2943• 
The following forms indicate dropping of initial h in words 
of Old English origin as well as French: ~ ~ ( OE ~) • 
1. 1169; ·~ h.ydowse 11hwt;ynge (OF hidous), 1. 1939; ~harpe 
(OE hearpe), 1. 2224; and possibly witholde, 1. 2006. Ini-
tial h in the follovring forms is probably scribal: ~ howle 
(OE ule)~ 1. 2410; heyrs (OE ~), 1. 1519; and hold (OE 
ald) 1 which appears once along with many instances without 
h. The usage with the conjunctive possessive pronouns ~ 
and g is undoubtedly significant. The forms & and £i 
are used, almost invariably before words beginning Iti th a 
consonant;: & bane, & game, ~ gle, ll vrordys, ll lyfes 
~. etc.; and the forms ~· ~ are used before vrords 
beginning with a vovrel: ~ m ayyse, m oft:yce, ~ vse, 
:12m. ~ilmaue, etc. (There are some exceptions, such as 
m braynys, but they are rare.) It is interesting to note 
that the ~-forms are usual not only before French vrords with 
original initial h but also before Old English Hords vrith 
initial Ja: pyn erytage, myn eyr, rnyn ~· myn ~· myn ~· 
pynne ~· pynne hert, etc. 
CHAPTER V 
SIGNIFICANT MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Pronouns 
The first person singular nominative is always !• 
and the accusative is always ~· 
Tl:le nominative of the second person singular is 
always £211• and the acc~sative and dative are always pee. 
The second person plural nominative is 3e, for a total of 
76 times, and the accusative and dative are 3ou, 55 times. 
There are only two exceptions to this usage in the plural, 
one instance of !! used as accusative (!pat schal ~ !2£! 
smert, 1. 799), and one instance of ~ used as nominative 
(,52 ~ ~ ~ .§z!: Coue:rtxse, 1. 1852); however, it is 
to be noted that in both of these exceptions the pronouns 
are not in their natural order in the sentence, the accusa-
tive preceding the verb and the nominative coming after the 
verb. The plural form of the second person pronoun is the 
usual fo~ when used in direct address by a speaker to a 
superior or when used as a sign of respect. In this case, 
both ~ and !! are used (!! 8 times, ~ 6 times): ~ 
Jhesu :!?.2, ~! bydde .!! ~. 1. 315; Coryows Criste 12 ~ 
! .£!ll_, ~. 320; 12 ~! recomaunde ~ [Superbia to Belyal], 
1. 919; ~ Seynt Saueour!! ~ saue, 1. 1490; 1>Y,! ~ ~ 
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[Misericordia to Justicia], 1. 3135; etc. It is interesting 
to note that the Daughters of God always address God with 
the familiar form, the singular (~, .! bee plyth, 1. 3262; 
~ J>ou lovyste ~· 1. 3251; etc., for a total of 72 familiar 
forms); and that God always addresses them, as well as Man-
kind, also in the singular. 
For the third person, the significant forms are the 
feminine singular, the neuter singular, and the third person 
plural. IL'he form for the feminine singular is always ~ 
in the nominative (once spelled she, 1. 1668) ~ The accusa-
tive appears twice as ~. 11. 1636, 2420, and twice as 
~· 11. 1637, 2394; and the dative occurs once, as hyre, 
1. 1892. The possessive form is found 3 times, always as 
hyr, 11. 1932, 2223, 2317. The third person singular neuter 
pronoun is always it, in all three portions of the play. 
For the third person plural, the nominative form, in all 
three po:tjtions of the play, is always :12& (I>ei); and the 
accusative and dative form, in the original portion of the 
play and in redaction B (it does not occur in redaction A), 
is alway~:~ ~· Also, the possessive is always her(e)'• 
~e first and second person possessive pronouns 
follow a consistent pattern. The disjunctive forms are always 
~and 2m,: ~ ~ ~ !!m!• 1. 2960; etc. In the conjunc-
tive usa~e, the vowel form is usual before words beginning 
with a consonant: ~ seru;yse, ~ ~. ll ~. etc. (used 
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in this way for a total of 295 times); but there are 18 
exceptionis to this pattern, 16 in the original portion of 
the play and two in redaction B: mn! coun:t'ort, m .!.!!:E: 
:t'ane, etc. Before words beginning with a vowel, the for.m 
ending wi,th a consonant is always used (26 t:lllles in the ori-
ginal and 4 t:lllles in redaction B): ~ ore, etc. It is to 
be noted that the consonant for.m is invariably used before 
words of both French and Old English derivation which begin 
with a: !$[a~. m hende hale, m honde, :Em!~. etc.; 
the only .exception is ~ hestys, 1. 3342, redaction B. 
To be noted also in connection with pronouns is 22 
( 1 those 1 ), used 5 times (the only for.m used for 'those'); 
and ~ t9n, used 4 times, and ~ tother, 3 times (the only 
for.ms used for those expressions also); and the two apparent-
ly irregular usages, .!.!!. in ~ ~ werld .!! ~ gon, 1. 437, 
and o1U'e,. used once as disjunctive ( :koure). 
-
Nouns 
A few mutated plurals occur: ~· 1. 2652; gees, 
1. 8o4; ~. 1. 806; vymmen, 1. 2650 (along with wammen, 
twice, 11. 2294, 2298). An unusual form is bende ('bonds'?), 
1. 2360 G:mende:wende: schende)'. The word w;yntyr is used 3 
times as an invariable plural: tyl pOiot .22 sexty w;yntyr hold, 
1. 419; '!':IOU ~ forty w;yntyr ill• 1. 1578; and ~ xxxti 
w;yntyr, 1. 3345. To be noted is the form sterre ('stars'), 
1. 1905 hto werre:to merre:to skerre). The "irregular" 
- - -
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plural b11eper;yn appears twice, 11. 1022, 1040; and chYldr;yn 
' 
appears o~ce, 1. 897, c~yrdr7n (sic) once, 1. 948, along 
with chyldyr, twice, 11. 959, 2977 • Only 4 weak plurals 
occur: !'on, 1. 698; !'one, 1. 3397; ~ (OE eage), 1. 1109; 
and ~ ,( OE ease) 1 1. 1519'• To be noted is the form peys, 
1. 2627 (,OE pise, 'peas• ), which was commonly pesen in 
Middle English. 
Adjectives and Adverbs 
Survivals of mutated forms are seen in lenger, used 
7 tfmes (as adverb) and stranger, used once (as adjective). 
The usual forms !'or the comparative and superlative degrees 
of adjectives conform to the practice of modern English 
(lyter, qowtyest, etc.), the one exception being byttyrer, 
1. 2342. The adverb ends in -!Y 55 times (lyckely, !'resch-
1z, grzsl.y, etc.); in -ych twice {gryslich, lordlych); in 
-~ 42 times (taste, lopge, snelle, etc.); and is without 
ending 9 .times (~, £!ll., ~~ etc.). The test of meter 
(in the original portion of the play) indicates that the 
final ~ was pronounced only when the demands of meter re-
quired it. unusual forms are ~ m, moste ~. 1. 2699; 
.!2. melg1 ;~ werse, 1. 1263; and ~ ~ ~ melgl ~ bette 
(:sette:~:mette), 1. 758. 
Verbs 
The first person singular present indicative ends ~ 
-~ 329 times (,! dawnse, I .sytte, 1 chase, etc.), and 67 forms 
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occur without final .!! (1 !!&> 1 cast, I hold, etc.). Again, 
the test of' meter indicates that the final e was not nor-
. --
mally soUnded. It is to be noted that both -~forms and 
forms without •,!! are used interchangeably for the same words: 
1 "l.yf, 1 "t.:rfe; 1 J!&• 1 seye; 1 E.!ll• I calle, etc. 
The second person singular present indicative invar-
iably ends in - {:y) st: counselyst, spelgst, hast, com:yst, 
~· goat, etc. There are only 3 exceptions: woldysJ> 
1. 2323, • in the original portion of the play; puttys, 
1. 3435, in redaction B; and schape, l. 3446, also in redac-
tion B. 
The usual ending for the third person singular 
present indicative is -~: techtth, ~. goth, etc. There 
are 18 forms which appear to end in simple :!!, in the manu-
script, but this may be simply a scribal idiosyncracy: 
waxit, ht:tlp;yt • .!!"!f!:.• "t.eu;.yt, etc.; 15 of' these :!!,-forms appear 
in the O:Ji'iginal portion of the play and 3 in redaction B. 
To be no~ed are the forms lmove (!2.r, ~ ~ ~ lmowe), 
1. 103, and lmowe (Pl!!;!! knowe !!2!), 1. 104, both in redaction 
A (along with 43 -~-.forms in that redaction) • 
Considerable inconsistency is seen in the present 
indicative plural. There are 32 forms with final .!! (T?ei 
stonde, ~ thanke, ,!! spende, ete.),· and 7 .forms without 
-,!! (J?ei 1out, !!! ~· etc.)i; The old -a-form is used 1're-
quently, for a total of 21 times ('bei ledrn, 12 schapyn,. 
I12,! call;yp, etc.}, and 6 -~ endings appear (l2,!! callyth, 
~ !z!:!!, bei puttyth, etc.}. 
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In the :imperative singular, usage compares exactly 
with that of modern English (.!!,!!!, ~. ~~ turne, etc.}. 
The imperative plural, however, appears with -~ 10 times 
( syttyth, ~. ~. brewzth, goth, etc.}, along with forms 
like those of the singular, 51 times (trumpe, buske, behold, 
etc.}. 
The present participle ends 1n -yng(e) for a total 
of 106 times. There are only 3 exceptions, and these are 1n 
the redactions: fyndende, 1. 81, redaction A; takande, 1. 
144, redaction A; and quenahande (:lande), 1. 3604, redac-
tion B. 
The past participle follows a consistent and undoubt-
edly significant pattern. With no exceptions, the past 
participle of weak verbs ends 1n -z!!(-2,!!) or t for a total 
of 252 times. And with only one exception, the past parti-
ciple of strong verbs ends 1n -za(-~ twice), for a total 
ot 49 times. The one exception, :t."or3ete, 1. 2818, probably is 
made :t."or the sake Of rhyme: for3ete:gete:dette:~. 
The Old English prefix .!2,- appears 6 times, spelled 
i-: i-lent, 1. 38; i-pyth, 1. 209; i-knowe, 1. 222; i-lent, 
1. 238; i-ment, 1. 240; and i-spendyd, 1. 1298. 
Two constructions corresponding to the Old English 
gerund occur: ill~ J.2z.!!, 12, begynne, 1. 1396; and ill 
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h:rs ..1.,gn is !2, beg:rnne, 1. 1642. 
Syncopated forms of the verb •to have•, ~en used 
as auxi:!Jiary, appear 6 times: [J?ei] ~ le:rnyd, 1. 216; 
.!! ~ browth, 1. 731; o'ber ~don, 1. 1377; ~ ~ 
neuere ~ sesun, 1. 2103; ~ !!l.Y!a ~had, 1. 213.5; and 
~han spent, 1. 3621 (redaction B). This aux111iar,y is 
also found 3 times as simple .!: bou ntytyst .! com, 1. 13.51; 
~ rwt!! .! dreu:yn, 1. 2132; and ~ schulde .! lev:yd 5!.• 1. 
342.5.(redaction B). In connection with s.yncopation, the 
form tan. ( 1taken') should be noted, ~ich occurs twice: 
-
wanne mank;ynde ~ tan, 1~ 53 (redaction A), and pat he 
be tan, 1. 3330 (redaction B). 
--
Some inconsistency appears in forms of the verb •to 
do.• The first person singular present indicative appears 
-
twice, a~ ~. 11. 168, 2382; and the second person singular 
present indicative occurs 3 times in the original portion 
of the play and once in redaction B as ~. ~1ch is the 
only form used. The third singular present indicative is 
found twice in the original and once in redaction B as 
doth(e), .but it also appears once, 1. 1066, as~· The 
second plural and third plural occur once each as ~. 11. 
1030 and 2350 respectively. In the imperative, the singular, 
used 7 times, is always ~; and the imperative plural occurs 
once in the original as do, once in B as do, and once in the 
original as dothe. The infinitive, ~ich appears only in the 
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original portion (6 times) is always !.Q. ~. and the past 
' 
participae, Which also occurs only in the original, is 
haue ~ 6 times and ~ S2_ twice, It is to be noted that 
the verb, 'to do' is used 8 times (only in the original por-
tion) as a causative: 1 ~ ~ blm £orsake [hys goode 
aungel], 1. 542; tyl dethys ~ S2. m .:!1.2. day ('to die'), 
11. 642-43; I • • • S2, brekzn ~ brestyn, 1. 1831; 1 schal do 
mankynde com .9.1!!!. fre, 1, 1875; S2, Il.Y.!! modyr mekenes meltyn 
!.Q. ~. 1. 1975; S2, I?ee .:!1.2. be dred, 1. 1985; S2, (impera-
tive) mankynde ,g,gm ~ aryse, 1. 2426; I S2, lw!! deluyn jn.!. 
throwe, 1. 2810. 
~he verb 'to be' is regular in all the persons of 
the present indicative singular. The first person is always 
!!!!!• the ~econd is always ~. and the third is always .!!!• 
In the present 'indicative plural, hoHever, usage is inconsis-
tent. For the first person plural~~ occurs once, 1, 
1250; ~ •!!:!! is also used once, 1. 1020; and ~ £!!. also 
appears once, 1. 1769-. For the second person plural, 6e are 
--
is used twice, 11. 797, 899; and 3e am appears once, 1. 
--
2906. For the third person plural present indicative, the 
form pei ~ appea1•s 7 times, all in the original and £ 
occurs once. However, the most common form is pei ~· 
which is used 15 times, ll!- times in the original portion of 
the play • and once in redaction A. The form £!!. is also used 
for the third person plural, 4 times in the original and 
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twice in redaction A. The imperative singular is £!, 3 
times (original), and the imperative plural is~ (once 
in original and once in redaction A). To be noted also is 
the use o:r •to bet as auxiltiary with the past participle 
~: !.2!: he ll ~. 1. 1664; and .!:2.!: Mankynde ll !!mt• 
1. 1861. 
The f'orms :for t shall' and t should' appear f'or a 
total o:r 
1 
573 times, and the spelling is .!!.S-. Only one 
exception occurs, sulde, 1. ~81. 
i 
Prepositions and Conjunctions 
Concerning most or these forms, to be noted espec-
ially is 'the incidence of the older type with final a• OE 
onbutan occurs 7 times as abowt:yn, about:yn, and 14 times as 
abowt, about; however, these latter are used 10 or the 14 
times in rhyme (with stout, dowt, ~. clowt, etc.) • OE 
l!l+butan is abopyn, abouen, aboyyn, 4 times; it appears 
once, used in rhyme, as above (:~), 1. 1659. Atom is 
used once tor OE ontoran, and betorn is used 4 times tor OE 
betoran, along with be:t'ore, used twice. 
once, as begrde, 1. 3463 (redaction B). 
OE be+sidan appears 
For OE bi-, 
-
behindan, the form beh;ynde is used twice, both times in 
rh1Ule (:mivnde:k:ynde, 1. 96; and :.f;ynde, 1. 103)• OE wibutan 
is round ~s ythout 3 times (once in the original and twice 
in redaction B); but the usual form is mrthout:yn, used 14 
times (once in redaction A, 7 times in the original, and 6 
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times in redaction B)'; To be noted also is the !'orm bobyn 
(bopyn ~ Ingelond 2a,!!! Wal:rs, 1. 1747); the !'orm bope, 
however, is the usual one. OE sii?I?on, -!!! appears 3 times 
as sythyn and once as syth. but the more usual !'orm is the 
contracted one, !Ya• Which is used 5 times in the original 
portion o!' the play and twice in redaction B; this con-
tracted form is What the OED labels 11now sc. and north 
dial. 11 
Three commonly used !'orms are o!' particular interest. 
The word 1'ro (apparently ON !'ra [~OE !'ram]) is used 30 times, 
- - -
23 in the original, one in redaction A, and 6 in redaction 
B; no -~~!'orms occur. The form tyl(l)(e) (ON~) is used 
20 times in reference to time: tyl bou £2 sexty w;yntyr hold, 
1. 419; ~ 8! bathe & £E:! sprmne, 1. 2618; tt! Rei £2 
~ ~ 1ethys delle, 1. 3042; etc. But to be noted are 
the following usages, all in redaction B: 8! !! ~ !!;ya tyl 
.!! thre, 1. 3208; per!'ore gentyl syster:rs consent:rth ~ 
tyll, 1 • .3527; and mankynde ~ br:ynge pee tylle, 1. 3586. 
This use of the form in reference to place or purpose is 
characte:dstically northern (OED)'~ Finally to be noted are 
the forms from OE pi, .£!• In an unaccented or weak positica 
this form is always £2 in the manuscript (55 times): £2 
strete §: l"tye, :E,! I!.! holy rode, .E.! ll1!!!• etc.; but in a 
strong po~ition or as an adverb the form, used 3 times this 
way, once in the original and twice in redaction B, is !?z: 
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~ am dwell:yn ~ §:. ben .!!!. ,&. 1. 2037; ~ ll ~ !?.! 
.& .!! ~· 1 • .3438; and !!!it iugement 1m~ !23! ,gz, 
1. 3565. This usage o:r OE b!, .!:!.! in strong and weak posi-
tions is also characteristically northern (OED)'~ 
CHAPTER VI 
LEXICAL PECULIARITIES 
A noticeable feature of the vocabulary of The 
~G~a~s~t=l~e 9f Perseverance is the incidence of words which 
can be ascribed to a northern provenance. This chapter 
will consist of a listing and discussion of forms in the 
manuscript which can be said with at least a high degree 
of probability to be peculiar to the language of Scotland 
and the north ot England in the late Middle Ages. 
bedene, 1. 329. A word of constant occurrence in northern 
Middle English verse, but of uncertain origin. Often 
used as a rhyme word, or to fill up the measure. Its 
latter part is almost certainly the early Middle English 
adverb~· ~ (OE mne, 'once', 'at once', 'in one', 
•together' )--but the lli (~) is difficult of explana-
tion (OED). 
berdys, 1maidens 1 , 11. 254, 977, 991, 1205. A word of ob-
scure origin, found in the earliest Middle English in 
the form of burde, frequent in Layamon, but afterwards 
chiefly in northern or north Midland writers, and in 
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alliterative verse. Has been variously identified with 
bi:tld and bride (OED). 
-
~. }?z (preposition) (OE bl, accented; .£!, unaccented). In 
modern Scotch be is the ordinary form of the preposition 
unaccented, or in a weakened sense; £[, the form of the 
adverb and strong preposition. This use of be as prepo-
sition has been uniform in the northern dialects since 
the' earliest preserved Middle English specimens (OED). 
In ~ Castle ~ Perseverance, where the ~ form is used 
55 times and the £[ form three times, this northern 
usage is completely consistent. 
bleykyn, 11. 1268, 1453, 1966, 2251, 3000. This word is from 
ON bleikja, 1 to make white• (cf. modern English 1bleak 1 ). 
The' OE form for 'bleak' was blac, which gave ME ~. 
blof• 'bleak'• It is to be noted that in words of this 
type, of ON origin, the !1 became !!• also written !£!.• 
about 1300, and then in dialects south of the Humber the 
ai became e before k about the end of the Fourteenth 
-: - -
Century (hence modern 'weak' from ON veikr, 1bleak 1 from 
ON ~leikr) (Wright, ~ Elementary Middle English Grammar, 
p. 86). 
lli (noun), 1. 621, in the phrase ~ mynstralsye and bemys 
( 1ttumpets 1 ) lli• This substantival use of the word 
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(from OE blawan, 'to blow'?) is, according to the OED, 
Scoich and northern; its use is first round in the 
Fifteenth Century, the earliest instances being Scotch 
and'northern. 
£1£ (adj.), 11. 931, 2176, 2196, 2220. This word, meaning 
'blue', is undoubtedly from ON blii. The regular }fiddle 
English form, blew (OF bleu), does not occur in the 
--
manuscript·; 
blodyr1 J:• 1966. The OED calls this word 11probably onomato-
poetic" and 11noli Scotch and northern.!.' There are no 
usa~es cited for it before the Seventeenth Century. The 
meaning 1to blubber' fits the line in the manuscript: 
~ wcchys schul bleykyn £! blodyr. (For bley)cyn see 
above.) 
bolne, boll.nyd, boln:ynge, n. 1854. 2338, 3000, 3077' 1to 
sliell 1 , 'a Siielling'. ON bolgna. The examples in the 
OED bi' usages of this word for the Fourteenth Century 
are chiefly !'rom nol'thern sources: Cursor ?-1undi, ~­
the~ Metrical Homilies. It should be added that the 
word is also used by wyclii', but that ~~eli!' had a 
northern coloring in his language has been established 
(H. c. ~~ld, A History ~ Modern Colloquial English, 
PP• 59-60); 
boun, 'pr!"Pared', 'ready 1 , llo 476, 2011~. It is not possible 
to determine Whether this word is or Old English or or 
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Old Norse derivation (cf. OE pa.pple. bunden, 'bound' 
and, o. Icel. bu!nn)'~ Wright's English Dialect Diction-
~ places the form in Scotland and the north country. 
The word became obsolete about 1600 in literary works 
but was revived by Scott (OED). 
brodde, 1. 1972. The editors of the EETS edition or ~ 
Macro Plays quote the OED as defining this word as 
'esoutcheon' and as calling it a Scotch variant of 
'board'. However, the form seems more logically to be 
the OED entry~' 'spike', 'shaft', 11almost exclu- · 
siv~ly Scotch and northern." (cr. Icelandic broddr, 
'a spike'.) This meaning and usage correspond closely 
to tpat of the word prene, 'spike', 1. 1904 (see smart, 
' 
P• 42)'; 
(for)brosttw, 1. 2901; brustun (gutte), 1. 235, 'burst'• 
The OE verb was berstan, pa.t. ~rst, burston, pa. 
pplel. borsten. The common form in English became berst, 
but this mostly again became brest, partly under ON 
influence (cr. ON brestr, 'burst') (OED). The vowels 
in these two forms from the manuscript are significant, 
since the ON vowel was .2.• "whence the pa.pple~ brosten 
still in northern dialects" (OED). Horeover, Wright's 
English Dialect Dictionary assigns the phrase brustun-
guttf?, 1 a greedy person', to Yorkshire and north Lin-
colnshire. 
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buske, 11. 71, 161, 476, 913, 926, 1952, 2014, 2065, 2811, 
1to prepare•, 1 get ready•. Obsolete except Scotch and 
northern dialect; generally thought to be ON bua-sk, 
reflexive or bua, •to prepare• (OED). Works cited by the 
OED in which the word is used are Cursor Mundi, Gawain 
~the Green Knight, Barbour's Bruce, the~ Mysteries. 
bus!qs, 1~ 574, in the line !?!, buskys !; bankys broun. The 
OED says this is probably an obsolete form o:r bush, from 
ON buskr. cr. Swedish buske, 'shrub' (Skeat, Principles 
.!?£. English Et:ymolog:v, p. 471) • 
bygg:vngs, '1. 593, 'buildings•. ON bygp;ja, •to inhabit'. OED 
cite~ use or the word by Orm and by Robert or Brunne. 
carpynge, .11. 201, 910, 922, 1993, 2225, 2408. In the sense 
o:r 'speaking', •reciting' (the general sense o:r the word 
in the manuscript), this term is found "chiefly in nor-
thern poetry, especially alliterative" (OED). Probably 
from ON karpa, •to brag'• 
cost, 11. 167, 1063, 1991, 2087, 3319. In some instances 
this term might mean 1 coaat 1 (OF coste), as in 1. 167, 
.!!! euery coat ! ~ knowe, and 1. 2087, !!.!! ~ 5m£j, M 
knowyp .!!! euery ~· However, in other instances this 
sense
1 
does not fit the context, as in 1. 1063, Jap;ge ll 
clothis _!!! euery coat, and 1. 3319, schew ~ g grace 
_!!! eupry coste. The word in these latter examples is 
probably from ON koatr, •chance•, •state•, hence 1 in 
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every- manner 1 , 'in every- way' (OED) • 
crulle (v~.), 1. 2485. The editors of the EETS edition of 
the play suggest 'curl' as the meaning of this word, 
but this is dubious. Hore probably it is a form of 
1crawl 1 (OED). The OED says of the word crawl itself 
that it is a rare word in '1-!iddle English and apparently 
northern; probably Norse. 
ded, 'death', 11. 954, 2601, 2613, 3024. A form found also 
in Rqlle of Hampole, it answers not to OE dea:p but to 
the Danish and Swedish dod; still a provincial form for 
1 dea~h' (Skeat, Principles, P• 35; see also Jordan, 
Handbuch ~ mittelenglisohen Grammatik, P• 84). 
denteth, ~. 3295. (OF daintiet, deintiet, 1 choice 1~ Also 
found in Rolle of Hampole, and now only Scotch (OED). 
4rye, 11. 532, 900 1 1027, 1129, 1980, 2332, 2353, 2844. This 
word is a northern form, originally from OE dreo6an, and 
its mieaning is •tedious•, 'difficult to surmount' (cr. 
Scotch 'dree•, 'dreigh') (OED)o A word of frequent 
occurrence in the play, it is often used in the tag ~ 
down.y13 .drl!• 
I 
fesyl, l. 2409, prob. 'to break wind quietly'. cr. modern 
Soot~ and dialect fissle, 1to make a slight continued 
noise•. The OED gives its first source for this word 
as Flprio, in 1598, and suggests that it is a form of 
fist, 'a ball of air' (from OE f!sting)o However, the 
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1 is difficult of explanation and a more probable source 
is ON flsa. 
feterel, 1. 1583. This is probably a miswrite for keterel, 
a contusion due to alliteration in the phrase ~ foule 
(k)f~terel ~· The OED has ketterel, Scotch, obsolete, 
meaning 'vile or filthy wretch', a sense Which fits per-
fect~y into the context. 
fleterznge, 1. 673• Cfo Scotch; also 1flaither 1 • Possibly 
from !ON flapra, 1to flatter' 1 tto use blarney'. The 
word flaterznge is also found in the manuscript, 11. 673, 
78o, but the etymology of this form is doubtful, accord-
ing to the OED~ 
~~ tlet~ 11. 2593, 2054. The form f'lyt (ON flytja) is not 
' 
signif'icant, particularly since Chaucer used it (Troilua 
V, 1544). However, the form with~ seems to be northern 
(see Phonology, Chapter IV, under i.J; 
froskis, rtroga', 1. 1364. OED calls this form a dialect 
word; Wyclif' and Caxton both used frosshe. Bj8rkman calls 
the word a metathetized form of OE ~ (Scandinavian 
Loan-J!ords 1:a Middle English, p. 76) • However, in the 
light of the numerous Scandinavian forms in this manu-
script, it is quite probable that froskis in this case 
is directly inf'luenced by the ON froskr. 
~ (noun~, 1. 1583. One entry in the OED would suggest that 
this •rord means ''Whore', from OF .f.Y:!, 'girl'• But an 
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alternate suggestion may be offered that the word is 
file i (perhaps a variant of vile, meaning 1 a rrorthless 
- -
person [male or female]') • The OED cites the use of 
the latter term in CUrsor Hundi, Havelok, and in Robert 
of ~e. Bjorkman (Scandinavian Loan-~vords, P• 210) 
favozls ~ (ME ~) and suggests as a source ON fila, 
mannsila, 'an objectionable person•, rather than the 
adjective ~· 
gate, l. l$77, •road 1 , 'way'. ON gat a. Now only Scotch and 
northern dialect (OED)'~ 
grenne, l., 200, in the phrase I>ei gapyn ,2: grenne. ME grenne 
from OE grennian, 1to grin', •to gnash the teeth•, is 
not 111 logical word to be paired with gapyn (ON S,ap,!), 
'to gape' • This form is more probably from the ON 
gren:ta. 1to howl'• 
goyym (!1£), 6ogrn, ~· pa.pple. 'given•, ll. 2~, 2~61, 
296~.: Henry Wyld (Nodern Colloguial English, p. 60) 
calls 6ouen a Scandinavian form and uses it to indicate 
the nprthern coloring in the language of Wyclif • (The 
same for.m, however, as r~ld points out, is also found 
in Goiier.) 
grese, 'grllss•, l. 1908 (=OE g:xms, ~) is a northern for.m 
and an ON loan word and is still in common use in the 
diale?ts of the North (Wright, !;! Elementary Middle 
English Grammar, p. 20; see also Jordan, Handbuch £!!: 
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mittelenglischen Grammatik, p. 51). 
hatte, tam called', 1. 2791. A northern form to about 1465. 
The original present hate regularly became ~ in 
MiddJle English (OED);~ 
(~) ~. ,2!! ~ 11. 135, 1939. In Middle English the forms 
in i 'were predominant in the Horth. Also, ,! in the stem 
vowe~ occurs since the Thirteenth Century, especially 
in northern writers {OED). 
irke, 'grow weary oft, 1. 3400. Middle English irken, yrken, 
- ' 
originally north and north Midland dialects {OED). 
kaiser:rs, ca.ysere, 11. 215, 343, 461, 594, 3613. .o\ccording 
to the OED, OE easere normally gave early Middle English 
case%1. The usual lV'.iddle English forms kaiser, keiser, 
etc., were adopted afresh from other Teutonic languages. 
About, mid-Sixteenth Century the .!!,{~) :f"or.ms became 
usual. {Modern '.f.kaisert is a direct borrowing from 
Germ$.) Pertinent to this study is the fact that in 
the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries the word was 
mainllV northern and the !,!, form prevailed {OED). 
kettis, 'carrion', 'rubbish', 1. 1056. There are no examples 
in th~ OED or this word used in either the Fourteenth 
or the Fifteenth Century. Jespersen {Growth ~ struc-
ture of ~ English Language, p • 78) suggests the word 
'ket', as being of Scandinavian origin and compares it 
with the Danish ked. He also points out that the word 
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is still preserved in the North. 
late (•OE Jretan). :Perhaps what is most signii'icant about 
this form is its frequency of occurrence in the manu-
script: 12 times (along with 45 instances of let[e]). 
The ~-form is undoubtedly due to ON influence; cf. o. 
Icelo lata (Wright, &;, Elementary Hiddle English ~-
,-
mar,'p. 85; Bjorkman, Scandinavian Loan-Words, P• 91). 
laykys, leyke, leykyn, 'games' (noun), 'to play' (verb), 
11. 929, 463, 2405. This is an ON ~orm (cf. o. Icel. 
leike [:OE lacan, •to play']) (Wright,~ Elementary 
!Uddle English Grammar, p • 86) ~ It is interesting to 
note that in this manuscript the diphthong is retained 
in tP.is word. The northern ai+k forms were normally 
monophthongized 11 about the year 1400 11 (Jordan, Handbuch 
~ mittelenglischen Gremmatik, P• 121) (~became 
wek, 'weak'; etc.). 
lopys, 'leap', 1. 677, is from ON hloup. The verbal form of 
this ;.rord, loup, from ON hlaupa, has in Scotch and some 
northern dialects supplanted the native form, 'leap' 
(OE pleapan), in the present stem (OED). 
' 
lowe, '~ire•, 11. 2253, 2299, is from OH loge, with the 
typical vocalization of ON medial (or final) g (Skeat, 
:Principles 2£. English Etymolog:v, p • 472) • The tvord is 
still used in Scotland and some o~ the northern dialects 
(OED). 
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mekyl, l:lljl15yl1 makyl, •much' (:OE micel, m;rcel). This 
typically northern k-form is used almost exclusively 
in the manuscript, 22 times, along vlith two palatal 
forms <mzche, 11. 1078, 2445). 
moun, modal verb, 11. 512, 1850, 1956, 2008, 2349. This 
verb form, the predominant type in the manuscript, is 
from the ON~ (cf. Scotch~· ~) (Jespersen, 
Growth ~ Structure of ~ English Language, p. 79) • 
mowle, 1 earth 1 1 11. 24071 2414, is apparently a form of 
moulq, 1earth 1 o The modern form, •mool•, is Scotch 
and northern dialect. To be noted also is the form 
mowle, verb, 1. 2414, which is apparently from the same 
source and probably means •to crumble', a common sense 
of the word in modern Scotch (OED). 
mynne, 1. 3189, 1 less 1 1 in the phrase ~ ~ mynne, is from 
ON mpe (Jespersen, Growth ~ Structure of ~ English 
Language, p. 79). The examples of the usage of this 
form given by the OED are primarily northern. 
or, 1 ere 1 , is the only form of the word used (6 times). 
Wright (!E Elementacr I1iddle English Grammar, P• 85) 
indicates that this form is of Scandinavian origin 
(0. Icel. ar (:ME~ from the OE form]). The OED gives 
the form as probably representing ON ~ but also suggests 
that it might have developed from an unrecorded OE *ar 
or, at least partially, from loss of stress. 
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pycke, apparently 1pitch•, noun, 1. 3079, the northern form 
from OE pic. 
rappokys,; 'ill-behaved person', 1. 1895. The etymology of 
this word is not kno~. It belongs to the northern 
dialects (OED). 
reddere, 'one who makes peace or puts an end to a quarrel', 
lo 3566. This is modern •redder 1 , Scotch 1 reddar•, and 
is found in Scotch and northern dialects (OED). 
~~ in the line !.2£ rappyth .2I!E ~ rowtyn.ge E,ili. 1. 
1830'~ The w9rd is probably related to •reel', noun 
(QE preol), end the sense of the line would indicate 
the same meaning as in modern Scotch (OED), ta noise•, 
'tumult', 1 crash 1 • 
rowtynge (see ~ above), 1. 1830. This is apparently the 
Scotch and northern • to rout •, llhich means 'to roar or 
cry loudly'. (The line, then, would mean 1 each raps 
the other with roaring crash'.) The examples of usage 
for ~his word cited by the OED are primarily northern 
or northeast: Havelok, Rolle of Hampole, and latterly, 
Burns, Scott, and Stevenson. 
!2!• 'boasting•, 1. 1068. This is the modern •to roose', 
Scot~h and northern dialects (OED). 
' 
roten (vb., inf.), 'to rott, 1. 2682. As a verb the for.m is 
rare in English, and the only example cited by the OED 
is from the Seventeenth Century. It is apparently from 
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the adjective rotten (ON rotinn). 
sagg:yd, '.sunken?', 1. 1294. The OED says that this 't-TOrd was 
first recorded in the Fifteenth Centtwy, and the example 
cited is this for.m in the Castle 2! Perseverance. SUg-
gested cognates are the Norwegian dialect sakka, •to 
settU.e dovm 1 and the Danish sakke, •to lag behind'. The 
for.m may be related to ON s8kkva, •to sink' (OED). 
sergyn, 1. 1163. Apparently tbesame as the obsolete verb 
~' serd, probably from ON ser]?a. The meaning, •to 
know! carnally', fits the sense of the line. The for.m 
is found only once in OE, according to the OED, and 
that once in Northumbrian. 
skowt:ys, 1 a ter.m of contempt•, 11. 1872, 1907, 1931, 19541 
19761 2118, 2288. Of undetermined origin, this for.m 
is a northern one (Smart, P• 42). 
!1£, infinitive, 11. 650, 1543; slo, slow, pres.t., 11. 
1269~ 1984, 31121 for.ms of 'to slay'• These for.ms 
are from northern OE slan or ON !!,! (OED). The usual 
Middle English for.m !!! (info) (OE slean) is used only 
once in the manuscript (1. 1988). 
stoml:ynge• 1. 1042, apparently related to •stumble'; early 
fourteenth century stomble, stumble • The original 
stomle, stumle, which perhe;ps represents an unrecorded 
ON •rtumla, is not recorded until the Fifteenth Century. 
Cfo Swedish dialect stomla, Icelandic stmnra (OED). 
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stynte, 1. 963~ Probably related to the Scotch stunt, vb., 
1 to iStam:p the 1'eet1 (OED). 
styrte, 1. 963. The OED has sturt, chiefly Scotch (meta-
thetic 1'onm of strut, vb.), 'contentious or violent 
behavior', which is·logical ror the line in the manu-
scrijPt. Examples cited are north or northeash R. 
Brunne, ~· Leg. Saints, and from the Sixteenth Century 
on the sources are Scotch. 
syke, ta small stream', 1. 427, the northern 1'onm or 1 sitch1 
(OE isle) (OED) • (a1'. ON ~.) 
syst;yr, 'sister'. This word occurs 21 times in the manuscript, 
and always in this 1'o:m. 01' the three Middle English 
types, suster and soster represent OE forms with the ~ 
abso~bed, while sister appears to be of Scandinavian 
origin (OED). In the examples cited by the OED, the u 
-
and 2. fonms through the Fourteenth Century are from 
non-rorthern writers (Mandeville, I·ialory, Gower), while 
the ;!-fo:m is from northern or northeastern writers untfi 
about the middle of the Fifteenth Century (CUrsor l-lundi, 
R. Brunne, Barbour). 
trat, 1. 1581. The earlier northern fom of trot, 'a hag' • 
Origin unknown (OED)'~ 
tryst, 1to rely in 1 , 11. 1683, 1689. Origin and chiefly 
Scot,ch (OED)~ Skeat (Principles ~ English Et:ymolo&1 
p~ ~4) suggests the possibility of its being a mutated 
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form of a Norse form, "as if from Icel. tre;rsta. 11 To 
be ®ted also is the foHn trost in the manuscript, used 
3 times (along with trust, 3 times), tmich would seem 
to be closer in sound than the :g,-form to the o1•iginal 
ON t!raust. 
tyl (ON nn> • This form is used 23 t:L'lles and is the only 
form used. Although this word became general English 
from about the beginning of' the Fourteenth Century in 
reference to time, its use in reference to place or 
purppse is characteristically northern (OED). In this 
manuscript t;yl is used exclusively in this northern 
manner. 
t;yne, •to ruin', 1. 3198. Chiefly (now only) northern 
dialects and Scotch (ON~. •to ruin', 'destroy') 
(OED~'~ 
wolde, 1. 826, in the line w;yl !!!! we.J.kyth .!8 "t-rorldly wolde. 
The editors of the EETS edition of ~ Hacro Plays 
define the word as 'power• but give no reasons for the 
definition. A strong probability would be that the 1-rord 
is from OE wald• and means a 'piece of open country•, 
a sense common for the designation of hilly areas of 
the North, especially Lincolnshire (OED). 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY: DIALECTAL FEATURES 
In the light of the foregoing description of the 
language of ~ Castle 2! Perseverance, two general lin-
guistic ~ualities become apparent: (1) the language in its 
broad features is typical of that of the East Midlands of 
the late Middle Ages, and (2) it has a coloring which is 
distinctively northern. It should perhaps be mentioned 
here that, as will be seen, all three portions of the play, 
the origtnal and the two redactions, contain in general the 
same major dialectal features. It will be the purpose of 
this chapter to point out the East Midland characteristics 
of the l~guage and also to list and describe those features 
which are peculiarly northern. Since the northern qualities 
are not $uperficially so obvious as those of the Midlands, 
and since most of the major northern features come under the 
complex subject of phonology, the greater portion of this 
I 
chapter will deal with them. 
The discussion in the present chapter will cover 
separate~y the lexical, the morphological, and the phono-
logical dialectal features of the play. 
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Lexical 
Ghiapter VI ("Lexical Peculiarities") consisted of a 
I 
discussion of sixty-five individual forms which can be said 
with a high degree of probability to have been characteristic 
of the northern dialects of England in the Middle Ages. The 
sources of, these forms are significant for the purposes of 
this study. It will be noted that only one of the forms is 
of French origin, that eight were derived from Old English, 
that fifteen are of either unknown or of dubious etymology, 
and that forty-one are either of Scandinavian origin or rep-
resent developments due to Scandinavian influence. This 
high incidence of Scandinavian forma seems particularly sig-
nificant when considered along with certain phonological pe-
culiaritie~ which can also be attributed to Scandinavian 
influence. (This latter aspect will be considered below 
under phonology. ) 
Although the evidence of Scandinavian influence is 
perhaps not in itself sufficient to determine the specific 
location of a given Middle English manuscript, it is at least 
contributory evidence. An important point to be considered, 
of co~rae, , is the question of where in Englan,d the Scandi-
navian influence held sway. Apparently the territories where 
the Scandinavians settled were numerous and large. According 
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to Erik Bjorkmanl the areas which were most densely settled 
were the counties on both sides of the Wash, especially Nor-
folk, Suffolk, and Lincolnshire, and also territories in 
Northumbria and in the northwest counties.2 
~owever, it seems highly probable that some of these 
areas were more densely Scandinavian than others. Richard 
Jordan,3 drawing his conclusions from the proportions of 
place names in the various territories, states that those areas 
which were especially densely settled by Scandinavians were 
northern Jand eastern Yorkshire, Westmorland, Cumberland, and 
Lincolnshire. Jordan specifically mentions the strong Scan-
dinavian element in Lincolnshire4 and refers the reader to a 
work by ij. Lindkvist,5 who in turn is quoted by Olga Gevenich 
in an article "Die englische Palatalisierung von k'c im Lichte 
der englijschen Ortsnamen.n6 In ordering English localities 
! 
lnscandinavian Loan-Words in Middle English," Studien 
~ engl~schen Philologie, ed. Lorenz Morsbach, VII (Halle, 
1900). 21,. 
2see also Otto Jespersen, Growth and Structure of the 
Enflish Language (New York, 1955), p. 64;-a:Qd Joseph an~Mary 
Wr ght, ~ Elementary Middle English Grammar, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 
1928), P• 81. 
3Handbuch der mittelenglischen Grammatik (Heidelberg, 
1934), P• 17. 
4~bid • , p • n. 
5Middle-En~lish Place-Names 2! Scandinavian Origin, 
Part I (Upsala, 19 2). 
6~tudien ~ englischen Philologie, LVII, 153-154· 
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according to the frequency and distribution of Scandinavian 
place n~es, Lindkvist places Lincolnshire first with this 
comment: 
About the millennium, and for a long period onwards, 
Linco,lnshire must have been practically a Scandinavian 
count~ •••• Instances of place names of Scandinavian 
orig~ are to be found in abundance in every wapentake, 
though only a few in the soutbmost one, Holland Elloe, 
the extensive fens of which made it less ac~essible and 
probably less attractive to the immigrants.-( 
Morphological 
East Midland 
Ilt can be safely asserted that the morphological 
characteristics of ~ Castle 2! Perseverance are more typi-
cally Easp Midland than the phonological. In this respect 
the findings of this study concur with those of Agnes Peitz 
in her study "Der Einfluss des nordlichen Dialektes 1m 
Mitteleng~ischen auf die Entstehende Hochsprache."8 Compar-
ing Yorkshire and London sources of the Fourteenth and Fif-
teenth Ce~turies, Miss Peitz concluded that although the 
' 
sounds of the English Hochsprache developed mainly out of 
the language of the East Midlands, the inflections were to 
a high de$ree the result of intrusions from the northern 
7Qnoted by Gevenich, PP• 153-154. 
8ponner Studien ~ englischen Philologie, ed. 
Gustav Hubener, XX (Bonn, 1933). 
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dialects (Peitz, p. 131). Just as in Miss Peitz's sources~ 
the morphplogical features of ~ Castle £! Perseverance are 
closer to those of the developing standard language than are 
the phono~ogical. 
The following morphological features of ~ Castle 
£! Perseverance can be said to be typically Midland. 
Verbs.--
. 1. The first person singular present indicative 
ends in - (~) • 
2. The second person singular present indicative 
normally ends in - (~. 
3· The third person singular present indicative 
ends in (·~)(-~). 
4. The present indicative plural ends in -(~)(-a) • 
5. The present participle normally ends in -yng(e). 
6. There is no syncopation of the vowel in the 
forms for; the second and third person singular present in-
dicative (-~ -~). 
P±'()nouns.--
1. The first person singular is always I, and the 
plural is • ~· 
2. The third person singular feminine is always 
~· The masculine singular is ~· The neuter singular is 
always g_. 
3. The third person plural objective and dative 
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case is ~ways~· The possessive is her{e). 
Northern 
Althougb the morphology or ~ Castle 2f Perseverance 
is basiea~ly that of the East Midlands, there are two 
features Which do not conform to that dialect. Furthermore, 
there are a number of isolated forms which, althougb not part 
or any consistent pattern, cannot be considered typical, es-
pecially or the developing Schrift!Prache. 
Third person plural present indicative or 'to be'.--
The predominant form in the manuscript is ar{e){n), used 28 
times {be is used 6 times). This form, ar{e){n), was char-
acteristic of the northern part of the Midland territory 
throughout the Middle Ages {Samuel Moore, Historical OUtlines 
£! English Sounds .!!a£ Inflections, rev. Albert H. Marekwardt, 
p. 123). 
Ending or the strong past participle.--The ending 
for this form is consistently -m{-~), used for a total of 
49 times. The one exception, for3ete, 1. 2818, is probably 
used for the sake of rhyme {: gete: dette:~). According to 
Historical Outlines {p. 126), in the northern dialects 11the 
ending of the past participle of strong verbs was -~ {never 
-,!!)•" Jotdan {Handbuch, P• 1.52) calls this feature charac-
teristic or the North and the north :1-!idlands, as does Wrigbt 
I 
<s EJ.amentacy Hiddle English Grammar, p. 112). (See also 
Morsbach, : Mittelenglischen Grammatik, p. 14; and Peitz, 11Der 
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Einfluss des Nordlichen Dialektes, 11 pp. 125-26.) 
I~olated northern forms.--A half dozen verb forms 
appear sporadically throughout the play which seem to be 
intrusive northern forms. Most obvious are the ttro present 
participl~s in -~: tskande, 1. 144-, and quenchande, 
1. 36o4, the first in redaction A and the second in redac-
tion B. <Along t·dth these should be noted the old Midland-
type pres,nt participle i';yndende, 1. l1J.4, also in one or the 
! 
redactions.) Perhaps too much significance should not be 
placed in the occurrence of these two -~ forms or in the 
fact that they appear in the redactions, particularly since 
their number is so small and since isolated forms or a simi-
lar nature are to be found in the original portion of the 
work. Undoubtedly just as significant are the two verb forms 
in the original for the singular indicative which end in -1Il!: 
pou woldys, 1. 2323, and~ dos, 1. 1066 (a like form, 'f;!ou 
puttys, oqcurs in redaction B, 1. 3435). To be noted also is 
the typically northern form sulde, 1. 2481 in the original, 
the only form with simple~ for either 'shall' or 1 should 1 , 
which oc~r for a total of 389 times throughout the play 
with~-· 
Phonological 
~ere are a number or phonological features in the 
manuscript which are northern or north :Hidland, and many of 
them follow a consistent pattern. 
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Scf!unds which are apparently the result of Scandinavian 
' 
influence.--The form bleykyr (ON bleikja), •to make white•, 
is found 5 times, always l-tith the diphthong !!Z.• This sound, 
probably (er), is unusually conservative and seems to be a 
retention of a sound at least similar to the original Scandi-
navian. According to vlright (~ Elementary Middle .Ehglish 
Grammar, P• 86), the ei nonnally became!,!. also written !!:J:..• 
about 1300, and then the !! became ~ before ~ in dialects 
south of the Humber about the end of the Fourteenth Century. 
A similar situation is found in le:yke, le;yk:vn (verbs), •to 
play', each used one time (=OE lacan). The vowel sound in 
blo, 1blue 1 , a word which occurs 5 times, is the result of 
development from the ON i (ON~), rather than from the Old 
EngliSh, and it is possible that slo(w), 'slay•, used 4 times, 
is also the result of direct development from Scandinavian 
(ON sli), .although this latter form could have come from Old 
-. 
EngliSh~· The forms brost;yn, 1. 2901, and brustun (gutta), 
1. 235. seem to be more Scandinavian in sound than English: 
to be noted are the u:nmetathetized ~- and ~- and also the 
vowels 2 and ~ (cr. ON brosten [=OE borsten, which commonly 
became be:rist, brest)); the pa~pple. tbrosten' is still used 
in northern dialects, a descendant from the Old Norse (OED). 
' 
To be noted along with these sounds is that in trost (:ON 
traust), •trust•, used 3 times (cf. tryst, •to rely in', 
used twice [=Icel. tre:ysta?)), and also the vowel in 
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sovym (sifl• 6ou.yn, 6oue, pa.pple. 'given', which Henry Wyld 
calls Scandinavian (Modern Colloquial English, P• 60). The 
vowel in grese, l. 1908 (:OE gnBs, ~) is also non-native; 
the word itself is an ON loan word, still in common use in 
the dialects of the North (Jordan, Handbuch, p. 51). Per-
haps also significant is the sound of the ~ in the word late, 
r let r (:0~ l!Btan), which is probably long (from an originally 
open syllable) (cr. o. Icel. lata) (Wright, ~ Elementary 
Middle English Grammar, P• 86). As for consonantal sounds, 
the most Qbvious is the ~ for the usual Midland palatal Sh: 
OE micel, m,ycel appears with JE 22 times, along with only two 
palatal fOrms (m;yche); ~ occurs 4 times; sekyr, 'certain', 
once; prc~e (OE pic, 'pitCh'), once; drenkylyd, once (along 
with drenche, once); dykes (OE 9!£), twice (along with dyChe, 
4 times); kyrke, twice (along with chyrch, 4 times); and 
~. 'a $Mall stream', (OE slc), once. This~. according 
to Jordan, was due to Scandinavian influence (Handbucll, 
p. 161) (see also Wright, Early Middle English Grammar, 
p • 124) • ,Also to be noted is the final consonant in the 
form ~. 'death', a form found 4 times in the manuscript, 
which, according to Skeat (Principles, P• 35), is not a de-
velopment :from OE ~ but rather answers to Danish and 
swedish dod. 
-
OE i in open syllables.--In open syllables OE i 
becomes.! ,75 times in the manuscript; .! remains 21 times. 
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The sound,o!' this .!• judging !'rom numerous rhymes, is [e:]. 
The development o!' i to e in open syllables (independent o!' 
the influence o!' any neighboring sounds) is found rarely in 
the Thirteenth C.entury, according to Morsbach, but it later 
occurs more and more frequently and finally reaches its high 
point in the Fifteenth Century in the north o!' England (~­
telenglis~en Grammatik, p. 151). Agnes Peitz shows in her 
study that this i to e development was common in the North~ 
- -
brian and north Midland dialects throughout the Fourteenth 
Century ( 11J)er Ein!'luss des Nordlichen J)ialektes," p. 41); 
and Jordan points out that this development was foreign to 
the South 'and Midlands (Handbuch, p • 58) • This lowering o!' 
! to i in ppen syllables should not be confused with the 
change of OE z to .! (i.e., in Chaucer, !!.·&•> common to the 
South-Kenti..London areas (Morsbach, P• 173)'. 
The development o!' OE ito !.--In~ Castle 2.! ~ 
severance OE e regularly became .!• which is apparently long. 
There is only one exception, gees, 1. 804, which is used in 
rhyme (: ~ ( OE 1b_): .Ez! (early ME ~) : :e!'Z!) • ~fyld, in his 
Short History (p. 14), says that by the early Fifteenth Cen-
tury all ME tense 8-sounds were raised to ! unless previously 
shortened, and also notes that 11 it is indeed highly probable 
' 
that in some dialects this change was far earlier than is 
commonly shpposed. 11 It is interesting to note that Wilhelm 
J)ibelius ~ his study 11Jolm Capgrave und die Englische 
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Schriftf3IJrache 11 concluded, judging from the numerous e:i 
rhymes and also from the writing of 1:. for ~ in his sources, 
that the transition of e to 1 "was apparently completed" 
(Anglial XXIII, 348). However, Dibelius used no northern 
sources in his study (see Peitz, p. lJ). It seems signifi-
cant that Agnes Peitz found the same condition in her York-
shire s~urces in respect to this sound that exists in The 
Castle of Perseverance, even to the extent of finding only 
-
one exception, ~~ 'keep' (Peitz, p. 56). 
Late OE .§,+,! or g.--In the language of The Castle 2£: 
Perseverance this combination resulted in tv10 different 
sounds: [e:] and [i:). ME de6en, deghen (ON deyja), for 
example,
1 
rhymes in 8 stanzas with forms which normally have 
the sound [i:] (envye, mercye, etc.), and it rhymes in an 
equal number of stanzas with for.ms which have the sound [e:] 
(seye:s teye, etc.). ME~. draM usually rhymes with 
for.ms with the vowel sound [i:], but it is also found in 
rhyme with weye and teye (stanza 206). OE _!+be6a.n rhymes 
3 times !With [i:] (hye, etc.) and 3 times with [e:] (~, 
etc.). The word for 'eye' (Mercian ega) is used only twice 
in rhyme, and both times with [ i:]; however, spellings seem 
to indic1ate a mixture of vowel sounds: ~· eyn( e) (plural), 
yne (plural). The dual development of this sound is northern. 
Jordan explains it thus (Handbuch, PP• 110-11): In the 
12.5 
Northumbrian dialects the final 6 became silent in the first 
half.of the Fourteenth Century, and the e remained unchanged 
(e6 [ 1eyel] became e[e], etc.); however, in some inflectional 
forms, palatal 6 remained, leading to the development (as in 
. -
Southumbria) of e6 to eij to 1J to 1 (these phonetic symbols 
are Jordan's). This dual development, Jordan adds, was es-
pecially typical of the north Midlands, especially the north-
west. (See also Luick, Historische Grammatik, p. 430, and 
Wright, ~Elementary Middle English Grammar, PP• 55-56.) 
OE ~ z.--In ~ Castle £! Perseverance the develop-
ment of these sounds is always to i, except where influenced 
by neighboring nasals or by £• or where short ~· having un-
rounded to i, changed to e in open syllables (see above 
under 11 0E .! in open syllables"). (The development of .ll.ll 
to ~ [shont] before nasals was common to all dialects.) This 
consistent !ill for OE ~· i was in early Middle English 
typical of the northeast Midlands "especially Lincolnshire 
and environs" (Jordan, p. 64) • The form gradually spread, 
however, until it appeared, at least sporadically, in most 
counties, except in Kent, where it became ~· and in the areas 
of the West Midlands, where the sound remained rounded for a 
long time and was normally represented by ~ (Wright, ~ 
Elementary Middle English Grammar, p. 22). What is perhaps 
significant about the use of .! for ~· i in ~ Castle 2f 
Perseverance is its absolute consistency; there is not a 
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single example or southern .!1 or or .!!• It is interesting to 
note that Henry Wyld• by citing examples ot the tonn in a 
number or works (Modern Colloquial English, PP• 107-10). 
makes it clear that a consistent pattern for this 1-sound is 
rare. Bokenham uses .! regularly; Palladius .21! Husbandry 
contains 'both u and e forms; there are examples or u-forms 
- - -
in the Ordinances ot Worcester; Margaret Paston has both 
i and !! forms; Pekok, in his Represor tor ~ !!!!!£h. blaming 
!2£ ~ Cterg1, uses both i and !!i Lydgate, Hoccleve, and 
Caxton all have numerous _!-forms. Moreover, Chaucer, accord-
ing to Wright, has almost as many _!-forms as i-torms (~ 
Element~ Middle English Grammar. P• 22). In fact, ot all 
the writings under consideration by Wyld, only those or 
Wyclit used the 1-rorm consistently; and v~clif, in spite of 
his associations with Oxford, was a northern man. Agnes 
Peitz did not find any intrusions of other than J:-forms in 
Yorkshire iuntil toward the middle of the Fitteenth Century 
( "Der Eintluss des Nordlichen Dialektes," p. 64h 
' 
OE a+w.--OE a became o (the typical l1idland [J:]) • 
-- - -
(There is 'only one certain exception, ~ [OE .!!!£], 1. 20.) 
OE i+w, however, usually became ~· 1-lhioh probably has the 
-- : 
northern pronunciation of [o.u]. The sound appears in ~ 
(OE ~) twice, along with 3 _2-torms (slow), and in slawthe_, 
22 times, with no exa11Iples or _2-forms. ~ [a.u] is northern 
(Historical OUtlines, p. 124; Jordan, PP• 112-13). 
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~he early ME combination ond.--hand appears once, 
----~~--------~== ---
along with hond 10 times; stand appears 5 times, along with 
stond 23 times; and lande appears once, along with londe 
30 times~ Tha and form began to appear, according to Jordan, 
toward t~e close of the Fourteenth Century in the North and 
in the northeast Midlands, and from these areas it spread 
southward, It did not reach London until the Fifteenth 
Century Cfandbuch, P• 49; alsop. 231). 
The vowel in unaccented endings.--The vowel in in-
flectiona~ endings is invariably zi!L. Also, the zi!l is 
usual in forms such as hundr7d, maydyns, syluyr, etc. His-
' 
torical Outlines points out that the ~ as an unstressed 
vowel was especially characteristic of the north of England 
and suggests for it a sound which is a variation of pronun-
' 
ciation between [a] and [1] (p. 79). (See also Jordan, 
Handbuch, p. 126; Morsbach, p. 107; Wright, Aa Elementary 
Middle En~lish Grammar, pp. 67-68.) 
The palatal sibilant sch.--This is the consistent 
spelling in the manuscript (used for a total of 581 times). 
Jordan ca~ls this spelling "more northern, especially Scotch 11 
(Handbuch, P• 33). 
' 
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.! ; in words of French origin.--In this manuscript a 
careful distinction is always kept between words from Old 
English with the sibilant !!E,h and words from French which in 
modern Enalish normally have the sound [J]. In a total of 
' 
58 words of this type from the French, the spelling is always 
,!. £1 or !£, and these forms never rhyme with the Old English 
forms in flich• The sound in the French lvords is probably the 
dental (alveolar) sibilant [s]. Jordan calls this develop-
ment specifically northern and gives examples of the northern 
forms fini,s, punis, blemis, etc. (This [ s] in the North, in 
the modern dialects, has become [J] through analogy with the 
native forin.s.) (Handbuch, p. 226; see also ~fright, hE~ 
mentary Migdle English Grammar, PP• 122 and 125-26.) 
Syncope.--There is considerable evidence that the vowel 
in the noun plural and possessive ending -I! had become synco-
pated. The test of meter (in the original portion of the play) 
indicates that the vowel in these inflectional endings had 
normally become silent; they were pronounced, in fact, only 
when the demands of meter required the sound. Moreover, al-
though the vowel is commonly written into the word, there are 
enough words spelled without the vowel (49 .forms) to indicate 
by spelling alone that the vowel sound had disappeared. Note 
also the rhyme ~:~:cammaundementys (stanza 69). Jordan 
places this development in the North before the beginning of 
the Fiftee~th Century; there are some signs of this syncope 
' 
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in the ]i!idlands and South 11in the course of' the Fii'teenth 
Century" (Handbuch, P• 245; see also iiright, ~Elementary 
Middle Enf51ish Grammar, p. 74) • Another type of' syncope 
to be i'o'I.Wd in ~ castle .2f Perseverance is that in the 
verbs 1 to have' and 1 to take': 'have' appears as~ 6 times 
and 'take' appears as !:!!n (pa.pple.) twice • This type of 
syncope, in these two words, is found only in the North and 
' 
the north Midlands (Jordan, Handbueh, PP• 158-59; see also 
Morsbach, PP• 106-107, and tiright, ~ Elementary Hiddle goo 
~ Gramwar, P• 41). Also to be considered here is syncope 
in the verbal endings -!.!!!(-yst) and ~(-lr2_). Syncope of 
these endings took place regularly in the southern dialects, 
"generally not in the Nidland dialects, and not at all in 
the northern dialects" (iiright, !£ Elementary Middle English 
Grammar, ]l. 75) • There is no syncope in these i'onns in ~ 
Castle .2f ; .;.P.;;:e=.r.:::s.;;:e.:.v.;;:e=.r.:::an=e.;;:.e • 
The Language of the Redactions 
Having listed and described some i'ifteen dialectal 
features tound in the play, it becomes a relatively simple 
matter, u~ing the features as criteria, to make clear that 
all three portions of the play, the original and the two re-
dactions, are written in the language of the srune dialect. 
It should be noted at this point that because of the disparity 
of length of the three parts the evidence for two or three 
of the features is not equally strong in all of them. 
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However, ~s far as moat of the major features are concerned, 
there is enough evidence throughout to establish the fact of 
sameness of language beyond much doubt. For example, Scan-
dinavian ~luence is just as obvious in each of the redac-
tions as in the original part of the play. Of the 12M! 
forms {•0~ lOOtan), 4 occur in the original and 8 in redaction 
B {the wo11d is used only once in A and is then spelled with 
~); and the distribution of ~-forms seems proportionate, with 
mikel, etd. appearing 10 times in the original, 4 times in B. 
and 3 tim~a in A~ As for vocabulary, the majority of the 
words which can be said with any certainty to be distinctively 
northern occur in the original portion; but to be noted are 
the obvio'Uis forms sov;ym {_!!!g,) and buske in redaction A, and 
coste. {'manner'), denteth, ka.yser, ~. reddere, mynne, and 
~ in redaction B. 
Ofi the two morphological features, ar( e) {n) and the 
past participle of strong verba in -a, only the latter is 
significant, since of the 28 ar{e)(n) forms 27 occur in the 
original. {The other is in A; the third person plural present 
indicative of tto bet is not used in B.) The -a for the past 
participle of strong verba, however, is used in all three 
portions of the play and is the only form used (with the one 
exception of for3ete, used for rhyme in the original). 
Except for the dual development of late OE i+! or ~ 
which cannot validly be determined in either of the redactions 
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because or a lack or rhymes, the same phonological features 
are in general apparent in the three different parts of the 
play. OE:! becomes e in open syllables 68 times in the ori-
ginal, and 1 17 times; it becomes e 7 times in redaction A, 
and i 4 times; and it becomes e 4 times in B, with no i 
- - -
forms app~aring. OE e remains long e in all three sections 
(i.e., th~re is no indication anywhere of the late ME tran-
sition to 1>• Also, OE z, i (except where influenced by a 
nasal or ~y ~) becomes i without exception in both of the 
redaction~ as lvell as in the original. slawth (OE a-+,!!) 
occurs 20 times in the original and twice in A (no .2:! forms 
in either). (The word is not used in B.) The early ME com-
bination snd remains tor the most part in all sections, but 
' 
3 and forms appear in the original and 4 in B. (The combina-
tion is used only twice in A, and as 2E£.) The vowel tor 
final una9cented syllables is lJ.Il throughout the play, and 
~ is always used (with one exception, in the original) tor 
the palatail sibilant in words or Old English origin. Fur-
thermore, there is no indication that the £ in words of French 
origin is ever palatalized. As tor syncope, ~ is found in 
the original 5 times and in B once, while ~ appears in A 
once and also in B once. Syncope of the voHel in the plural 
and possessive of nouns seems to have taken place throughout, 
while, on the other hand, there is no indication in any of 
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the three :parts of the play that syncope has occured in 
the -:yst, -~ endings in the present indicative singular 
of verbs. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The major results of the foregoing study have been 
threefold~ Firstly, !£! Castle 2! Perseverance bas been 
shown to ~ave undergone two redactions before it was written 
down in t~e form which remains extant in the Macro manuscript 
(see chap~ I); and the study of these redactions has resulted 
in a new light not only on The Castle of Perseverance but 
also, by implication, on the history of the morality play 
itself as a dramatic form in English literature (see chaps. 
II and III). Secondly, the linguistic analysis of the work 
has disclosed a number of dialectal features which will allow 
the establishment of a specific provenance for the play (see 
chap. VII). And thirdly, a further number of philological 
characteristics (to be listed and discussed below under date) 
have become obvious enough to permit also the establishment 
of fairly 1accurate dates for all three portions of the play. 
Each of t~ese three findings will be summarized in this final 
chapter. 
The Redactions 
The first part of the present study consists of three 
chapters dealing with the problem of redactions in !h! Castle 
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of Perseverance. In the first chapter, "Analysis of the Re-
dactions,": on the basis of such criteria as stanza form, 
meter, alliterative technique, poetical style, grammar, syntax, 
and dramat
1
ic effectiveness, it is concluded that the play 
underwent two major redactions after it was originally com-
posed. The first redaction, referred to in this study as 
redaction ~· consists of the first twelve stanzas of the 
extant play (11. 1-156); and the second redaction, redaction 
B (11. 3122-3650), consists of the latter portion of the play 
from the tieginning of the Daughters of God scene and including 
a short transitional stanza, number 268, to the end of the 
work. It 
1
is also pointed out that, judging from the above-
mentioned criteria, some lines of this second redaction might 
possibly nave been taken from the work of the original poet 
(see pp. 30-36). 
Chapter II, "The Probable Content of the Original 
Version," ,postulates on the basis of the analysis of the re-
dactions and also on the basis of other internal evidence (see 
p. 30 and p. 32) that the redaction A was made before redaction 
B and tha~ the original version of the play did not contain 
the Four Daughters of God scene; and then it presents the 
thesis th~t the original version of the play contained an 
ending in which the Blessed Virgin Mary and not the Four Daugh-
ters of God interceded on behalf of Mankind's salvation. The 
thesis isjdeveloped in the first place on the basis of a hint 
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in the vexillator passage that "cure lof'ly lady" will inter-
cede for man and in the second place chiefly by virtue of 
the fact that all the passages in redaction B which are 
apparently in the language of the original playwright (with 
the exception of some lines that were possibly God's in the 
original version of the play) could naturally and logically 
be from some original speeches of the Virgin Mary. A third 
aspect of the argument is that the play as reconstructed 
hypothetically with the Blessed Virgin as intercessor would 
be dramatically more effective and powerful than the extant 
version, and thus the ending would be in more logical agree-
ment with the dramatic technique of the original author (see 
pp. 26-28,). 
This new information concerning ~ Castle £t Perse-
verance, as outlined above, is the most obviously significant 
result of the discovery of the redactions. However, there 
are two other results of importance. The first deals with 
the light that the findings throw in general on the histori-
cal development of the morality play in England. The second 
deals with the elimination of obscurities which would have 
continued to prevent an exact solution of the problem of the 
place and date of The Castle £t Perseverance. 
The information revealed by the discovery and analysis 
of the redactions could aid, at least by implication, in 
filling ~ some of the gaps which exist in the present his-
' 
torical kl!l.owledge of the morality play in England. The 
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number of extant English moralities is small, and, even 
including the Macro Castle 2£ Perseverance, those which are 
extant are for the most part fragmentary or, as Hardin Craig 
has remarked about the redacted cycle plays, exist in forms 
apparently greatly altered from original versions which 
characteristically showed a simple fidelity to religious 
story and feeling.l The two moralities bound with ~ Castle 
2£ Perseverance in the Macro group may be taken as examples. 
Wisdom (or~. ~ !E£ Understanding), with its verbose 
and over-literate style, represents a degeneration toward 
excessive didacticism, and Mankind, with all its crudities, 
represents a degeneration in the direction of vulgarity. 
Another morality, ~ Pride 2t Life, is known only in the 
form of a fragment, perhaps not much more than half of the 
complete play, and the original content of the entire work 
can only be conjectured about on the basis of the brief plot 
summary given by the banns. Even Everyman, considered by 
many to be the classic of the English moralities, cannot be 
called representative, since the probability is too great that 
it is only a copy of a Dutch counterpart.2 
~ Castle 2£ Perseverance, when the original ending 
is taken into consideration, becomes more representative than 
any other extant morality of the native form when it was at 
lJnglish Religious Drama£!~ Middle Ages, p. 163. 
2Albert c. Baugh and others, A Literary History of 
England (New York, 1948), P• 286. -
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an early ~d uncorrupt stage or its development. If there 
is one obvious weakness in the play as it stands in the 
Macro coltection, that weakness lies in the ending. As 
pointed out in chapter I (see pp. 2 7-28), up to the Four 
Daughters or God episode the play moves actively in a series 
or effective scenes toward the climax of the play; but at 
the climax the action suddenly ceases. And then, for over 
five hund~ed lines to the ending of the work, the play is 
extended 1n length by means of a pedestrian disputation, the 
prolixity and didacticism or which, incidentally, represents 
the same ~ovement away from simple religious feeling that 
characterizes the redactions of the cycle plays. If, however, 
an ending :can be visualized in which, after :Hankind' s death, 
the tender figure of the Blessed Virgin approaches God and 
simply and prayerfully beseeches Him to forgive, then the 
denouementi becomes one of sincerity and simplicity, one more 
in keeping with the feeling or the preceding portion of the 
play. Con,sideration or the original ending along with the 
rest of the play can leave little doubt that the first version 
of~ Castle or Perseverance was a much more effective play 
than that r.mich remains in the Macro manuscript. Further-
more, the alteration that took place by means of the substi-
tution of ~he Four Daughters of God episode shows that the 
morality play probably followed in general the patterns or 
change evident in the plays of the great mystery cycles. In 
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The Castle 2£ Perseverance the process of change can be seen 
taking place. 
Finally, from the standpoint of any linguistic work 
to be done on ~ Castle of Perseverance, the significance 
of the discovery of the redactions is too obvious to warrant 
comment. It is clear that any determination of the place 
and date of the play by philological means without recogni-
tion of the redactions would not be valid. 
The Location 
The results of the linguistic analysis (see ch. VII) 
leave no dbubt that the provenance of 'fhe Castle of Perse-
verance is the northeast Midlands of England. As has been 
shown, the language is fundamentally Midland with a promi-
' 
nent northern coloring. There is no evidence that the play 
could have come from any county farther north, such as York-
shire, nor' is there any that would suggest a location any-
where in the West. Furthermore, a number of the linguistic 
features which have been pointed out were peculiar to the 
north Midlands, or, even more significant, to the northeast 
Midlands, features such as the strong Scandinavian elements, 
both lexical and phonological; the use of are(n) as the 
third person plural present indicative of •to be'; e for 
Old Englis~ ! in open syllables; the dual development of 
-
.!,+,2. or Si 1U.l. for Old English -x_, -x_; the type of syncope in 
tan and h8lll; and the beginning of the use of the combination 
- -
~ for ~· Lincolnshire, then, must be the county in 
which ~ • Castle .2£ Perseverance originated.} 
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The obvious question arises: just where in that large 
shire was the play created? It seems logical, on linguistic 
grounds, that The Castle 2£ Perseverance could not have come 
from the sputhern portion of the county, for the northern 
features (are[n), -~as the ending of the past participle 
of strong verbs, etc.) are too persistent and have not begun 
to go over to the Midland patterns. On the other hand, it 
does not seem possible that the work could have come from 
any area very far in the North; there are none of those 
characteristics in the language which were peculiar to Scotch 
or, at least in part, to the dialect of Yorkshire, such as 
the use of • s in ' shall 1 and ' should' , or 2 for Old English 
hw, or the rounded form of £• A point somewhere about half-
way between the northern shore of the Wash and the Humber 
3rt is to be noted that there are no known specimens 
of definit$ly Lincolnshire language of the Fourteenth or 
early Fifteenth Centuries which could be used for purposes 
of comparison with the language of~ Castle 2! Perseverance. 
In particular it should be noted that the language of Richard 
Misyn 1 s The Fire of Love and the Mending of Life ( ed. Ralph 
Harvey, ~S;-D:S-.-Cvr-[London;-1896]), even-r:heugh Misyn 
was a Prio~ of the Carmelites of Lincoln, cannot be used. 
The language in Nisyn' s work is not representative of that 
of any section of the Midlands but is rather more typical 
of Yorkshire. The consistent use of s in 'shall' and 1 should 1 , 
~ for the ending of the present participle, ~ for OE i, the 
rounded form of o (~, etc.), gw- for OE hw-, are obvious 
features in Misyn wli!Cli compare consistently-with usage in 
Richard Rolle. Cf. Richard Misyn, ~ ~ of Love and ~ 
Mending of !Life, and Richard Rolle, English Prose Treatises 
(ed. George~Perry, ~s. o.s. XX [London, 1866]), passim. 
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River would, on linguistic grounds alone, be a safe supposi-
tion--in short, the city of Lincoln or its environs.4 
As for the city of Lincoln, there is some evidence 
other than philological, though not so tangible as that of 
a linguistic nature, which also points to it as the original 
home of the play. In the first place, the content of the 
play in its original form was highly intellectual, mani-
festing a .clear and refined control over much of the sig-
nificant psychological, religious, and philosophical thought 
of the Mi~dle Ages. Moreover, the work is learned from the 
point of view of form. As the analysis of the structure 
of the play has shown (see chap. I), the original playwright 
had a nea~-perfect control over language and prosody, and er-
rors even of a grammatical nature are difficult to find. And 
finally, the original writer was a man not only of learning but 
of considerable talent (a fact which has remained obscured to a 
great extent because of the imperfections of the redactions). 
The play o~iginally must have been one of exceptionally fine 
balance and symmetry, a play written by someone with a keen 
sense of drama. ~ Castle of Perseverance in its original 
state was the sort of play that most logically had to 
originate in a center of culture and learning such as 
4At this point Walter K. Smart's suggestion that 
the gallows of Canwycke mentioned in the play were situated 
near the city of Lincoln may be accepted as a piece of con-
tributory ~vidence (see p. 6 of the present work). 
Lincoln.5 
This evidence, it will be noted, deals with the play 
in its original form, but it does not take into account the 
problem of the redactions. It is conceivable, of course, 
that the original play could have been transported from its 
source and then revised for an audience far from the city 
of Lincoln or even far from Lincolnshire itself. This, how-
ever, does not appear to have been the case. Although the 
language in both redactions is not so refined as that of 
the original portion of the play, there can be no doubt that 
the language of all three parts is in the same specific 
dialect. This point has been covered above in chapter VII 
(see PP• 129-32). 
The Date 
The task of dating The Castle 2f Perseverance is 
complicated by recognition of the fact that the manuscript 
consists of three portions written by three different authors 
obviously at three different times. It will be best to con-
aider each of the three sections separately. 
The same reasons concerning the intellectual quality 
of the original play that were offered above to justify plac-
ing the old version of The Castle 2! Perseverance in a cul-
tural center, such as a cathedral city, can appropriately be 
SE. K. Chambers, ~Mediaeval Stage (Oxford, 1903) 1 
II, 377-79; see also Hardin Craig, English Religious Drama 
2f ~Middle Ages, PP• 348-49. 
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used in suggesting an early date. The play as it originally 
existed se,ems to have been typical of the English morality 
play at an early point in its development. It is simple and 
sincere and seems to fit well into the same category into 
which Hardin Craig places ~ Pride £!. 1!f.!!. and Everyman 
(the latter of which in some form was probably much older 
than the date of its publication in the Sixteenth Century). 
~ Pride .2!1!!:.!!. and Everyman "present in a simple form the 
type of play that was dominant in England, that is, a play 
in which tlp.ere is a contest for the soul of mankind. At a 
later time, when the practice of making morality plays had 
established itself, other allegorical themes and various 
modificaticms of the principal theme manifested themselves. 116 
It is interesting to note, incidentally, that, judging from 
the synops~s of the plot of ~ Pride of Life given in the 
banns to that incomplete manuscript, it must have been the 
Blessed Vi~gin Mary who, just as in the original version of 
~ Castle £!. Perseverance, interceded for the representative 
of mankind.; It is also interesting to note that the play was 
out of doors.7 
Just what the first form of the English morality play 
I 
was like or what the year of its beginning was cannot be es-
tablished. 
1 
The first English moralities seem to have been 
6cr~ig, English Religious Drama, p. 348. 
7The Mediaeval Stage, II, 436. 
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known as 1aternoster plays, and such a play is mentioned by 
Wyclif about 1378 as existing at York. And at Lincoln, 
documents refer to a Paternoster play as given at various 
dates from 1397 to 1521. All these plays, according to 
Chambers, .have been lost.8 
It would not seem improbable, then, that ~ Castle 
or Perseverance in its original form could have been created 
at some ttme before the end of the Fourteenth Century. 
There is considerable linguistic evidence that such a suppo-
sition is quite valid. 
From the point of view of the English of the Fifteenth 
Century, the language of ~ Castle of Perseverance appears 
to be consistently conservative. In many of its features 
there has been no levelling toward the language or the devel-
oping Sch&iftsprache. It will perhaps be revealing at this 
' 
point to ~1st some of these features which might throw some 
light on the date or the play. 
Third person plural pronoun.--In the objective and 
dative cases the form is always hem. Although this form was 
still pre4aminant in Miss Peitz's London sources in the early 
part or the Fifteenth Century, she did find some instances 
of the northern •them' form; and throughout the century the 
•them' fo~s were the only ones in Yorkshire (Peitz, p. 102). 
Dibelius found the originally northern th-form in Pecock as 
well as in Capgrave and even cites examples of it in Kent 
before mid-century ("John Capgrave und die englische Schrift-
sprache,",Anglia, XXIV, 221),. The complete lack of .!£-forms 
in ~ Castle of Perseverance, a manuscript of the northeast 
Midlands, would indicate a very early date. 
The ending of the infinitive.--In ~ Castle 2£ ~­
severance the ending of the infinitive is -~ 144 times; it 
has no ending 26 times; and it ends in -£ 56 times. In Miss 
Peitz's fifteenth century sources, only one instance of -n 
appeared in London, and none appeared in Yorkshire (Peitz, 
p. 123). 
The preposition till (to) .--Mim Peitz found the 
more common form in her Yorkshire sources of the Fifteenth 
Century t~ be to, although 1f!! was also used (Peitz, P• 98). 
For his southern and Midland sources Dibelius found till 
occurring only rarely (Anglia, XXIV, 216). In~ Castle 2f 
Perseverance the form till is used 23 times; the ~ form 
does not a(ppear. 
a+n in words of French origin.--In this manuscript 
a~n in words of French origin is represented by aun consis-
-- -
tently for a total of 140 times (only 3 words of the type 
appear with~). Furthermore, this sound rhymes only with 
itself. In respect to this sound the important change should 
be considered which normally took place in the Midlands when 
the vocal~c preceded ndz, nts, or ~ (the phonetic notation 
is Jordan's). According to Jordan (Handbuch, p. 199), the 
vocalic berore these combinations began to appear as ! during 
the Fourteenth Century; also, this i. at times developed to 
ai (stra~ge, etc,), In The .Castle or Perseverance (with 
aungrl 35 times, staunche once, chaunge once) the vocalic 
berore these combinations is always represented by au, 
a in words or French origin.-- Miss Peitz gives numer-
ous examplJes of.! becoming [fl (i,e,, the sound in modern 
English) in words of French origin in London in the Fifteenth 
Century: punische, perische, etc, She also gives instances 
or the palatal sound in her Yorkshire sources ror the Fir-
teenth Century (Peitz, pp. 76-77). This palatal apparently 
had not as yet developed in the language or ~ Castle or 
Perseverance, 
Sc~dinavian sounds,--In respect to dating, the im-
portant Scandinavian feature is the sound rrom ON ~+~. This 
is round 5 times in the manuscript as eyk. According to 
Wright, this ei normally became ai(!l) about 1300, and then 
the ai became e before k in the Fourteenth Century (!a Elemen-
- - -
~Middle English Grammar, P• 86), The sound is never 
monophthongized in ~ Castle £! Perseverance, 
The transition or~ to 1·--Wyld (Short History, P• l4) 
says that by the early Fifteenth Century all Middle English 
tense e-sounds were raised to 1. Dibelius ("John Capgrave," 
Anglia, XXXIII, 348) round this transition complete in all 
-his southern-Midland sources of the Fifteenth Century. ~ 
consistently remains e in The Castle of Perseverance. 
o from OE a and o from o lengthened in an open syl-
- - - ' 
lable.--In The Castle of Perseverance these two sounds are 
apparently different. In rhymes (as many as 257) the two 
sounds are not used together. This distinction was kept by 
Chaucer, but in Lydgate the sounds seem to have completely 
fallen together (Jespersen, ! Modern English Grammar, I, 
92-93; see also Wright, ~ Elementary Middle English Grammar, 
pp. 24-25). Note that Lydgate began his Troy ~ in 1412, 
and particularly that his selection from Aesop's fables and 
~ Churl ~ ~ ~ were probably written toward the close 
of the Fourteenth Century (Baugh and others, A Literary His-
~ of England, p. 295). 
OE y, f.--Miss Peitz found forms with o, u (forst, 
furst, church, etc.) "toward the middle of the Fifteenth 
Century" in her Yorkshire sources ( "Der Einfluss des Nord-
lichen Dialektes," P• 64). No forms other than~ occur 
in The ~C=a~s~t=l~e ££ Perseverance (except for a change to ~ due 
to the intluence of neighboring sounds). 
What should be noted first of all is the fact that 
all these features are typical of each of the three portions 
of the play. As a matter of fact, there are no linguistic 
features which can validly be used to separate the portions 
from each other in time. Two cases of monophthongization 
seem to appear in redaction B in the word truthe (11. 3510, 
3523), along with a total of 97 ew-forms in the whole 
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manuscript (OE eaT~• OE eo+~ (falling diphthong], French 
[y:]); but the significance of the monophthongization appears 
to be invalidated by the scarceness of the form and by the 
fact that a similar instance of monophthongization appears 
also in the original portion of the play in asoly (1. 1503) 
(OF assoille), which occurs along with asoyle, twice (11. 
1510, 1523). There might be some significance in the more 
numerous instances in redaction B of the combination and 
for ~ (4 out of 9 forms; A has none out of 3; the original 
has 3 out of 69); however, with the lack of any other distin-
guishing characteristics, this too seems tenuous as a criterion 
for dating. 
It does not seem unreasonable, however, to assume, 
in the light of the purity of content and form of the ori-
ginal version of the play and also in the light of its lin-
guistic conservatism, that the play was originally written 
some time before the turn of the century, perhaps in the 
latter half of the last decade of the Fourteenth Century.9 
As for redaction A, it could not have come much later. It 
was written for the original play, and it might be supposed 
that, after a run of a season or two, the original play, with 
the not unusual appurtenances of vexillators and banns, was 
9An interesting and not entirely incredible 
hypothesis would be that this original version of The Castle 
of Perseverance is tllo.e 11 lost 11 Paternoster play recorded as 
hiving been given at Lincoln in 1397-98. See Chambers, ~ 
Mediaeval Stage, II, 378. 
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then take~ on the road. For redaction A, a date from 1398-
1400 does not seem early. And finally, the sameness of 
language dioes not permit a date too much later than 1400 for 
the Daughtlers of God redaction. The play had had showings 
for a few years, and, it can be assumed, a change was 
thought to1 be called for. It was the beginning of an age 
of apocrypha for medieval drama.lO As has been explained 
in chapter III ("Suggestions Concerning the Reasons for the 
' 
Redactionsi") 1 the plot of the Four Daughters of God was near 
at hand; that theme seems to have been indigenous to Lincoln 
since the days of Bishop Grosseteste.ll For redaction B a 
! 
conservative estimate on linguistic grounds (see pp.l29-32) 
is 1402-1405.12 
lObraig, English Religious Drama, p. 348. 
llHope Traver, ~ .E2lE Daughters 2£. Q££1 p. 125. 
12~ note should be made concerning the well-known 
plan for the staging of the play. In the light of the 
above findings, it seems that the plan was drawn originally 
for the initial version of the play. The original play 
was obviou~ly designed for this specific type of staging. 
It is to b~ noted that the plan as drawn in the Macro manu-
script is Jerfectly symmetrical and centered on the page--
except for the stage direction concerning the costuming of 
the Four Daughters of God and the direction for Belyal and 
his burning pipes. These directions, from the point of view 
of positio~. on the page, appear as though inserted as later 
additions.' Furthermore, the crudity of the Belyal direction 
is typical of the later apocrypha. 
APPENDICES 
APPl!l'lDIX A 
The following is a list of corrections made of 
errors in the Early English Text Society edition contain-
ing The Castle 2f Perseverance. 
Line 
2 p,!t and footnote. The footnote says 11The Ms. of this 
play has p. 11 But the manuscript has pat. 
2 For londe read lond. 
---'== -
4 For honda read hond. 
-..-:-= -
7 For ~ev.me read relme. 
l4 For VEXILLATOR read VEXIL[LATOR]o 
24 For I:tem read hm• 
26 For h:mse[lf] read ~· 
26 For 1l£[Yll] read [ sozlleh 
27 For PRIMUS read PRIMUS. 
---=;;;;; - -
32 For m~ten read me~te~. 
33 For aftyre read artzr• 
38 For arette read s.rete. 
45 For confescyon read conrescyoun. 
53 For Ferseuerans read perseuerauns. 
- - - --
54 For alle read all. 
-t-='" -
60 For Mankynd read mankynd~. 
66 For mankynd read mankynd~. 
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-
Line 
66 For coveytyth read coueytyth. 
72 For ~o!!1'esc!<n read co!!1'escioua• 
72 For Mankynd read mankynd_!. 
76 For Mankynd read mankynd_!• 
86 For 4ayle read vayle. 
96 For ~ read goode. 
134 For ~all read !Y!!• 
148 For mercy read ~· 
1.51 For f'r~i read worf>i. 
16.5 For werld read world. 
174 For !feue read ~· (Either reading is possible here. 
but mene is more logical.) 
-
184 For nerne read warne. 
208 For dykes read dykys. 
2.5.5 For nerld read world. 
273 For wyth read wyth. 
- ~ 
313 For drawyth read drawy[t]h. 
336 
377 
409 
410 
439 
472 
For alway read alwey. 
' For l stonde £a stodye read I stonde ~ stodye. 
For ~ou read pgu. 
For ~at read :fl.!t. 
- -
For ~ou read pou. 
- :..=..... 
For renoun read renoun. 
--~-~ -
491 For ~sdom read wys[d]om. 
' 
Line 
492 For farit£ (in stage direction) read pariter. 
508 
515 
541 
564 
For must read mnste. 
-
For hoke read hok. 
- -
For @t[r]onde read stronde. 
For ]>at read ~,!t. 
- -
565 For rerld read world. 
578 For Genus (in stage direction) read genus. 
597 
6ol 
607 
For :f>ou read pou. 
- ...__ 
For J!lumanum genus read humanum genus. 
--- ---
For teeke read reoke. 
657 For lachyd read lacchyd. 
659 
660 
For bere read bere. 
. --= 
For her_!! read ~· 
......--
704 For fare read fayr. 
715 For World read werld. 
717 For tolye read foly. 
726 
729 
740 
758 
785 
796 
8o6 
819 
For newe read newe. 
--= -
For Folye read fol:.y. 
For teste read haste. 
For makyl read mekyl. 
For sere read bere • 
. -
For ~onde read bende. 
For pe lys read po lys. 
-- --
For Bak'by'ter_!! read bakbyt2,£• 
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Line 
824 For .!!! read in. 
-
826 For !a read in. 
844 For extorsion read extorsioua. 
858 For purs read p~s. (The EETS footnotes its reading: 
11?MS. P:!:!::'ls", but the word is 1.mque stionably p~s.) 
863 
871 
878 
894 
898 
899 
For ~1-wey read !! wey. 
For e~st read canst. 
For :c>ou read ~.2U:~ 
- -
For $lle read .!11• 
For Lechery a possible reading is lecchert. 
For ~ read ~· 
901 For bltpe read bltp~. 
915 For 4uki! read ~· 
937 For Wh!EPe read wbBEPe• 
945 For i!! read in. 
948 For tayre read fayr~. 
960 For Jrath read Wrathe. 
965 For in read .:g. 
965 For be read ben'; 
- --= 
968 For 4r$>~ read drop~. 
969 For nl;,ynde read IJIYBde • 
981 For n!_ read ~; 
' 
982 For~ read t[ell]'; 
989 For ~elygyon read relygyo~. 
Line 
991 For ~ read w.zta. 
-
1012 For dicat read dicat (stage direction). 
1019 For G1oton read Glot~. 
1019 For pechery read lecherze. 
1039 For p~fore read ~~for~. 
1056 For feM read ~~ 
1060 For lett!! read jettZ!• 
1061 For J>ou read ~ou. 
- =--
1083 For J>ou read ~~u. 
- -
1089 For ~ENUS read GENUS • 
.;_-== -
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1095 For fpylle, EErS has footnote 11?MS. apydle", but the 
correct reading is spylle~ 
1119 For HUMANUM GENUS read HUMANUM G[ENUS] • 
= - = = = ~----~ 
1125 For ~e read ~e. 
-- -
1146 For Mankyndis read m~ciz!· 
1148 For yith read ~; 
1154 For yith read ~· 
. -=-= 
1156 For gold read holde. 
1171 For gieays read guttys. 
1175 For ~w read now. 
- -
1183 For .!Ulh read wzta• 
1196 For men read ~· 
1204 For :qor read ~· 
Line 
1209 For HUMANUM GENUS read HUMAN[UN GENUS] • 
- - - --=-=-~- ___ .;. 
1212 For wappyd read warpyd. 
1219 For goynS! read goynge. 
1227 For porowe read Morowe. 
1242 For ~ read ~· 
1269 
1290 
1310 
1327 
1335 
1336 
1340 
For 151e read !12.• 
For bobbyt read bobbyd. 
For was read was. 
- -
For comfort read counfort. 
For ~at read p£t• 
For schryue read schfr]yue. 
For humanum read h~an~ (stage direction). 
1341 For vith read wyta• 
1356 For ]>anne read ]l!Ul!!e• 
1365 For ~erfore read ]lerfor:• 
1398 
1411 
1421 
lll-32 
1443 
1446 
1454 
For yith read ~· 
For ratt read stat. 
- -
For C!!st read C£~st. 
For 90NFESC!O read CONFESCON. 
For alway read alwey. 
For pou read p£u. 
For nou read ]l£U• 
1457 For schryfte read schryfte. 
' 1462 For I!yiie read ]>Yll!!e. 
-
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Line 
1463 
1495 
1545 
1547 
1550 
1554 
1599 
1600 
For: IJ:rn:ne read Y,yne. 
For myn read ~· 
- -
For prey read pray • 
,- -
For: y,at read Y,_!t. 
For y,er read y,er. 
- ::..= 
For dystaunce read dysta~ce. 
For, ef read or. 
For' P!!_seuera~ce read p!!_se[ue]raunce. 
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1618 For ABSTDli~CIA read ABSTDI~CIA. 
1628 
1629 
1636 
1637 
1641 
1645 
1665 
1670 
1681 
1685 
1686 
1699 
For: a-store read a store. 
For.hyr read hyre. 
- ......__, 
For trin[i]te read tr[i]nite. 
For b~e read b~e. 
For'~ read ~· 
For y,at read y,at. 
- =---
For ~ read londe. 
For manis read manns. 
' - -
For:leuyn read leum. 
For y,at read I>.!t• 
Opposite this line in the manuscript is the stage 
dir~ction t~c int£!bit. EETS has this direction 
misplaced at line 1909 and incorrectly transcribed 
Line 
as tunc mutabit. 
--=- ...:-=---
1708 For us~ in Latin line read usque. 
1723 
1740 
1741 
1748 
For ~ kyn~ read ~ ~· 
For grounde :read gro~de. 
For ~ read wzta. 
-
For in read ine 
- -
-
1749 For ~ read !g• 
1767 In stage direction, for v~~t read v~ant. 
1767 In stage direction, for Sup~bia read S~!£bia. 
1770 For g£ace read S&!ce. 
1775 For far1otis read har1otZ!• 
1778 For ~er in stage direction read ~ra. 
1785 For J>at read I>!.t. 
- -
1789 For lere read 1er~. 
1791 For k,r11~ read ky11yn. 
1808 For ~ read ~· 
For Syr read syr£• 
For f1amabit in stage direction read c1amabit. 
For teecherz read 1echerz. 
For g1oton read g1otoua• 
For ~dum in stage direction read lllUBdlia• 
For jrodis read wedys. 
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1812 
1812 
1815 
1816 
1836 
1840 
1853 For tuno buccinabunt cor.nuo in stage direction read 
--=- .:.;;;~=~iii,;. ---
Line 
1860 
1863 
1888 
1891 
1895 
1899 
1903 
1904 
1913 
tunc; buccinabit cornu. 
-=- -
For trow read trowe. 
-
For ~ore read ~· 
For scbance read schame. 
For ~at ,! ~ read I>:;t I ~· 
For !eue read ~· 
1.58 
For domdno Demon 1n stage direction read dicit demon. 
- ----
For ~ read J>O'• 
For penon read peno~· 
For alle read all. 
-......= -
1914 For pattyl read batayl. 
1921 
1923 
1938 
1945 
1956 
1964 
1966 
1968 
1971 
1974 
1977 
1984 
1988 
For hem read hem. 
- -
For foure read 3oure. 
For 1!!!J?h read ~· 
For yith read ~· 
For mon read ~· 
For~ read M• 
For Jt! read M• 
For somodyr read smodir• 
For 1!1, read ~· 
! 
For penon read peno~. 
For pou read J>ou. 
-- -=-
For floton read Glotoun. 
For Gloton read Glotoun. 
Line 
2002 
2009 
2021 
202:7 
2035 
2056 
2058 
For brekyn read brewrn. 
For fl2£.t'or read fl!!:,.t'Ore. 
For delectar! in Latin line read delectar~. 
For ~ read ~· 
For J>at read flat. 
- =---
For fl!s read flis. 
-
For oure read oure. 
- --= 
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2061 For J>is read flier; 
~ -
2087 For~ read kynge. 
2087 For known; read lmo;eyn. 
2092 For whanne read whanne • 
2095 For flou read fl~u. 
- -
2102 For J>at read flat. 
2112 For ~ read ~· 
2124 For Jjou wrecchyd wreche read :~>~u wreccbyd wrethe. 
2125 For justicia in Latin line read justiciam. 
2135 For aungellis read auasellzs. 
2145 For cache read cacche~ 
2146 For ro~ys read roszs. 
2152 For mm read ~· 
---2159 For de.t'amaczon read de.t'amacyoun. 
2177 For Jjat read p~t. 
2190 
2199 
For alle read all. 
- -
For domini in stage direction read ~· 
Line 
2200 Fori prowde read proude. 
2207 For 1~ read leuyn. 
2216 For ne~er read ne~~· 
2233 For ~ read £!Z• 
2241 For ~ read wzta• 
2243 For ~ read ~· 
2247 For castele read castella'• 
2249 For mek;yn read m~~ 
2272 For pat read P,!t'• 
- -
2274 For purpos read p~os. 
2277 For ieimliasset in Latin line read ieiunasset. 
2284 For i'qre read i'ayr.!• 
2285 For abstynens read abstynens; 
2303 For Hadyn read ma.:rd;yn. 
2333 Fo11 pat read pat. 
:- ~
For ~ read ~~ 2351 
2378 
2394 
2395 
2418 
2422 
2442 
2445 
For domini in stage direction read diu. 
-
For here read here. 
--= -
For! sum-where read sum where • 
- --= -
For pou read pou. 
- ::.-.. 
For hangyn read h~. 
For Covetyse read Coveytyse. 
Foil ~ read ~· 
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Line 
2451 
2457 
2458 
2470 
2500 
2530 
2542 
2553 
2553 
2558 
2559 
For ~ read wo1de. 
For Coueyt:yse read Coveyse. 
Fo~ Dou read p~u. 
- -
For perfore read p~fore. 
Fo~ werthi read worthi. 
For nedy & e1de read nedy ~ elde. 
--- ---
For whon-so read ~ !2• 
For in read in. 
--For 3oure read 3oure. 
= 
Fo~ HUMILITAS read HUMILITAS. 
For his read ~· 
2562 For a!! read ~· 
2568 
2599 
2601 
Fori synne read ~e. 
For world!! read werld}"!• 
For whanne read whanne. 
' = 
2613 For hym read hYm• 
2616 For bettyr read betyr. 
2621 FoJ,' pat read P,!t• 
2623 For SOLICITUDO read SOLICITUD[O]. 
Fo~ ~ read hys. 
For dethes read dethis. 
For ANGELUS read ANGELUS. 
-
2661 Fo~ hym read hYm• 
- -
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Line 
2662 For JnUst read lmlste. 
2675 For ~at read PAt• 
2717 
2719 
2732 
2738 
2742 
2744 
2752 
2754 
276o 
2769 
2774 
2775 
2828 
2835 
2650 
2861 
2865 
For :song read songe. 
For 1cla:r read cley. 
For rsehuld read schulde. 
For ~ou read :P,gu. 
For I> at read p,!t. 
- -
For ~er read P!£• 
- -
For must read lmlste. 
For ~sposcyon read dysposycyoua. 
For ~ou read pou. 
For ~at read P,!t. 
For more & more read more & more. 
~-- -----For :in read in. 
- ~ 
! 
For pat read pat. 
' For bis read hys. 
For bod read ~· 
For fat read p,!t• 
For pat read p!;t. 
2872 For ~ read wolde. 
2890 
2899 
For ~ read Sl!• 
For out read oute~ 
- -
2900 For him read ~· 
2904 For ~ayre read fayr~. 
2919 For eor read ~· 
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Line 
2929 
2942 
2960 
2985 
For !S2.!!! read doste. 
For ji>~t'ore read p~t'or_!• 
' For !boll_! read bope. 
,_ -
For pat read p!,t• 
,_ -
3008 For !Godxs read godctys. 
3010 For !I>at read I>.!t• 
- -
3011 For :Mercr read mercy. 
3019, For:getyn read getm. 
;.;:;._..:.-
3020 
3031 
For ~bro~ read bro~. 
: - -
For i!! read .!ll• 
3050 For j~ read 81!!!• 
3051 For :{>at read I>.!t• 
3127 
3131 
3133 
3136 
3154 
- -
For :bere read bere. 
,___ -
For !Mercy read mercy. 
·-
For hell,! read hell. 
-
For :were read were. 
:- ---= 
For mercy read m~cy. 
3156 For ~at read P£t• 
3160 For ~ read hym. 
..-... 
3163 
3164 
3169 
3170 
For hym read hY:m• 
---- .....:... 
For lvng-quis<m! in Latin line read ~ qu1s,S!!!• 
For fen read ~· 
For !alle real all. 
-3180 For :t'a;yth read t'e;yth. 
Line 
3189 
3197 
3202 
3229 
3229 
3240 
Fov more read more. 
1- --= 
Fozf 1>at read 1>at. 
- -
Fo~ sehuld read sChuld. 
Fo:zr w,!t!!-owt:rn read wzt.£ ovt;rn. 
' --...:..= 
Fo~ paritores in stage direction read pariter. 
I 
Fo~ let read late. 
3266 Fo~ blyne read blYEPe• 
3267 
3275 
3280 
3310 
3315 
3315 
3326 
3330 
3338 
3353 
3357 
3360 
3362 
3363 
3374 
3375 
Foj more read more. 
' --= 
Fo~ drynke read d~e. 
Fb~ ~e read synne. 
Fo~ fere read fere. 
- -
Fo~ m~ in Latin lines read misericordiarum. 
Fo~ n~tra in Latin lines read n£!!ra. 
Fo~ 1>!£for~ read 1>!£fore. 
Foli' 1>at read p,!t• 
·- -
Fo~ hath read bathe. 
·-
Foj scicio read seitio. 
I 
Fo~ sayd read seyd. 
Foil' 1>e Lord read pee Lord. 
-- ------
Fo:¢ bap [ t] ismat!!!_ read baptismat!!!_. 
Foli' Baptoum read Baptoun. 
' -
Fot hym read bY:!• 
·- -
Fo~ misericordiam read misericordiam. 
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Line 
3379 
3379 
3383 
3384 
3386 
For Misericordias read misericordias. 
For in read in. 
- --
For Justicias read ~ justicia£. 
Forili'i' read Ii'. 
- -' 
For!prison read presoon. 
; - - -
3391 For helle read hell. 
3393 For bor.n read bo~. 
3406 For pat read p_!t'~ 
- -
3406 For hym read hY!)!• 
3421 
3425 
3426 
3426 
3428 
3429 
3430 
3431 
3441 
3441 
3445 
3457 
3470 
3470 
3471 
- -
For h!! read bz!• 
For :flat read ll_!t. 
,_ -
Foridethe read deth. 
' -
For h~ read hym. 
- -
For coni'escion read confescio~. 
For contricion read contricioun. 
For satisi'accion read satisi'accioun. 
For hym read hYm• 
- --= 
For Rythwynes read Rytwysnes. 
For,dwe1lis read dwell. 
-
For cum in Latin line read cum. 
- -
For ~a in Latin line read omnia. 
For scripture read script~. 
For misericordia in Latin line read misericordia. 
For Marikynd read m8Dkynde. 
Line 
3480 For .!?,! read ~· 
3491 For sp~cialy read sp(e]cialy. 
3.503 
3.515 
3522 
3.530 
3531 
3534 
3542 
. 3.543 
For pat I dyd read p~t I dyd. 
--- ---
For 
1
per-to read P!!.!: to. 
' --
Fori sed in Latin lines read sibi. !-= ~
For P!!.!::f'yth read P!!.!:fyth. 
For heuen~ read heuene. 
For per read per. 
For man read ~· 
For frende read frende • 
. -
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3548 For lucidas:;: cm![etas ?MS.] ~siones read lucidas 
tua:ll mansiones. 
' -
-
3586 For·p!£it££!! in stage direction read p~it~. 
3587 For pou read p~u. 
3597 For pat read p~t. 
3599 For Judi[cio] read Iudi[cio]. 
3608 
3619 
3627 
3633 
3643 
For pou read 1>£U• 
- -
For putt~ read putte. 
For schal read schul. 
For pat read pat. 
- --
For pat read p~t • 
Page 75, EETS (cast of characters): for HUMANUM GENUS read 
- - -
huaanua genus; and ror Pnl'ITENTIA read penitencia.. 
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Page 76, EETS (plan of the pley): for £!.§. is ~ Castel 2£. 
Perseueraunse read perseueraunce; for ~~at schal pleye 
Be~yal read ~; for ~ his ~ read ~ hys ~; for &: 
2!! [the Four Daughters of God] schal pleye read pei 
schul ple:ye. 
APPENDIX B 
Photographs of Sample Pages of the Macro 
Castle ~ Perseverance 
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• 
Fig. 1. Leaf 195 verso. The plan for the staging of 
~ Castle of Perseverance. 
170 
Fig. 2. Leaf 154. The first leaf of the Macro manu-
script showing the beginning of redaction A at the top of 
the leaf. 
171 
Fig. 3. Leaf 156 showing the beginning of the work 
of the original playwright at the top of the leaf. 
. 
t' 
\ 
Fig. 4. Leaf 185 verso showing the beginning of 
redaction B seven lines from the bottom of the leaf. 
172 
173 
Fig. 5. Leaf 186 showing the beginning of the Four 
Daughters of God scene at the top of the leaf. 
174 
- - "· 
Fig. 6. Leaf 191. The ending of the play and the 
· list of players. 
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A LINGUISTIC STUDY OF THE CASTLE Q! PERSEVERANCE 
Abstract 
The original purpose of the dissertation was to 
settle as closely as possible by philological means the 
question of date and place of the Macro Castle of Persev-
erance. However, in the initial stages of the study it 
was discovered that the play had undergone some redactions 
before it was written down in the Macro version. The pur-
pose then became twofold: to separate the redactions from 
the original part of the play and study them for any light 
they might throw not only on !Q! Castle 2! Perseverance 
but also on the evolution of the morality itself as a dra-
matic form; and to settle the problem of date and place 
of the redacted portions as well as of the original. 
The redacted parts of the play were separated from 
the original by means of such criteria as meter, alliteration, 
style, grammar, syntax, and dramatic effectiveness. The 
method for dating and locating the work consisted of a 
close linguistic analysis in an attempt to find phonological, 
morphological, and lexioal features which might be indicative 
of specific place and date. 
The study of the redactions disclosed that an ori-
ginal Castle £!Perseverance had undergone two alterations. 
1~ 
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The first consisted of the addition of the entire vexillator 
passage of the play, and the second, of the Daughters of God 
episode and the seven lines preceding it. Evidence was also 
found that some lines of the latter redaction were probably 
taken from the work of the writer of the original version. 
The linguistic analysis initially disclosed a sufficient 
number of dialectal features to allow placing the play in 
the northeast Midlands. Also, a number of philological 
features became obvious enough to warrant establishing a 
date for the play earlier than has hitherto been recognized. 
Final analysis and interpretation resulted in the 
following conclusions concerning the redactions: (1) the 
vexillator redaction was made before the Daughters of God 
redaction, (2) the original play did not contain the Daugh-
ters of God episode, (3) the original ending consisted of a 
scene in which the Blessed Virgin Mary alone interceded for 
Mankind before God. A further significant result of the 
analysis and interpretation of the redactions is that the 
findings offer a concrete example of the evolution of the 
morality play in England from a simple to a more complex 
and less effective form. 
As for location, it was concluded, chiefly on lin-
guistic grounds, that all three portions of the play origi-
nated in or near the city of Lincoln. The dates for the three 
portions of the play were set, also chiefly on linguistic 
grounds, as the middle of the last decade of the Fourteenth 
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Century for the original version, about the year 1400 tor 
the vexillator redaction, and about 1402-05 tor the Daugh-
ters of God redaction. 
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